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ABSTRACT 
Researchers at the University of Central Florida (UCF) have been working during the 
past few years on different strategies to improve freeway safety in real-time. An ongoing 
research at UCF has investigated crash patterns that occurred on a stretch of Interstate-4 located 
in Orlando, FL and created statistical models to predict in real-time the likelihood of a crash in 
terms of time and space. The models were then tested using PARAMICS micro-simulation and 
different strategies that would reduce the risk of crashes were suggested. One of the main 
recommended strategies was the use of Variable Speed Limits (VSL) which intervenes by 
reducing the speed upstream the segment of high risk and increasing the speed downstream.  
The purpose of this study is to examine the recommendations reached by the micro-
simulation using the UCF driving simulator. Drivers’ speed behavior in response to changes in 
speed limits and different information messages are observed. Different scenarios that represent 
the recommendations from the earlier micro-simulation study and three different messages 
displayed using Variable Message Signs (VMS) as an added measure to advice drivers about 
changes in the speed limit were created.  In addition, abrupt and gradual changes in speed were 
tested against the scenarios that maintained the speed limit constant or did include a VSL or 
VMS in the scenarios’ design (base case). Dynamic congestion was also added to the scenarios’ 
design to observe drivers’ reactions and speed reductions once drivers approached congestion.  A 
total of 85 subjects were recruited. Gender and age were the controlling variables for the 
subjects’ recruitment. Each of the subjects drove 3 out of a total of 24 scenarios. In addition, a 
survey was conducted and involved hypothetical questions, including knowledge about VMS and 
VSL, and questions about their driving behavior. The survey data were useful in identifying the 
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subjects’ compliance with the speed limit and VSL/VMS acceptance. 
Two statistical analytical techniques were performed on the data that were collected from 
the simulator: ANOVA and PROC MIXED. The ANOVA test was used to investigate if the 
differences in speed and reaction distances between subjects were statistically significant for 
each sign compared to the base case. The PROC MIXED analysis was used to investigate the 
differences of all scenarios (24x24) based on the spot speed data collected for each driver.  
It was found from the analyses that drivers follow better the message displayed on VMS 
that informs them that the speed is changing, whether it is or not, strictly enforced as opposed to 
providing the reason for change or no information. Moreover, an abrupt change in speed 
produced immediate results; however both abrupt and gradual changes in speed produced the 
same reduction in speed at the target zone. It was also noticed that most drivers usually drive 5 
mph above the speed limit, even though in the survey analysis the majority of them stated that 
they drive in compliance with the speed limit or with the flow of traffic. This means that if a 
modest speed reduction of 5 mph is requested they will ignore it, but if a 10 mph reduction is 
recommended they will reduce the speed by at least 5 mph. Consequently, it was noticed that 
drivers arrived at the congestion zone with a slower speed than the base speed limit due to the 
combination of VMS and VSL signage. By having drivers approaching congestion with a slower 
speed, potential rear-end crashes could be avoided.  
Comparing the two genders indicated that females are more likely to follow the VMS’s 
recommendations to reduce the speed. Also females in general drive above the speed limit 
between 2 mph and 3 mph, while males drive above the speed limit between 5 mph and 8 mph. 
From the analysis of the age factor, it was concluded that drivers from the 16-19 age group drive 
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faster and drivers from the 45 and above age group drive slower, than the drivers from the other 
groups. In general, all drivers reduced and/or increased their speed accordingly when a VMS 
and/or VSL was present in the scenario advising for this change in the speed limit.   
The investigations conducted for this thesis proved that the recommendations suggested 
previously based on the crash risk model and micro-simulation (Abdel-Aty et al., 2006) aid 
drivers in reducing their speed before they approach a segment of high risk and by doing so 
reduce the likelihood of a crash. Finally, the real-time safety benefits of VMS and VSL should be 
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 
The motivation of this study started with the research by Abdel-Aty et al. (2005) into the 
investigation of the effect of real-time traffic conditions on freeways for the risk of a crash 
occurrence. In a later study, this risk was analyzed using a micro-simulator to provide measures 
that the general public will accept to reduce this risk. These recommendations, which Dilmore 
(2005) calls “rules” also needed to be tested by regular drivers. A closed environment, such as a 
driving simulator, was chosen to test the acceptance of these rules and the associated driving 
behavior. 
1.1  Background 
Orlando, Florida is a city that has grown at an unpredictable rate for the past few years. 
This city, which is worldwide known by its theme parks, such as Disney, Universal Studios and 
Sea World, lately has not only attracted tourists from all over the world, but it has also attracted a 
large amount of people wanting to reside there.  Little by little these people have congested 
Orlando’s street and highways making transportation engineers look for fast alternative solutions 
rather than extending the number of lanes to current streets and highways, which is a long term 
solution. However, congestion is not the only or worst problem that a highway can encounter; 
since a crash could lead to: a blocked lane which at the same time is an increase in travel time, 
decrease in mean speed, shorter headways and probably another crash. These problems 
concerned researchers at UCF (e.g., Abdel-Aty et al., 2005, 2006a, 2006b), who started a 
profound investigation on the I-4 and came up with a novel idea on how to estimate the  
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likelihood of a crash in real time. In this way, the traffic management authorities can allocate  
their time to a more proactive solution instead of preoccupying themselves on how to detect the 
incident and clearing the scene.  
Interstate-4 known as I-4 is one of the main arterials for the City of Orlando and the cities 
in the surrounding area. It is also the most used by the tourists visiting the attractions located in 
Orlando. I-4 is monitored 24 hours a day, 7 days a week using inductive loop detectors and 
cameras. The detectors, which are double loops, accurately measure the average speed of 
vehicles, vehicle counts, and lane occupancy over a 30 seconds period on each travel lane. Each 
loop is six feet long with ten-foot gap separating adjacent loops. The loop detectors are placed 
approximately every half a mile in each direction (Eastbound and Westbound) for a stretch of 36 
miles or 69 stations starting from South of Disney to North of Lake Mary (FDOT later extended 
it).  
Abdel-Aty et al. (2005) created a statistical model that was able to predict the likelihood 
of when and where a crash will happen based on the Florida Department of Transportation 
(FDOT) crash data obtained from the I-4 from 1999 to 2003. By assessing the data 1 mile 
upstream and 1 mile downstream of the station with a high risk of a crash the probability of its 
occurrence could be determined based on the traffic parameters (speed, volume, and occupancy). 
Since traffic behaves differently under peak and off-peak conditions, an equation for each 
condition was needed; hence, the real time crash “prediction” model was divided into two 
categories: a moderate-to-high-speed and low-speed. The cut-off point for these two models was 
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set at 37.5 mph based on visual examination of traffic speed distribution. Average occupancy and 
flow data obtained above 37.5 mph were used as input for the moderate-to-high speed model. 
For the low-speed model (below 37.5 mph), the average volume, occupancy, and coefficient of 
variation of speed were the input. Equation 1 and 2 are for the moderate-to-high speed and low-
speed model respectively.  
Moderate-to-High Speed Model 
AVE3 05932AVG2 0.10055     
SVH2 0.22878LogAOH3 1.14584LogAOF2 -0.93423_
+
−−+=LikelihoodCrash
        (1) 
Where, 
LogAOF2: Log of average occupancy at the station of interest 5 to 10 minutes before the time of 
interest 
LogAOH3: Log of average occupancy one mile downstream of the station of interest 10 to 15 
minutes before the time of interest 
SVH2: The standard deviation of volume one mile downstream of the station of interest 5 to 10 
minutes before the time of interest 
AVG2: The average volume half mile downstream of the station of interest 5 to 10 minutes 
before the time of interest 
AVE3: The average volume half mile upstream of the station of interest 10 to 15 minutes before 




2 0.43603SVF-LogAOH3 0.97766           
LogAOE2 1.33966 LogCVSF3 0.88842 LogCVSF2 2.64827_ +++=LikelihoodCrash
        (2) 
Where, 
LOGCVSF2: The log of the standard deviation of speed divided by the average speed at the 
station of interest 5 to 10 minutes before the time of interest 
LOGCVSF3: The log of the standard deviation of speed divided by the average speed at the 
station of interest 10 to 15 minutes before the time of interest 
LogAOE2: Log of average occupancy half a mile upstream of the station of interest 5 to 10 
minutes before the time of interest 
LogAOH3: Log of average occupancy one mile downstream of the station of interest 10 to 15 
minutes before the time of interest 
SVH2: The standard deviation of volume one mile downstream of the station of interest 5 to 10 
minutes before the time of interest 
The above equations forecast the likelihood of a crash 5 to 15 minutes in advance; giving 
enough time to introduce tactics to avoid the occurrence of a crash.  These equations are very 
specific for every location meaning that they can only be used to compare the crash risk at the 
same station. For instance, just because one station has a higher value of risk than another station 
does not necessarily make that station more dangerous, (Abdel-Aty et al. 2006b).  
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Once the model was developed a validation process was necessary. A micro-simulator 
package was used in this process because it is very economical and safer compared to field-
testing, besides the fact that it provides faster results than field-testing results. It also allows the 
analyst to make changes that would have probably been impossible to carry out in real life. In 
addition, a micro-simulator is the perfect choice since it reproduces and provides information 
about the individual vehicles while time progresses and the models deal with the movement of 
individual vehicles and time. Also, a micro-simulator is usually used to forecast various changes, 
such as traffic demand, the addition of a ramp or signs, adding a lane or blocking one, to name 
few examples.  
After a long investigation process of different micro simulator software packages 
Dilmore (2005) opted to use PARAMICS due to its reliability and proven background on 
freeways and urban roads. Since the calibration and validation steps are the most important in 
simulation, Dilmore (2005) conducted an extensive literature review to investigate what previous 
researches have done in the transportation area using micro-simulation. He tested some values in 
order to come up with the calibration values that would provide the best results in terms of flow 
and speeds and the lowest error rate. He recommended and used a mean headway of 1.0 sec, a 
mean reaction time of 0.42 sec, a queuing speed of 8 mph, and a queuing distance of 9 ft. The 
verification process took place when he inspected the resulting speeds and compared them with 
the real speeds. He also validated the simulator by comparing the traffic volumes from the 
simulation with those from the field.  
Two loading conditions were chosen: peak (low-speed category) which is approximately 
90% of the loading, and off-peak (low-to-moderate speed category), which is approximately 60% 
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of the loading of the Origin Destination (OD) matrix. Once the loading conditions are established 
a detector for each loading condition is set and then the models are applied to each speed 
category to obtain what kind of crash potential is present. Variable Speed Limit (VSL) is later 
implemented by lowering the speed upstream of the location of interest. It was then determined 
that VSL had very little or almost no effect on the risk of the crash measure at the low speed 
category. The reasoning behind this result could be the following: VSL will be lowered from the 
posted speed limit and usually in a congested situation the average speed is much lower than the 
posted speed limit. Therefore, vehicles will be traveling at a much lower speed than the 
recommended and in this case VSL will have no effect. Consequently, a further investigation 
based on the high-to-moderate category was fully analyzed using VSL by lowering the speed 
limit upstream, raising the speed limit downstream and the combination of the two.  
The pattern of speed limit change (abrupt or gradual); the amount of change (10 or 15 
mph); the location of the change (upstream or/and downstream); the length of the speed limit 
change (2 to 6 miles upstream and downstream of the location of interest); the gradation of the 
change (speed limit change every 5 or 10 min); and the gap distance between the speed limit 
changes (0 to 3 miles) were the variables considered for the VSL implementation. Finally, after 
several trials performed taking into consideration all the above mentioned variables, the 
following recommendations were made when employing VSL as a method to reduce the 
likelihood of a crash (Dilmore, 2005):  
• Gradually introduce speed changes in time (5 mph every 10 minutes) 
• Abruptly introduce  speed changes in space (No gap distance) 
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• Use upstream reductions in speed and downstream increases in speed 
• Change speed limit by large values (15 mph) 
• A gap of 0 miles greatly outperformed all other cases 
• Short upstream and downstream distance are sufficient (2 miles each)  
1.2  Objectives 
The main objective of this study is to observe and understand driver’s behavior and 
reactions to the recommendations presented by Dilmore (2005) using a driving simulator. For 
this purpose, 24 different scenarios were developed. These scenarios include gradual and abrupt 
changes; upstream reduction in speed and downstream increase in speed; congested and non-
congested cases; and different Variable Message Signs (VMS) as an added measure to advice 
drivers about the subsequent speed changes. The main objectives of this thesis are the following: 
• To observe if drivers will reduce their speed after VMS and/or VSL is implemented. 
• To determine the most effective VMS message contents on drivers’ speed behavior.  
• To investigate which combination of signs drivers are more likely to accept: VMS and 
VSL; No VMS but VSL; and VMS but No VSL. 
• To evaluate drivers’ speed patterns to determine if an abrupt or gradual change in speed 
will achieve the speed reduction required. 
• To discover where drivers started reacting to the signs. 
• To analyze which age and gender group had better reactions to the signs. 
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• To determine based on the responses from a questionnaire provided at the end of the 
driving experiment what were the general driving behaviors: following flow, following 
speed limit, or braking only when congestion or enforcement is seen. 
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CHAPTER 2:  LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1  Variable Speed Limit (VSL) 
The most common reason for altering the speed limits and using VSL, are due to weather, 
roadway, and traffic prevailing conditions. VSLs are employed for a range of objectives; 
however, managing the traffic variables in conditions such as congestion, change in weather, and 
work zones are the most prominent and most discussed objectives in different studies in order to 
attain safety. VSL offers a widespread of benefits and some of them are: 1) it can be seen as an 
alternative quick solution for adding traffic lanes (but if an extra lane is necessary VSL will not 
provide substantial benefits); 2) it is very flexible (Dilmore, 2005); 3) it can potentially decrease 
the number of crashes, (Borrough, 1997). VSL is usually adjusted to a maximum and minimum 
speed limit based on real-time monitoring of traffic. VSL also has the potential to make our 
highways safer and restore the credibility of posted speeds (Arnaldo 1999). 
Robinson (2000) presented domestic and foreign examples of VSL applications during 
his Speed Management Workshop where he stated that VSL systems have been around for the 
last 30 years and they have been successfully tested and used not only in the US but also in parts 
of Europe and Australia. He cited Arizona, Colorado, Michigan, Minnesota, Nevada, New 
Jersey, New Mexico, Oregon, and Washington State as the domestic examples and Australia, 
Finland, France, Germany, The Netherlands, and United Kingdom as the foreign examples. 
However, the “domestic” states that Robinson, (2000) cited during his workshop are not the only 
states that take benefit from this technology since Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)  
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reported on its webpage in 2007 in the Deployment Statistics section that as of 2004 Louisiana,  
New York, Connecticut, and Pennsylvania are also using the VSL technology which is currently 
in operation.  
Harbord et al. (1996) presented some results of an experiment launched in 1995 of a 
‘Controlled Motorway’ on the southwest quadrant of the M25, “the backbone of England’s road 
transport system” which suffers from congestion and disruption to traffic flow. The main focus 
of this pilot was to control the speed of traffic during heavy flow and at the same time delay flow 
breakdown using enforced Variable Speed Limit. Automatic cameras that were able to detect and 
photograph violating vehicles that passed the speed limit signal were used in conjunction with 
VSL. This pilot, which was based on a study done in Germany that showed initial accident 
reductions of up to 50% on some sections presented similar results in addition to an increase in 
“driver comfort” and a possible increase in the throughput over the controlled section. Borrough 
(1997) reported a decrease in the number of crashes by 28% during the 18 months of operation 
when the Variable Speed Limit was enforced in England’s freeway. The effect was attributed to 
the following findings: 1) motorists were more inclined to keep to their lane, which was usually 
the inside lane, when a faster lane no longer existed; 2) they also keep longer following distances 
and reduce the number of lane changes during congestion; leading to a smoother traffic flow that 
actually increased average travel times of traffic.  In addition, the speed cameras that were used 
to enforce the speed limit were able to detect more than 26,000 fines. Lee et al. (2004) also found 
that VSL can potentially reduce the average number of total crashes by approximately 25% when 
implementing a real-time crash prediction model. They further expanded this statement by 
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saying that the reduction of speed limits decreases the variation of speed between lanes and 
reduces the number of lane changes; and these reductions of speed limits consequently reduce 
the chances of a crash occurrence.  
A Dutch study performed by Smulders (1990) involves a simulation that consists of a 
mathematical model of data collected on freeways in the Netherlands. This study found that 
fewer crashes were the result of lower speeds that also lead to fewer short headways observed in 
the left lane. In a follow up to this study Van den Hoogen and Smulders (1994) investigated the 
speed control by assessing the volumes, speed, occupancy, and capacity. The purpose of this 
experiment was to implement reduced speed limits when volume approached capacity and keep 
it constant between 90 and 70 km/h in order to smooth traffic conditions. The analyses showed 
that the differences in volume, speed, and occupancy between and within lanes became smaller 
and variations decreased; average speed dropped on the inside lanes and occupancy increased on 
the outer lanes when the speed control was implemented. This resulted in a less hectic traffic 
situation and better distribution of traffic over the lanes, which improves the road capacity. 
Furthermore, Smulders and Helleman (1998) said that “the most likely effect to be achieved with 
speed control is an improvement of the quality of traffic flow… and this might be defined in 
terms of reduction or absence of turbulence, shock waves, aggression and stress” in their “state-
of-art and synthesis of variable speed control” paper. During this investigation the authors had a 
workshop with experts and asked them to develop a speed control from a traffic safety and a 
traffic throughput perspective. A clear division between the two viewpoints was observed; where 
the “safety group” suggested implementation of the speed limits close to the prevailing speeds 
whereas the “throughput group” preferred lower limits. Smulders and Helleman (1998) also 
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stated that “enforcement is necessary to achieve and maintain a sufficient level of driver 
acceptance…” 
Rämä (1999) developed an experiment in Finland to investigate the effects of weather 
controlled speed limits where two roadways with similar geometries, hence, similar speed limits 
were involved. Mandatory VSLs were implemented in one of the roadways and the other was left 
with static speed limit signs. It was then observed that VSL lead to a decreased in the mean 
speeds and standard deviation of speeds. 
Ha et al. (2003) provided some results from the field experiment of the Automated 
Enforcement System (ASE). The speed and headway information for this experiment was 
obtained 500 meters upstream, downstream, and at the location of the ASE. From this 
information, they found that the speed, speed variance, and the percentage of short time 
headways were reduced upstream of the ASE when a warning sign was posted. Based on 
historical data, they added to the conclusion, that this reduction in speed variance and short 
headways will lead to fewer crashes; hence, improving the traffic safety.  
Various studies involving VSL in work zones have also been completed in the past. The 
purpose of all those studies is very similar: minimize the amount of accidents and maximize 
throughput. Kang et al. (2004) claim to have a unique study that intends to address this issue by 
using a VSL algorithm during highway work zone operations. CORSIM Micro-simulation was 
employed to illustrate vehicles interacting and the VSL algorithm; where a VSL control and No-
VSL control are taken into account. Operational efficiency was based on three MOE (measure of 
effectiveness): work zone maximum throughput, average delay, and speed. They showed through 
different figures and tables that the model increased the throughput and decreased the average 
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delay when running it under normal conditions. They also added that the average speeds under 
the VSL control did not vary significantly for those under No-VSL control; even though, the 
speed variances among the vehicles were substantially lower.  
A real-life work zone experiment was conducted by Lyles et al. (2004) on the I-96 South 
and west of Lansing, Michigan. VSL was tested by comparing driving behaviors and speed limit 
compliance when the VSL was on versus off. The displayed VSL was set approximately at the 
85th percentile speed. Positive effects were observed during the VSL deployment: 1) increase in 
the average speeds; 2) as a result of this increase, travel time was decreased; 3) a decrease in the 
percentage of “high-speed motorists” and 4) most rear-end crashes occurred during No VSL. The 
presence of enforcement personnel was also tested, but no significant effects were found. Finally, 
since I-96 is a complex highway due to the on and off ramps, congestion, and maximum speed to 
name few; it couldn’t take full advantage of the VSL effects. They concluded that a VSL system 
will provide more utilities in a “longer and simpler work zone. (i.e.: long zones with short work 
areas).”  
From the VSL literature review the following can be concluded: 
• VSL is a very successful tool when the speed limit needs to be reduced or increased; 
• By decreasing the mean speed, a decrease in the standard deviation and speed variance is 
observed; 
• It helps reducing the number of lane changes; 
• Fewer short headways are observed during the VSL implementation; 
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• It can aid alleviating congestion and providing a less hectic traffic; 
• When applied in a work zone VSL decreases the average delay (corollary a decrease in 
travel time is observed); hence, increases the average speed and reduces the variances.  
2.2  Variable Message Signs (VMS) 
Variable Message Signs (VMS) which first came up in the 1960s have changed names 
through the years. It has been known as Changeable Message Sign (CMS), Electronic Message 
Sign (EMS), and Dynamic Message Sign (DMS).  Its main purpose is to provide drivers with 
important information such as congestion, incidents and roadwork zones and this is beneficiary 
to drivers since they can make decisions before arriving at the congestion, incident or work zone. 
While Portable VMS, PVMS, can be displayed any where, Static VMS are usually encountered 
in highways or freeways. The message displayed in VMS is brief and contains enough 
information so the driver can think, react, and put the recommendation into use.  
The most common purposes for which VMS is used are the following (based on 
Centrico’s website): 
• Control: Such as lane control, speed control, and prescriptions or “no overtaking.” 
• Danger Warning Messages: Such as weather conditions, incident/accident, congestion, 
road work, and road status. 
• Informative Messages: Such as informative link, network, or rerouting messages. 
VSL has been lately used in conjunction with VMS. For instance, Kang et al. 2004) in his 
work zone assessment used VMS to inform drivers of the traffic condition ahead and displayed 
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the speed limit based on VSL strategies. Rämä (1999) found that “weather controlled VMS 
system contributed to safer driving during adverse road conditions by decreasing the mean speed 
and standard deviation of speeds.” She also discovered that the speed reductions were not 
sufficient to make the VMS system socio-economically profitable on the roadway being tested 
when there is a low traffic volume. Lyles et al. (2004) also experimented with VMS and noticed 
a better reaction on the drivers’ behavior with lighted VMS displays than to standard static speed 
limits mounted on trailers.  
In 1997 Kraan et al. conducted a before-and-after study to test the impacts of VMS on the 
east-west corridor south of Amsterdam. Information from ten days of May, 1997 were collected 
for the before period and from ten days of September, 1997 for the after period. Two alternative 
routes in both directions were considered for this experiment where VMS provided drivers 
information about the routes. It was then noticed that drivers started to divert from a congested 
but short route to a longer alternate route. Consequently, congestion on the corridor decreased; 
traffic performance increased; and travel times decreased. A survey to test the reliability and 
certainty of the messages was also conducted among drivers, operators of the system, and police 
force. Drivers and operators said that the messages are useful. In fact, two thirds of the drivers 
stated that they changed their route based on the message displayed.  
Levinson and Huo (2003) also conducted a before-and-after study using data from 
inductive loop detectors placed on different networks located in the Twin Cities of Minneapolis 
and St. Paul, Minnesota. The purpose of this study was to measure the effectiveness of the VMS. 
Using the traffic flow and occupancy data a discrete choice model was developed to forecast the 
percentage of vehicles that diverted to alternative route based on the message displayed. Results 
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showed that drivers’ diversion increased when a warning message about the traffic conditions 
was displayed. In addition, VMS offer better results under light traffic than heavy traffic 
conditions; this could be due to the difficulty of changing lanes or diverting under heavy traffic 
conditions. Lastly, VMS did not show an effect on travel times.  
A successful VMS study (author calls it CMS) took place on I-4 in Orlando, FL where 
drivers were asked to exit the interstate using two exits (Van Houten et al., 2003). Once the first 
exit ramp was clogged, drivers were automatically switched to the following exit. For this real-
life experiment exits 30A and 30B (eastbound), which are the exits to the Universal Studios 
theme park, were used and monitored by cameras. They found that on average 70.1% of the 
drivers used exit 30A when it was specified by the VMS, and only 47.3% used exit 30A when 
exit 30B was specified as the exit to the park. Moreover, this difference is statistically 
significant. On the other hand, this switch from one exit to the other provoked some conflicts at 
the gore and some of them terminated in a crash. The reason for this may be the fact that most of 
the users on that section of I-4 are generally tourists (Van Houten et al., 2003).  
Srinivasan and Krishnamurthy (2003) used DYNASMART simulation to investigate how 
the spatial and temporal network dynamics change based on VMS when an irregular congestion 
condition is present. Incident attributes such as number, location, and timing; information 
characteristics like, delay, update frequency, and compliance rates; and alternative strategies 
based on travel time and capacity limitations are analyzed. The results showed that the 
effectiveness of VMS depends on the information lag, diversion rate on to the alternative paths, 
efficiency of reported paths, time-varying interactions between VMS and non-VMS vehicles, 
residual capacity on alternate paths, compliance rates, and spatial incident characteristics.  
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Knowing drivers’ perception about VMS’s service quality is very important since they 
are the ones utilizing this element. Two techniques have been frequently used when investigating 
this issue, Lee et al. (2005). One involves the assessment of traffic operational effects (this 
method is the one used by all the previous authors) using the concept of fuzzy weighted average, 
and the other technique involves a driver satisfaction survey. A survey which is generally the 
best method to obtain direct information about drivers’ opinion may have a problem depending 
on the analyst’s objective. The problem with this method is the results that it provides; since a 
survey is written in linguistic terms it is difficult to describe them in a quantitative scale. The 
number of respondents to the survey totaled 2,417 and based on five degrees of perception: 
strongly disagree, disagree, neither, agree, and strongly agree the authors concluded the 
following: “In general, the motorists felt that the VMS displays were clearly visible and easy to 
read and understand, and that the information provided was of good quality.” A set of 322 
measures studied by using the other method concluded that “the quality of VMS service as 
subjectively perceived by humans and influenced by various exogenous factors can be evaluated 
while still considering the subjective and complicated manner of human thinking. Lee et al. 
(2005).”  
To wrap up the VMS literature review section, a synopsis with the most important 
findings are summarized below. 
• VMS is also known as CMS, DMS, and EMS and its messages usually provide control, 
danger warning and not traffic related but important information; 
• VMS is sometimes used in conjunction with VSL; 
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• Route Diversion advised by using of VMS.  
• It aims reducing congestion, hence, increasing traffic performance and decreasing the 
travel time; 
• VMS works better under light traffic conditions; 
• Surveys handed out to the public reported that drivers find messages displayed in VMS 
are of good quality and useful.  
• The investigation conducted on I-4, testing different routes using VMS provided good 
results; however, it was found in this research that diverting traffic is not always the best 
solution.   
2.3  Variable Message Sign (VMS) and Driving Simulator  
Ng and Mannering (1998) developed a driving simulator experiment that would collect 
data based on four different advisory scenarios: 1) in-vehicle information (Ng and Mannering 
called this type of information IVD); 2) out of vehicle information (VMS); 3) combination of in-
vehicle and out of vehicle; and 4) No information present. Furthermore, there were three main 
messages viewed by the subjects that drove the VMS or IVD scenario: 1) fog ahead – slow down 
45 mph; 2) curvy road – drive slowly; and 3) snow plow ahead – 35 mph. Static speed limit signs 
showed a maximum of 65 mph.  In addition, two types of weather conditions (fog and no fog) 
and two types of incidents (snowplows or no snowplows) were incorporated for each sign. The 
scenarios were randomly assigned to the 52 drivers that agreed to run the experiment. The 
authors simulated a section of Interstate 90, which is approximately 50 kilometers from Seattle, 
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Washington and all the subjects recruited for this experiment were familiar with the highway and 
the surroundings. Special attention was paid to the design of the scenarios, since they were very 
accurate when designing for the number of lanes, the width of the lanes, shoulders and the trees 
and mountains for the surroundings. ANOVA analyses were performed to determine if there was 
a difference in the drivers’ behavior under a sign/no sign conditions, but unfortunately no 
statistical significance was observed between the two sets of data. However, they did find 
statistical differences in the average speed when fog or snowplows were present. Moreover, they 
discovered that the subjects that drove the “no sign” condition presented higher speeds than the 
ones that drove a sign condition.  
Another driving simulator study to test Variable Message Signs (but in this case for 
Portable VMS) was conducted by Wang and Cao (2005). For this study the driving scenes were 
not computer generated; a real-world footage was used and the driving video was projected onto 
a screen in front of a stationary vehicle. Six subjects from three different age groups and 
balanced gender distribution participated in this experiment. The study focused on assessing 
drivers’ behavior under different display formats (discrete or sequentially) and providing 
recommendations based on number of message lines, font color, driving lanes, and subjects’ age 
and gender. The complete study was done in two phases. Phase 1 indicated that green was the 
best font color; older drivers responded faster but with less accuracy when compared to young 
drivers; female drivers had a slower but more accurate response; and font color, drivers’ age and 
gender significantly affected response time. Phase 2 results showed that a discrete display 
message and fewer message lines took less response time. Also, since this study involves PVMS 
driving in the outer lane provided better results. 
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 Dudek et al. (2006) conducted a driving simulator experiment to assess flashing message 
features on VMS. The driving scene chosen was a six lane freeway with slight horizontal 
curvature. Horizontal curves should be avoided as much as possible since it can stimulate nausea. 
The study investigated the effects of flashing an entire message or flashing one line (top line) of 
a one-phase, three line message. In addition, the reading time was evaluated using a self-paced 
format (drivers determine how long they needed to view the message) and fixed time format, 
which was set at 8.4 seconds. The Measure of Effectiveness (MOE) for this assessment were 
reading times, comprehension, and preferences. The results showed no differences in the average 
reading time between the two types of display and among age groups, education levels, and 
gender. Nevertheless, a flashing message might not provide the same effect as the static message 
when an unfamiliar driver reads the message. A significant increase in comprehension levels 
between self-paced and fixed-time was noticed, but no statistical difference was observed in the 
comprehension between the static and flashing messages.  For the last MOE it was found that 
most drivers preferred the one-phase static message instead of the flashing message. Lastly, no 
statistically difference in the driving performance was observed under the static and flashing 
message.  
2.4  Driving Simulator  
Driving Simulators have gained credibility through years of experiment and successful 
recommendations.  It is a very economical and a safer option compared to field studies.  Several 
researches have been developed and studied throughout the world, where important findings 
have been discovered. Driving Simulators have been used on a broad variety of experiments 
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where most of them focused on studying drivers’ behavior under conditions that will not be safe 
to test in the real world.  
Broughton et al. (2006) conducted an experiment that involved a car following decisions 
under three different visibility conditions and two driving speeds. The forty seven participants 
from Clemson University that took part of this experiment were asked to follow a leading 
vehicle. Subjects drove approximately 7204 meters but data were collected for only 3600 meters 
which was the straight segment. The leading vehicle traveled at a constant speed of 13.4 m/s or 
22.3 m/s and the order of lead vehicle speeds was randomly distributed among the subjects. 
Sixteen subjects drove behind the 13.4 m/s and 16 behind the 22.3 m/s leading vehicle during 
clear conditions which had a visibility of 493 meters; 17 subjects drove behind the 13.4 m/s and 
17 behind the 22.3 m/s leading vehicle during Fog 1 conditions, which had a visibility of 93 
meters; and 14 subjects drove behind the 13.4 m/s and 14 behind the 22.3 m/s leading vehicle 
during Fog 2 conditions, which had a visibility of 41 meters. The majority of the drivers 
followed the leading vehicle within the visibility limits (i.e.:  headway distance less than 493 m 
for the clear scenario). Headway distances for the clear condition were 58.5 m for the 22.3 m/s 
and 27.1 m for the 13.4 m/s; while during Fog 1 condition 44.6 m and 22.6 m were recorded 
respectively; and 25.4 m and 24.6 m respectively for Fog 2 condition. The authors also noticed 
from the dense fog experimental data that most subjects maintained visible contact with the lead 
vehicle; hence, they had short headways consequently compromising their safety.  
Van der Horst and Ridder (2007) focused on studying road conditions, on a driving 
simulator, that involved single-vehicle collisions. The road conditions designed in the driving 
simulator included two types of guardrails (regular guardrail or concrete step-barrier) and trees 
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(on rural roads) placed at different locations from the road. The presence of emergency lanes and 
the curves were also analyzed together with guardrails that were presented in different ways: a) 
standard grey; b) black and white stripes; and c) black and white stripes plus red and white 
panels with arrows on top of the guardrail. The results showed no effect under the presence of 
different guardrails however the presence of an emergency lane in the scenario did show an 
effect. They also noticed that trees located close to the road (2 meters or less) on the rural road, 
instigated on the subjects a desire to move away from them or reduce their speed.  
Younger or “novice” drivers are involved yearly in the highest fatality rates and this has 
been attributed to distraction or the increase in risk taking. This fact preoccupied Pradhan et al. 
(2003) who decided to conduct a further investigation using a driving simulator. Seventy two 
participants that run the experiment belong to equally classified age groups: 16 or 17 years old; 
19 – 29 years old; and 60 to 75 years old. Sixteen “risky” scenarios were designed and divided in 
four blocks and each driver drove 4 blocks. The authors focused primarily on the eye movements 
of the drivers that were exposed to different risks. Surprisingly the results showed that the group 
of 17 to 19 years old drivers predicted risks better than the 16 to 17 and 60 to 75 years old 
drivers. They also found across the scenarios that the 16 to 17 group was less likely to pay 
attention to risks. Also, the difference between the 16 to 17 and 19 to 29 was smaller than the 
difference between 16 to 17 and 60 to 75. They affirmed that the reasoning behind this result 
may be the fact that older drivers take a longer time to scan their surroundings. At last the 
authors stated that “the mechanism of successful driving certainly involves a more complicated 
matter than simply eye movements.” 
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Ikeda et al. (2002) conducted a similar study while trying to find out if factors like vision, 
visual perception, cognition, reaction time, and driving knowledge were affected by the drivers’ 
age. Twelve subjects between the ages of 20-25, 35-45, and over 60 years old volunteered to 
participate in a driving experiment where they were asked to follow traffic signals and signs and 
preceding cars during a 2 km stretch.  JARI driving simulator was utilized in this research.  
Subsequently, Ikeda et al. found that depending on age, drivers have reaction times of 0.3 and 
0.42 seconds. Also, the required time for judgment and recognition of another vehicle for older 
drivers is shorter than the one for younger drivers. Due to deterioration of information processing 
caused by aging, older drivers are not good at processing multiple tasks, but they are faster than 
young drivers at recognizing individual tasks.  
In the Driving Simulator literature review a glimpse of the many benefits that the 
simulator provides were summarized. For instance, VMS has been tested and proven to work and 
it provides recommendations based on drivers’ behavior in different studies by various authors. 
Car following and different road conditions were also analyzed. Novice or young drivers’ 
distractions were deeply investigated to find out if age was the reason of many fatal accidents. 
Lastly, visual perception, cognition, reaction time, and driving knowledge for older drivers were 
investigated.  
2.5  UCF Driving Simulator  
Driving Simulator researches started in 1989 with a project entitled a “low-cost” driving 
simulator using the shell of a 1983 Dodge Aries station wagon. Klee et al. (1999) with the help 
of 30 participants later validated the simulator in two phases. Phase 1: An instrumented car was 
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driven by the volunteers along a section of road on the UCF Campus. Phase 2: Drivers were 
asked to execute the same task they did in the real driving environment but this time in the 
driving simulator. Results indicated that drivers behaved similarly at 10 of the 16 designated 
locations along the road and slower speeds were recorded in the simulator.  
The University of Central Florida’s latest driving simulator is a very reliable simulator 
which has been utilized by many researches as the main tool for investigations involving both 
human and traffic operations factors. A brief summary of past studies that used this simulator as 
an experimental testbed including the latest one that validated it from two perspectives: speed 
and safety is presented in the following pages. 
The driving simulator that was acquired in Spring 2002 by the Center for Advanced 
Traffic System Simulation (CATSS) is placed in a high bay lab located in the Engineering II 
Building at UCF. The I-SIM Mark-II is the system employed by the simulator and consists of the 
following: 
• A Saturn sedan passenger car mounted on a motion base capable of operating with 6 
degrees of freedom houses the simulator. The drive car is designed as an automatic 
transmission car; hence it didn’t have a gear. The motion base provides the driver the 
sensation of driving on a real road.  
• Three big projector screens (1 forward and 2 side views) to create a 180 degree field view 
at a resolution of 1280x1024 pixels (Harb et al. 2007). 
• Five channels of image generation: 1 forward, 2 side views, and 2 rearview mirrors which 
are monitored on computer screens in the adjacent control room; an audio and vibrating 
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system; and a steering wheel feedback. 
• An operation console with Application Programmer Interface (API) for reading real-time 
data from Simview, which is the software that generates the graphical display. 
Sophisticated vehicle dynamics models for different vehicle classes; a three dimensional 
road surface model; visual database with rural, surburban, and freeway roads; an 
assortment of buildings and operational traffic control devices; and a scenario 
development and editor tool for creating real-world driving conditions (Klee 2003). 
• “The output data includes detailed events pertaining to every car’s steering wheel, speed 
and coordinates; accelerator; brake; and a time stamp. The sampling frequency is 60 Hz” 
(Yan 2005)  
• Other features include the ability to implement vehicle system malfunctions, limited 
visibility conditions, and controllable weather (sunny, rain, snow, day, night, etc.). In 
addition, passing is permitted and drivers’ aggressiveness is under the user’s control 
(Klee 2003). (Figures 2.1 – 2.6).  
 
Figures 2.1 through 2.7 show pictures of the UCF driving simulator, its rear view mirror, 
projector screens, and the monitoring room. Figures 2.8 through 2.14 show the different signs 




Figure 2.1: UCF Driving Simulator: Saturn Sedan Passenger Car 
 
 
























Figure 2.8: Base Speed Limit Sign (Static Sign) 
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Figure 2.10: 45 mph Variable Speed Limit 
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Figure 2.11: Simulator Car Approaching VSL4 During a Congested Scenario 
 
 
Figure 2.12: Simulator Car Approaching VMS2 During a Congested Scenario 
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Figure 2.13: Simulator Car Approaching VSL5 During a Congested Scenario 
 
 
Figure 2.14: Simulator Car Inside Congestion 
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2.5.1 Evaluation of a Safety Warning System (SWS) 
Geisheimer (2003) from Georgia Tech Research Institute (GTRI) conducted a study on 
Safety Warning System. The UCF driving simulator was used in this study with the objective to 
validate the assumption that a driver would have a shorter reaction time and make better 
decisions in the presence of a SWS.   
Three driving scenarios of approximately 5 minutes were designed involving a control 
condition with no SWS warning and a SWS sensitive message when drivers were placed nearby 
a stopped school bus, a construction zone, and a railroad crossing.  Ninety-three subjects (males 
and females) ranging in the ages of 18 to 65 finished the complete experiment, which had two 
parts: driving the simulator and completing a written survey. After the analysis of the simulator 
outputs and the survey’s responses, the author concluded that SWS accomplished the purpose of 
informing drivers about potential road hazards without causing any confusion or distraction. 
Females, males, drivers above and below 40’s responses did not show a significant difference.  
2.5.2 Gap Acceptance 
Yan (2003) quantified the minimum acceptable gap for a left turn from a minor road at a 
two-way stop-controlled intersection with 25 and 55 mph. There were two scenarios designed: 1) 
25 mph and 2) 55 mph traffic speed on major road. Seventy three volunteers drove each scenario 
of approximately 2 min each plus a 2 min delay between scenarios. The following parameters 
were analyzed: 1) Gaps in major-road traffic accepted by minor road drivers; 2) Minor road 
driver behavior when the gap is accepted; and 3) Speed reductions by major-road drivers to 
accommodate turning vehicles into the minor road. 
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Results showed that “a critical gap for the 25 mph speed major traffic is 7.31 sec and the 
critical gap for the 55 mph speed major traffic is 5.78 sec.” He also made the following 
recommendations: 8 sec and 6.5 sec should be the gap size for turning left onto a 25 mph and 55 
mph major road respectively; in addition, the gaps for 30, 35, 40, 45 and 50 mph major road 
design speed would be 7.75, 7.5, 7.25, 7 and 6.75 second, respectively. 
2.5.3 Red Light Running 
Using the UCF Driving Simulator, Yan (2005) was able to test the effects of pavement 
markings to help drivers make a decision when they approach the intersection during a yellow 
interval with the purpose of reducing the number of red-light running. Three factors were taken 
into consideration: 1) 30 mph and 45 mph intersection approach; 2) Yellow interval with or 
without pavement marking; and 3) Eight distances for each speed limit. A total of 42 volunteers 
participated in the experiment and the survey and each subject drove 16 signalized intersection 
with marking and 16 without marking. Pavement marking didn’t provide a significant effect on 
the speed; however, it did show that it can potentially reduce the number of red light running by 
74.3 percent. Results from the survey show that 91 percent of the drivers agreed that the 
pavement marking should be applied to the streets since it aids in reducing the hesitation to stop 
or cross at intersections.  
2.5.4 Light Truck Vehicles (LTV) Study 
In this study Harb et al. (2007) classified light duty trucks, vans, and sport-utility vehicles 
(SUVs) as light truck vehicles. They investigated the horizontal visibility blockage caused by 
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LTV and its contributions to rear-end collisions. Forty drivers were involved in this experiment: 
24 males and 16 females from two different age groups: young (18 – 25) and middle (26 – 55). 
Two sub-scenarios were designed and analyzed: Group A drove behind a PC (passenger car) and 
Group B drove behind an LTV. The results reported show that the time headway and gap 
distances for following LTV are significantly smaller than those for following a PC; however, 
the speed for following an LTV is slightly larger than the speed for following a PC. The 
reasoning behind this result may be that drivers on a PC feel uncomfortable behind another PC, 
hence, they maintain short headways while waiting for a good time to overpass them. A survey 
analysis presented to the drivers at the end of the experiment reported that 65% of the subjects 
drive close to LTVs in real life.  
2.5.5 Driving Simulator Validation using Speed and Safety 
Yan et al. (2007) developed an experiment that had as an objective the validation of the 
driving simulator from two perspectives: a traffic parameter (speed) and a safety parameter 
(crash data). They firstly identified an intersection with a high risk of traffic crashes and then 
using geo-specific database modeling replicated the intersection to provide a more real 
environment to the drivers. The simulator outputs were compared to the measurements obtained 
in the field and police crash report analyses were used to evaluate whether drivers have the same 
performance and traffic risk patterns. Eight scenarios were designed to fulfill the objectives of 
the project. The number of drivers ranged from 58 to 62 in each scenario due to simulator 
sickness. The age and gender were important factors that were taken into consideration and 
based on literature review the authors decided to have 5 age groups: 15-19, 20-24, 25-34, 35-44, 
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and 45+.  The results from the speed validation show that the speed distribution obtained in the 
field follow the same normal distribution as the speed distribution obtained from the simulator 
along the four approaches, in addition to the equal means and variances. Likewise, from the 
perspective of safety validation, police crash data was similar to the simulator crash data since 
both of them “showed relatively higher rear-end and angle crash risks at locations with a high 
crash history and lower risks at locations with a low crash history record.” Based on these results 
it is right to say that the UCF driving simulator can be used as a test bed of traffic studies related 
to driving speed behaviors and traffic safety studies.  
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CHAPTER 3:  EXPERIMENT METHODOLOGY 
The research consisted of two components that included a driving simulator experiment 
and a follow up questionnaire. The driving simulator helped creating a safe and real world 
driving experience so the drivers would behave as they usually do on a real freeway. Hence, 
accurate data will be obtained. The follow up questionnaire aimed at assessing the drivers’ 
comprehension to the importance of VMS and VSL. It also provided drivers information about 
how they perform in the real work; such as the frequency that they travel on a freeway or driving 
habits to name few. 
This experiment was performed in conjunction with the validation study reported before 
in section 2.5.5 (Yan et al 2007). Since all the subjects that drove this experiment also drove the 
validation experiment it can be said that the results obtained from this research are valid based on 
speed and safety. While including in this chapter all the information and scenarios that each 
participant received will be the most correct way of reporting it, for the purpose of this thesis 
only the information and scenarios that each driver received related to this research will be 
expanded and fully explained.  
3.1  Experiment Design 
There were a total of 90 drivers that participated in this experiment. Five drivers felt 
simulation sickness while driving the trial scenario or the first scenario; hence their information 
was not recorded and not taken into account for this study. Consequently, the information of the 
remaining 85 drivers was used for the experimental analysis. The drivers were carefully recruited 
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to obtain similar percentages in the age and gender group; however, this was not done  
for the education group. The break down of the subjects for each group is shown in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1: Break Down of Subjects 
Category Level No of Drivers
% of  
Total 
Males 47 55 Gender Females 38 45 
16-19 21 25 
20-24 19 22 
25-34 13 15 
35-44 17 20 
Age 
45 up  15 18 
Graduate  30 35 
College 14 16 
Some College 31 36 
High School 9 11 
Education 
No High School 1 1 
 
 
Every person that participated in this experiment was required to have at least one year of 
driving experience. They all freely volunteered to participate in the experiment, and most of 
them received a $10 incentive. At least 5 volunteers rejected to receive the incentive and stated 
that the best incentive for them was to know that through this experiment traffic safety on the 
freeway will be improved.  
3.2  Experiment Procedure 
After arrival subjects received a consent form and were asked to read and sign it if they 
agreed with it. The consent form provided them with a general overview of what type of 
information was going to be collected during the experiment, time required, risks, benefits, 
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confidentiality, and contact information in case they felt something was wrong. (Consent Form 
can be found in Appendix A). The volunteers were then asked to ride the simulator car and 
received a brief explanation about what they will be doing in the simulator and one of the three 
types of “introductions” assigned to the drivers randomly. Fifty two drivers received Introduction 
1, fifteen received Introduction 2; and 18 received Introduction 3. However, no information 
about the project itself was provided until they completed the experiment. Table 3.2 provides the 
statement for each introduction. 
Table 3.2: Introductions Provided to the Drivers Before Running Experiment 
Introduction Statement 
1 We are currently testing the driving simulator.  Please drive as you usually do when you are on a freeway. 
2 
We are currently testing the driving simulator. 
You will drive on a freeway where you will encounter VSLs which 
are electronic posted signs that changes the speed limit based on 
traffic conditions and VMSs which are electronic signs that display a 
message that also changes. 
3 
We are currently testing the driving simulator to see driver's 
reactions to VMS and VSL (brief explanation about VMS and VSL).  
Because in the near future these two electronic signs could reduce 
the likelihood of a crash. 
 
 
Once the driver was inside the driving simulator, he/she was asked to turn on the car and 
drive (the car was always parked on the freeway shoulder).  
Each driver was provided with 2 to 5 minutes test driving for them to get acquainted with 
the vehicle’s features and the screens. The first 40 drivers received the intersection trial scenario 
and the last 50 drivers received the freeway trial scenario. The fact that some drivers drove the 
intersection and others the freeway trial scenario will not affect the final results since the main 
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purpose of the trial scenario was to get the driver acquainted with the vehicle and the screens. 
During this process the driver was expected to test the brakes, accelerator pedal, left and right 
turns, and some other basics driving maneuvers.  Before the formal experiment started the 
drivers were asked if they didn’t feel any sickness so they could start the first scenario, and this 
is the reason why a trial time was not set.  
Each subject drove 3 freeway scenarios of approximately 5.5 miles each.  They all 
received a break of approximately 2 to 3 minutes after each scenario, and the total time for the 3 
scenarios was about 15 to 20 minutes depending on the drivers speed.  The break between 
scenarios gave the operator enough time to verify if the data was correctly recorded and load the 
new scenario.  The scenarios were distributed among the drivers in a systematic manner. Table 
3.3 shows a sample of the systematic way of how the scenarios were assigned. Complete table is 
found in Appendix B. For instance: The first subject received scenarios VSL1, VSL17, and 
VSL9. To make sure that each driver received different sets of scenarios the characteristics of 
each scenario are found below each scenario. For example, first subject drove VSL9 and below 
VSL9 C-2-454545 is written. The first letter which is C means that the scenario is a Congested 
scenario, but if it is was a NC then it would be a No Congested scenario; the second part which 
in this case is 2 means that VMS1 Level 2 took place in this scenario; and the third part which in 
this case is 454545 means that the Variable Speed Limits signs 1, 2, and 3 were set at 45 mph. 
Moreover, if the subject cell is highlighted with a light color it means that the subject received 
the set of instructions 2, but if the subject cell is highlighted with a darker color then it means 
that the subject received the set of instructions 3. The subject cells that are not highlighted 
received the set of instructions 1. Set of Instructions are found in Table 3.3.  
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Table 3.3: Systematic Way of Distributing Scenarios 
Subjects Scenarios 
VSL 1 VSL 17 VSL 9 1 
C-No-NoNoNo NC-1-50-45-45 C-2-454545 
VSL 2 VSL 18 VSL 10 2 
C-No-504545 NC-1-454545 C-3-NoNoNo 
VSL 3 VSL 19 VSL 11 3 
C-No-454545 NC-2-NoNoNo C-3-504545 
VSL 4 VSL 20 VSL 12 4 
C-1-NoNoNo NC-2-504545 C-3-454545 
VSL 5 VSL 21 VSL 13 5 
C-1-504545 NC-2-454545 NC-No-NoNoNo 
VSL 6 VSL 22 VSL 14 6 
C-1-454545 NC-3-NoNoNo NC-No-504545 
 
 
The scenarios for 75 drivers were distributed as set in Appendix A. There were 10 drivers 
that only ran the intersection experiment and later return to run the freeway experiment. Those 
drivers received the same scenarios as subject 3 through 12.  
3.3  Scenarios Design 
Dilmore’s (2005) recommendation of abrupt speed changes for safety improvements on a 
freeway were used as the base for the scenarios design. Two designs were proposed but only one 
was implemented. The first design proposed included 128 scenarios and each scenario consisted 
of 8 strategic points as shown in Figure 3.1. Two base speed limits of 50 mph and 60 mph were 
chosen, three levels of VMS 1 and a No VMS, four levels of VSL 1 (including no VSL as the 
base case for VSL 1, 2, and 3), five levels of VSL 2, same levels of VSL 2 repeated on VSL 3, 
restore base speed limit on VSL 4, two levels of VMS 2, two levels of VSL 5, and finally 
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congested and non-congested scenarios. The non-congested scenario included only few cars 
around the drivers giving them enough space to drive at free flow speed. The congested scenario 
included a shockwave of vehicles that was introduced after sign VSL 2. Figure 3.2 provides the 
image of the simulator car approaching congestion and Figure 3.3 provides the relative distance 
where the congestion started from VSL3.  The distribution of signs for the 128 scenarios can be 
found in Appendix C.  
 
 
50 mph                   No      No  No      same            Restore          No     +5 
60 mph                    L1      -5  -5        as                  to                L4     +10 
                               L2              -10     VSL 2 Base 
                                L3      -10        same (-10)              Speed  
              -15        same (-15)               Limit 
Figure 3.1: Design of 128 Scenarios 
 
In Figure 3.1 and 3.4, the numbers located between Base Speed Limit and VMS 1, VMS 
1 and VSL 1 and so on are the distances between each sign in miles. The sum of the 7 distances 
gives a total of 5 miles. 
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In order for the information obtained from the scenarios to be statistically valid 5 sets of 
data are necessary for each scenario. This would require recruitment of at least 128 subjects. For 
that reason, changes in the design that will involve some reductions to the scenarios were 
necessary. The first modification involved the base speed limit which was set to 55 mph. Then, 
the 15 mph reduction was removed from the design, hence from VSL sign 1, 2 and 3. Also, the 
10 mph reduction was cancelled out from the VSL 2 sign. No VMS was removed from VMS 2; 
and finally only a 5 mph increased in the Base Speed Limit was used as VSL 5 sign. All these 
reductions in the first design lead to a final design of 24 scenarios as shown in Figure 3.4.  Table 
3.4 and 3.5 show the sign distribution for the 24 scenarios. In addition, the congestion design 
found in Figure 3.3 is still valid in the design of the 24 scenarios since Congested/No Congested 
scenarios were taken into consideration. 
 
     55 mph          No     No  No      same Restore           L4     +10 
                  L1 -5 = 50          -5 = 45        as              to Base                
                                   L2           -10 = 45        same = 45        VSL 2  Speed       
                               L3                      Limit  
Figure 3.4: Design of 24 Scenarios 
 
Table 3.4: Sign Distribution 
Base SL VMS 1 VSL 1 VSL 2 VSL 3 VSL 4 VMS 2 VSL 5 
No VMS 1 
Level 1 
Level 2 
55 mph  
Level 3 
No VSL 
50 mph (Gradual) 




45 mph 55 mph VMS 2 65 mph 
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Table 3.5: Sign Distribution for the 24 Scenarios 




VMS 1 VSL 1 VSL 2 VSL 3 VSL 4 VMS 2 VSL 5 
1 Congested  55 No No No No 55 Level 4 65 
2 Congested  55 No 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
3 Congested  55 No 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
4 Congested  55 Level 1 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
5 Congested  55 Level 1 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
6 Congested  55 Level 1 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
7 Congested  55 Level 2 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
8 Congested  55 Level 2 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
9 Congested  55 Level 2 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
10 Congested  55 Level 3 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
11 Congested  55 Level 3 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
12 Congested  55 Level 3 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
13 No-Congested 55 No No No No 55 Level 4 65 
14 No-Congested 55 No 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
15 No-Congested 55 No 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
16 No-Congested 55 Level 1 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
17 No-Congested 55 Level 1 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
18 No-Congested 55 Level 1 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
19 No-Congested 55 Level 2 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
20 No-Congested 55 Level 2 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
21 No-Congested 55 Level 2 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
22 No-Congested 55 Level 3 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
23 No-Congested 55 Level 3 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
24 No-Congested 55 Level 3 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
 
The driving scenes for this experiment were computer generated as opposed to a real-
world footage. The biggest disadvantage of the computer generated scenes is that they may lack 
of aesthetic details. This would have been a problem if validation of the simulator was one of the 
objectives. Besides, the simulator was being validated at the same time in the intersection 
project, Yan et al. 2007.   
The main freeway scene created for this project was located in a rural area which means 
that only trees, grass, and no buildings or billboards surrounded the driver to avoid external 
distractions. The freeway had three lanes in each direction and a wide median divided them. 
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Different passenger cars, with the exception of police cars and trucks were placed around the 
driver car in the ongoing direction as well as in the opposite carriageway to provide added 
realism to the scenes. The signs were placed after the main freeway was designed.  
3.3.1 Variable Message Signs (VMS) Design 
Different Variable Message Signs were used to test drivers’ reactions when they are 
asked to reduce their speed, when they know that speed limit is enforced, when there is a high 
accident risk and they are required to reduce their speed, or when they are asked to increase their 
speed.  Figures 3.5 through 3.8 provide the different messages assigned to VMS 1 and VMS 2.  
VMS 1 Levels 
 
 















Figure 3.8: VMS 2 Level 4 = SPEED LIMIT INCREASE NEXT 1 MILE 
 
 
The dimensions for the VMS were based on the recommendations made by Garvey’s 
(2002) who did a profound study on the legibility of VMS for readers with vision loss. Table 3.6 









Table 3.6: VMS Dimensions 




Letter Height Not less than 10 
inch 
16” 16” 
Letter Width to 




the use of 5x7 
5x7 (71.43%)   
Letter Width   11.43” 11.43” 
Inter-character 
spacing 
20 to 40 %
Letter Height 
Used 18.75% of letter 
(character) height to 
make text reasonably fit 
onto sign 
3” 
Max number of 
letters per line 





  7" 7” 
Inter-line spacing 50 to 75% letter 
height 
56.25% of letter height 9” 
Inter-word spacing 75 to 100% letter 
height 
100% of letter height   
Case Upper Case Using all upper case   
Total width of sign 
(including border) 





Total height of sign 
(including border) 
  2*7” 
(border)+3*16”(letter 
height)+2*9” (inter line 
spacing) 
80” 
Depth of sign     9” 
Stroke Width to 
Height Ratio 
0.2 0.2   




3.4 Dependent Measures 
The following dependent measures were taken into consideration to analyze the simulator 
data: 
• Time Span and Mean Speed: Time Span is the total time that took each driver to 
complete an entire scenario and Mean Speed is the average speed calculated over the 
entire scenario. 
• Mean Speed Analysis for all Signs: The average speed observed for 100 meters 
upstream of the sign is used to analyze all the signs as a whole or as one type of design. 
For example, the mean speed calculated upstream of VMS1 and VSLs, will make part of 
the VMS, VSL design. This measure will be better elaborated in Chapter 5.  
• Reaction Distance: The location where the maximum decrease or increase in speed 
occurred. 
• Speed Change: The absolute maximum, minimum, and average change in speed after 
driver passed the VMS or VSL sign. For instance if a driver was driving at 55 mph and 
reduced to a maximum of 50 mph after passing the sign, then the maximum reduction in 
speed observed is 5 mph.  
• Spot Speed: It is the speed obtained every 50 meters for 500 meters upstream of the 
sign and 500 meters downstream of the sign. 
• Initial Speed: It is the speed calculated over a 100 meters stretch, 400 meters after the 
Base Speed Limit. This measure is fully explained in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 4:  SURVEY ANALYSIS 
After completion of the driving phase of the experiment, all the subjects were asked to 
answer a questionnaire as part of a survey investigation to obtain information about their driving 
frequency on I-4, driving behavior, VSL and VMS knowledge, and hypothetical questions about 
how they would react in front of a VSL or VMS. The survey questionnaire is attached in the 
Appendix A.  
Gender, Age, and Education distribution figures were firstly done to make better 
assumptions and better understand the statistical results that the data would yield. Figure 4.1 
shows the age distribution based on gender. Females and males are almost proportionally 
distributed between the age groups; however, there are more males in the 45 and up group than 
females. Figure 4.2 shows the education distribution based on gender. Since the subjects’ 
recruitment was controlled only by the age and gender group the education group is not 














































Figure 4.2: Education Distribution Based on Gender Distribution 
 
A frequency analysis for the gender, age, and education groups were developed for the 
survey questions and then ANOVA statistical analysis were performed to determine statistical 
significance.  
4.1  Frequency Analysis  
Question 1 and 2 ask specific questions about I-4; if subjects use I-4 on a regular basis 
and how often they used it, respectively. Table 4.1 shows the amount of drivers classified by age 
group that use I-4 on a regular basis. Although the percentages of drivers that use I-4 and did not 
use I-4 are almost equally distributed between the different age groups, only 54% of the drivers 
use I-4 and 46% did not use I-4 on a regular basis. However, this question is biased since the 
question asks specifically about I-4 and not other freeways. Table 4.2, presents the number of 
drivers classified by age and gender that use I-4. It was noticed that the percentage of females 
that regularly drive on I-4 is the same as the ones that do not drive on I-4. Results of how often 
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the subjects drove on I-4 are presented on Figure 4.3, Table 4.1, and Table 4.2.   
Table 4.1: Percentages of Drivers that use I-4 on a Regular Basis Based on Age Classification 










16-19 21 9 11 12 14 
20-24 19 11 13 8 9 
25-34 13 8 9 5 6 
35-44 17 10 12 7 8 
Age 
45 up  15 8 9 7 8 
Totals  85 46 54 39 46 
 
Table 4.2: Percentages of Drivers that use I-4 on a Regular Basis Based on Age and Gender 
Classification 
   I-4 on a Regular Basis 




Male Female Male Female 
16-19 21 4 5 7 5 
20-24 19 5 6 3 5 
25-34 13 3 5 4 1 
35-44 17 8 2 1 6 
Age 
45 up  15 7 1 5 2 
Totals  85 27 19 20 19 
 
It was also important to identify the drivers speed behavior. Drivers were asked how they 












16-19 4 0 3 6 6 2
20-24 1 5 2 3 3 4
25-34 4 2 0 4 1 1
35-44 4 4 2 1 1 4
45 up 4 1 2 3 0 3
a b c d e f
 
Figure 4.3: How Often the Subjects Drove on I-4 
Frequency of drivers on I-4: a: more than 4 times a week; b: two-four times a week; c: once a week; d: once in two 










Figure 4.4: Driving Behavior on the Freeway 
Drivers were asked how they behave on a freeway: a: drive with flow; b: comply with speed limit; c: drive below 
speed limit; d: 5 mph above speed limit; e: 10 mph above speed limit; f: more than 10 mph above speed limit. 
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One blank data point was deleted from the record; hence the information of 84 drivers 
was used to plot Figure 4.3. It was noticed that the majority of the subjects drive with the flow or 
5 mph above speed limit (38.10% drive with flow and 22.62% drive 5 mph above speed limit). 
From this, one can assume that various drivers will slow down once they see congestion or 
gradual changes in the speed limit might not produce a desire effect on them. Figure 4.5 
illustrates how males and females behave on a regular freeway. In fact, more females than the 







male 15 6 2 11 10 2
female 17 7 2 8 3 1
a b c d e f
 
Figure 4.5: Driving Behavior of Males and Females on the Freeway 
Drivers were asked how they behave on a freeway: a: drive with flow; b: comply with speed limit; c: drive below 
speed limit; d: 5 mph above speed limit; e: 10 mph above speed limit; f: more than 10 mph above speed limit. 
 
 
Despite of the fact that the systematic distribution of the scenarios was designed in a way 
that all drivers would experience at least 2 Variable Speed Limits and 2 Variable Message Signs 
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and it was assume that they would see at least one of the sign, they were still asked if they 
noticed a VMS or VSL while driving the simulator. Figures 4.6 – 4.9, show the percentages of 






































Figures 4.6 through 4.9 yielded good results since more than 95% of the drivers detected 
the appearance of a VMS or VSL while driving the simulator. They were also asked if they 
encountered before a VMS and VSL on any freeway. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 display the results of 

















Figure 4.11: Total Amount of Males and Females that Encounter VMS and VSL Previously 
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It was expected that some drivers were not familiar with VMS and VSL since some of 
them have never driven on I-4, but have actually driven on other highways. Interstate-4 which is 
located in Orlando, FL is the only freeway in Central Florida that has VMS and VSL signs. 
However, there are other important highways that run East-West and North-South of Orlando, 
and those highways only have VMS signs.  
The following question was designed with the purpose to know if the driver will follow 
the advice displayed in the VMS designed to avoid a potential “accident” on the freeway. Figure 





Figure 4.12: Percentage of Drivers that Will Follow the Advice Displayed on VMS Knowing 












Figure 4.13: Total Number of Males and Females that Will Follow the Advice Displayed on 
VMS Knowing that it Can Potentially Reduce the Likelihood of an Accident 
 
Surprisingly there were two drivers that indicated that they were not going to reduce their 
speed even if by doing so they could reduce the possibility of an accident.  
Age and gender analyses were performed on the last questions where drivers were asked 
if they were willing to reduce (question 8, 10, and 11) or increase (question 9) their speed if they 
knew that by doing it the likelihood of an accident was going to be reduced. Question 12, 13, 14, 
and 15 are illustrated below to better understand what exactly the drivers were asked.  
8. If the posted speed limits are changed (using VSL) based on prevailing traffic conditions 
and can potentially reduce the chances of “accident” on the freeway.  
Which one of the following would best describe your driving behavior following a speed 
limit decrease?  
a) Decelerate immediately  
b) Decelerate after some time  
c) Follow other vehicles' speed regardless of speed limit changes  
d) Do nothing  
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9. Similarly, which one of the following would best describe your driving behavior 
following a speed limit increase?  
a) Accelerate immediately  
b) Accelerate after some time  
c) Follow other vehicles' speed regardless of speed limit changes  
d) Do nothing  
 
10. If you were driving on a freeway at a speed of 55 mph, and you encounter a VMS 
advising you to reduce your speed for the next 3 miles in order to reduce the chances of 
“accident”. Which one of the following will you most likely do?  
a) Reduce speed to 50  
b) Reduce speed to 45  
c) Reduce speed to 40  
d) Drive with the flow. If the flow reduces the speed then you will also reduce your peed.  
e) Just drive more carefully  
f) Ignore the advice provided on VMS  
 
11. If you were driving on a freeway with a speed limit of 55 mph, and you encounter a 
Variable Speed Limit (VSL) of 45 mph in order to reduce the chances of “accident”. 
Which one of the following will you most likely do?  
a) Reduce speed to 50  
b) Reduce speed to 45  
c) Drive with the flow. If the flow reduces the speed then you will also reduce  
your speed.  
d) Just drive more carefully  
e) Ignore the changed speed  
4.1.1 Age Analysis 
Table 4.3 and 4.4 illustrates the drivers’ responses to question 8 and 9. Each age group 
revealed a preference between the four answers. For instance all of the groups except 25-34 
would decrease their speed after some time of having seen the VSL and group 20-24 and 25-34 
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would increase their speed immediately after seeing the VSL. These preferences are highlighted. 
The majority of the drivers reacted to the sign, whether it was immediately or after and no driver 
ignored the sign.   
Table 4.3: Responses From Different Age Groups When Asked to Decrease the Speed Limit to 
Reduce the Chances of an Accident 
















16-19 21 8 9 9 11 4 5 0 0 
20-24 19 6 7 7 8 6 7 0 0 
25-34 13 5 6 4 5 4 5 0 0 
35-44 17 5 6 9 11 3 4 0 0 
Age 
45 up  15 6 7 8 9 1 1 0 0 
Totals  85 30 35 37 44 18 21 0 0 
Imm: Decelerate immediately 
After: Decelerate after some time 
Follow: Follow other vehicles’ speed regardless of speed limit changes 
Nothing: Do nothing (or ignore sign) 
Table 4.4: Responses From Different Age Groups When Asked to Increase the Speed Limit to 
Reduce the Chances of an Accident 
















16-19 21 6 7 9 11 6 7 0 0 
20-24 19 10 12 6 7 3 4 0 0 
25-34 13 8 9 3 4 2 2 0 0 
35-44 17 5 6 7 8 5 6 0 0 
Age 
45 up  15 3 4 10 12 2 2 0 0 
Totals  85 32 38 35 41 18 21 0 0 
Imm: Decelerate immediately 
After: Decelerate after some time 
Follow: Follow other vehicles’ speed regardless of speed limit changes 
Nothing: Do nothing (or ignore sign) 
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Table 4.5 shows drivers’ responses from question 14; where they were asked if they would 
reduce their speed (if so how) when a VMS advices to do it because it can potentially reduce the 
chances of an accident. Almost half of the drivers responded that they will follow the flow 
(therefore, they will not follow the advice provided and continue driving without taking any 
action). Highlighted cells show preferences for each age group. 
Table 4.5: Responses From Different Age Groups When asked to Reduce the Speed Limit to 
Reduce the Chances of an Accident Using VMS 












% Flow % Careful  % Ignore %
16-19 21 3 4 6 7 1 1 10 12 1 1 0 0 
20-24 19 4 5 2 2 0 0 9 11 4 5 0 0 
25-34 13 4 5 3 4 0 0 6 7 0 0 0 0 
35-44 17 4 5 4 5 0 0 8 9 1 1 0 0 
Age 
45 up  15 3 4 2 2 0 0 5 6 5 6 0 0 
Totals  85 18 21 17 20 1 1 38 45 11 13 0 0 
50 mph: Reduce speed to 50 mph 
45 mph: Reduce speed to 45 mph 
40 mph: Reduce speed to 40 mph 
Flow: Drive with flow. If the flow reduces the speed then drivers also reduce their speed 
Careful: Just drive more careful 
Ignore: Ignore the advice provided on the VMS 
 
Question 11 was similar to question 10, but using VSL instead of VMS. Drivers were 
asked to answer what they will do if they were driving on a freeway at a speed of 55 mph, and 
they encounter a VSL of 45 mph in order to reduce the chances of an accident. Almost 40% of 
the drivers agreed to reduce their speed to 45 mph. The young age group (16-19) will follow the 
flow and the ages of 20-24 will decrease the speed to 50 mph. One person will ignore the advice 
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and continue traveling at the speed he/she was traveling (Table 4.6). 
Table 4.6: Responses From Different Age Groups When Asked to Reduce the Speed Limit to 45 
mph to Reduce the Chances of an Accident Using VSL 









% Flow % Careful % Ignore %
16-19 21 4 5 6 7 10 12 1 1 0 0 
20-24 19 9 11 4 5 4 5 0 0 1 1 
25-34 13 2 2 7 8 3 4 1 1 0 0 
35-44 17 3 4 10 12 2 2 2 2 0 0 
Age 
45 up  15 1 1 6 7 4 5 4 5 0 0 
Totals  85 19 23 33 39 23 27 8 10 1 1 
50 mph: Reduce speed to 50 mph 
45 mph: Reduce speed to 45 mph 
Flow: Drive with flow. If the flow reduces the speed then drivers also reduce their speed 
Careful: Just drive more careful 
Ignore: Ignore the advice provided on the VMS 
 
4.1.2 Gender Analysis 
Similar responses observed in the age analysis were observed in the gender analysis. 
Table 4.7 and 4.8 illustrates the drivers’ responses to question 8 and 9. As in the age analysis, 
most of the males and females will reduce the speed after some time when they see the VSL. The 
second highest percentage is still reducing and increasing the speed immediately after they 





Table 4.7: Responses From the Gender Groups When Asked to Reduce the Speed Limit to 
Reduce the Chances of an Accident Using VSL 
















Males 47 16 19 18 21 12 14 0 0 
Gender 
Females 38 14 16 18 21 6 7 0 0 
Total   30 35 36 42 18 21 0 0 
Imm: Decelerate immediately 
After: Decelerate after some time 
Follow: Follow other vehicles’ speed regardless of speed limit changes 
Nothing: Do nothing (or ignore sign) 
 
Table 4.8: Responses From the Gender Groups When Asked to Increase the Speed Limit to 
Reduce the Chances of an Accident Using VSL 
















Males 47 17 20 20 24 10 12 0 0 
Gender 
Females 38 15 18 15 18 8 9 0 0 
Total   32 38 35 41 18 21 0 0 
Imm: Decelerate immediately 
After: Decelerate after some time 
Follow: Follow other vehicles’ speed regardless of speed limit changes 
Nothing: Do nothing (or ignore sign) 
 
Again similar responses were found in the gender comparison. Almost half of the 
subjects will follow the flow (regardless of the flow speed) once they are advised to reduce the 
speed due to a high accident risk by using VMS (Table 4.9); however, the majority of the drivers 




Table 4.9: Responses From the Gender Groups When Asked to Reduce the Speed Limit to 
Reduce the Chances of an Accident Using VMS 




50 % 45 % 40 % Flow % Careful  % Ignore %
Males 47 10 12 7 8 1 1 23 27 6 7 0 0 
Gender 
Females 38 8 9 10 12 0 0 15 18 5 6 0 0 
Total   18 21 17 20 1 1 38 45 11 13 0 0 
50 mph: Reduce speed to 50 mph 
45 mph: Reduce speed to 45 mph 
40 mph: Reduce speed to 40 mph 
Flow: Drive with flow. If the flow reduces the speed then drivers also reduce their speed 
Careful: Just drive more careful 
Ignore: Ignore the advice provided on the VMS 
Table 4.10: Responses From the Gender Groups When Asked to Reduce the Speed Limit to 
Reduce the Chances of an Accident Using VSL 




50 % 45 % Flow % Careful % Ignore %
Males 47 10 12 15 18 15 18 6 7 0 0 
Gender 
Females 38 9 11 18 21 8 9 2 2 1 1 
Total   19 22 33 39 23 27 8 9 1 1 
50 mph: Reduce speed to 50 mph 
45 mph: Reduce speed to 45 mph 
40 mph: Reduce speed to 40 mph 
Flow: Drive with flow. If the flow reduces the speed then drivers also reduce their speed 
Careful: Just drive more careful 
Ignore: Ignore the advice provided on the VMS 
 
Finally, when drivers were asked if they would change their responses from question 11, 
if speed was enforced (Table 4.10) more than 36% said yes and 63% said no (Figure 4.14 and 
4.15). The reason why some drivers said no is because they already stated they were going to 










Figure 4.14: Gender Responses When Asked if They Would Change the Responses From 







Figure 4.15: Drivers’ Responses When Asked if They Would Change the Responses From 




4.2  Statistical Analysis  
Pearson Chi-Square was used as the statistical tool to test the hypothesis of no association 
of columns and rows in the tabular data. The survey results are presented in contingency tables, 
and according to Newsom 90% of all uses of chi-square involve analysis of contingency tables.  
Chi-Square can also be thought as a goodness-of-fit test (especially in cases where more than 2 
categories are involved; for instance age that has 5 categories and question 12 that has 4 
categories). “When there is more than a 2x2 table, an omnibus test is created, because the test 
just indicates if there is any differences among the cells.  
The statistical analysis was performed on all the questions taking into account the 5 age 
categories; the 2 gender categories; and the 5 education categories, but no statistical significance 
was found. Since there were many categories and the software was not able to calculate the 
Pearson Chi-Square for some associations; a different set of data was created and a second 
analysis was performed. The second analysis included the same gender categories, but 3 age 
categories (16-24; 25-40; and 41 up), and 3 education categories (High School, College, and 
Beyond College) was conducted. Questions 10 and 11 were also slightly modified: option f from 
question 14 was deleted since it was not an option selected by anybody, and all the options e and 
d were combined into d from question 15.  
It was noticed from the second analysis that only the association of age and questions 10 
and 11 were found to be statistically significant with p-values of 0.055 and 0.022 respectively; 
and the association of education and question 1 and 9 were statistically significant with p-values 
of 0.038 and 0.022 respectively. 
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Tabulated statistics: Age, Q10  
Rows: Age   Columns: Q14 
         a   b   d   e  All 
1624     7   9  19   5   40 
2540     6   7  11   0   24 
40up     5   2   8   6   21 
All     18  18  38  11   85 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 9.951, DF = 6, P-Value = 0.127 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 12.319, DF = 6, P-Value = 0.055 
* NOTE * 4 cells with expected counts less than 5 
 
Tabulated statistics: Age, Q11  
Rows: Age   Columns: Q15 
         a   b   c  d  Missing  All 
1624    13  10  14  2        1   39 
2540     4  14   4  2        0   24 
40up     2   9   5  5        0   21 
All     19  33  23  9        *   84 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 14.841, DF = 6, P-Value = 0.022 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 14.527, DF = 6, P-Value = 0.024 
* NOTE * 4 cells with expected counts less than 5 
 
Tabulated statistics: Q13, Q1  
Rows: Q17   Columns: Q5 
        a   b  Missing  All 
a      19  10        1   29 
b      25  19        1   44 
c       2   8        0   10 
All    46  37        *   83 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 6.310, DF = 2, P-Value = 0.043 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 6.538, DF = 2, P-Value = 0.038 




Tabulated statistics: Q13, Q9  
Rows: Q17   Columns: Q13 
       a   b   c  All 
a      13  11   6   30 
b      19  16  10   45 
c       0   8   2   10 
All    32  35  18   85 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 8.476, DF = 4, P-Value = 0.076 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 11.443, DF = 4, P-Value = 0.022 
NOTE * 3 cells with expected counts less than 5 
 
Appendix D contains the complete Pearson Chi-Square analysis.  
4.3  Summary of Findings 
The following can be concluded from the analysis of the survey: 
• Subjects’ recruitment was controlled by the age and gender. Age and gender distribution 
among drivers are almost equal, but the education distribution is not. As a result, only age 
and gender were the focus of this whole analysis.  
• Only 54% of the drivers use I-4 on a regular basis. Since the purpose of the project is to 
analyze drivers’ behavior on a freeway; the question should have asked about the 
frequency that the subjects drive on a freeway, and not I-4. 
• More than 50% of the subjects drive with the flow or 5 mph above the speed limit.  
• Four drivers did not notice the VMS and three did not notice the VSL while driving the 
simulator. More than 95% of the drivers noticed both signs.  
• More than 15% of the drivers were not familiar with the VMS and VSL technology and 
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the reason may be that less than half of the population that drove the simulator does not 
drive I-4 on a regular basis.  
• Two drivers were not willing to follow the advice provided on VMS to help avoid a 
potential accident on the freeway. More than 97% of the drivers will follow the advice.  
• Age and Gender analysis provided similar results, which are summarized in Figures 4.16 
– 4.17.  
Drivers were asked what they will do if the posted speed limits were changed based on 
prevailing traffic conditions and can potentially reduce the chances of accident on the freeway. 
Most of them answered that they will reduce the speed after some time when they see the VSL; 
in addition, a significant percentage of drivers answered that they will reduce the speed 
immediately right after they see the VSL. (Figure 4.16) 










Figure 4.16: Percentage of Drivers that Reduce Speed After Seeing VSL Recommendation  
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Seventy nine percent of the drivers would reduce or increase their speed; whether it is 
immediately of after some time. This means that drivers are willing to reduce or increase their 
speed when they see a reduction or increment of speed in the posted speed limit. 
 










Figure 4.17: Percentage of Drivers that Increase Speed After Seeing VSL Recommendation 
 
From Figure 4.16 and 4.17 it can be concluded that drivers usually follow the advice 
provided in the VSL; whether it is an increase or decrease in the speed limit. 
A VMS and VSL response (drivers’ reactions) analysis was also performed. Drivers were 
asked what they will do if they were asked to reduce their speed from 55 mph to reduce the 
chances of accident by using VMS and VSL.  
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Figure 4.18: VMS Advice: Reduce Speed (Speed Limit 55 mph) 
 











Figure 4.19: VSL Reduce From 55 mph to 45 mph 
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Eighty one percent of drivers indicated that they would reduce their speed after passing 
by a VMS and 62% after passing by a VSL. In addition, a considerable percentage of drivers will 
follow the flow of vehicles. More thoughts need to be put into this issue because it might not be 
easy to influence the flow to reduce the speed when necessary. 
Finally, it was found from the statistical analysis that the association of age and questions 
10 and 11; and the association of education and question 1 and 9 were statistically significant. 
Question 10 asks driver if they were willing to reduce the speed using a VMS if by doing it the 
chances of an accident could be reduced; question 11 asks driver if they were willing to reduce 
their speed to 45 mph using a VSL and they could also reduce the chances of an accident by 
doing it; question asks if they use I-4 on a regular basis; and question 9 asks how would they 
behave if there is an increase in the speed limit using VSL and this could also reduce the 
likelihood of an accident.  
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CHAPTER 5:  GENERAL TRENDS AND PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS  
All the statistical analysis for the driving simulator was based on two sets of data:  
This chapter contains general trends based on two sets of data obtained from the driving 
simulator: General Data that includes Overall Mean Speeds and Means Speeds for every sign, 
Time Span (time that took drivers to complete each scenario), and Reaction Data (which will be 
fully explained in Chapter 6); and Spot Speed Data which includes the spot speed for every 
driver at every 50 meters, 500 meters upstream and 500 meters downstream of each sign.  
The first glance at the rough data showed different driving behaviors. For instance, 
Figure 5.2 – 5.5 show different speed profiles from different subjects driving different scenarios. 
Figure 5.2 shows the speed path or trend of an aggressive driver. This aggressive driver matched 
the definition of an aggressive driver very closely since he/she speed up to almost 90 mph and 
followed the congested traffic very closely which is the reason why there is a “big” reduction in 
speed upstream of VSL3 (weaving which is another problem of an aggressive driver was not 
investigated in this report) In addition, according to a Florida Department of Highway Safety & 
Motor Vehicles Aggressive Driver Study there are more aggressive drivers nowadays. Therefore, 
a sample of the street driving population was approximated by having aggressive drivers in 
driving simulator population. 
A “speedy” driver also participated in this experiment, Figure 5.3. This driver speed up to 
95 mph; however, he/she followed the recommendation provided in the VSL 1, VSL2, and VSL3 
since he/she reduced the speed to almost 50 mph.  
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Figure 5.4 shows the trend of an unstable driver who is another example of an aggressive  
driver. This subject failed to drive at the same speed. At the end, Figure 5.5 shows the path of 
almost perfect driver. This driver actually had a congested scenario but because he/she reduced 
the speed upstream of the congestion it was not necessary to abruptly reduce the speed once 
he/she approached the congestion. However, this driver rejected to reduce the speed to 45 mph 
which was the speed limit posted.  
To better understand Figure 5.2 – 5.5, Figure 5.1 shows the X and Y coordinates for the 
driving simulator. Driving car was always driving in the Y direction. Table 5.1 shows the 
location of each sign.  
 

















Table 5.1: Location of Signs based on Driving Simulator X and Y Coordinates 
Signs Distance (m) 















Figure 5.3: Speedy Driver 
 
 
Figure 5.4: Unstable Driver 
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Figure 5.5: Perfect Driver 
 
5.1 Time Span and Mean Speed  
The average time span, which is the average time that took all drivers to complete driving 
an entire scenario and average mean speed calculated using all the speed data points provided by 
the driving simulator for all the scenarios, were investigated to detect if there was a difference 
between the scenarios where congestion is present upstream of VSL3 versus the scenarios that 
don’t have this condition (Table 5.2 provides these results). It was noticed that it took drivers 
from 336 to 364 seconds to complete the congested scenarios, while it took them from 317 to 
343 seconds to complete the non-congested scenarios. Subjects had to drive in average an extra 
20 seconds to finish the congested scenario. There was also a clear difference between the means 
speeds recorded for the congested and no congested data. Drivers from the congested data drove 
around 49 mph to 53 mph, while the drivers from the non congested scenarios drove between 52 
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mph to 57 mph. Therefore, because the congested drivers had to drive at a lower speed due to the 
congestion they lost approximately 20 seconds per congested scenario driven (From the three 
scenarios that all subjects drove, only 1 or 2 were congested) 
Table 5.2: Time Span and Mean Speed for all 24 Scenarios 
Scenario Time Span Mean Speed 
VSL1  355.952 51.285 
VSL2 340.259 53.122 
VSL3 346.542 52.087 
VSL4 350.185 51.798 
VSL5 343.473 52.542 
VSL6 344.465 52.405 
VSL7 336.763 53.638 
VSL8 346.237 52.309 
VSL9 364.347 49.600 
VSL10 346.367 52.078 
VSL11 351.761 51.357 
VSL12 348.642 51.930 
VSL13 326.032 55.323 
VSL14 336.572 53.588 
VSL15 334.168 54.339 
VSL16 317.348 57.239 
VSL17 343.420 52.832 
VSL18 336.042 53.992 
VSL19 331.223 54.476 
VSL20 332.242 54.720 
VSL21 341.289 53.300 
VSL22 326.395 55.359 
VSL23 331.360 56.115 
VSL24 331.411 54.698 
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In addition, an ANOVA test was performed to determine if there were significant 
differences between the Mean Speed (for the Congested and Non-Congested Scenarios) and 
Time Span (for the Congested and Non Congested Scenarios).  The results show that the Mean 
Speed and the Time Span for the Congested Scenarios are different than the Mean Speed and the 
Time Span for the Non Congested Scenarios. The results were expected since drivers have to 
reduce their speed during congestion; consequently, they take longer time than what would have 
taken them if they wouldn’t have found congestion in their path.  
Table 5.3: ANOVA Results for Time Span and Mean Speeds  
ANOVA
1464.703 1 1464.703 28.834 .000
1117.544 22 50.797
2582.247 23
















5.1.1 Gender Differences for the Time Span and Mean Speed  
An ANOVA test was also performed to investigate if the differences between females 
and males for the Time Span and Mean Speeds were significant. Table 5.4 reports the results 
obtained from the ANOVA analysis and no significant differences were detected for the time 




Table 5.4: ANOVA Results for the Time Span and Mean Speeds based on Gender Differences 
ANOVA
116.067 1 116.067 .129 .719
221413.6 247 896.411
221529.7 248












Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
 
 
5.1.2 Age Differences for the Time Span and Mean Speed  
The same analysis was completed for the five categories of the age group. Table Y 
presents the results of this ANOVA analysis. Significant differences in the Time Span and Mean 
Speeds were observed between the five categories of the age group. Figure 5.6 and 5.7 depicts 
the histograms for the time span and mean speeds for the five categories, where AGEFACT: 1.00 
represents the drivers in the range of 16-19; AGEFACT: 2.00 represents the drivers in the range 
of 20-24; AGEFACT: 3.00 represents the drivers in the range of 25-34; AGEFACT: 4.00 
represents the drivers in the range of 35-44; and AGEFACT: 5.00 represents the drivers of 45 








Table 5.5: ANOVA Results for the Time Span and Mean Speeds based on the Five Categories of 
the Age Groups 
ANOVA
19232.929 4 4808.232 5.799 .000
202296.8 244 829.085
221529.7 248

















Figure 5.6: Histograms for the Five Categories of the Age Group for Time Span 
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Figure 5.7: Histograms for the Five Categories of the Age Group for Mean Speeds 
 
From Figure X and Y differences in the mean and standard deviation were observed for 
the time span and mean speed.  
5.2 Mean Speed Analysis  
The Mean Speed Analysis is the exploration of the mean speeds for all the signs. After 
observing all drivers’ speed trends it was noticed that they start reacting to the sign around 100 
meters upstream of each sign. Hence, the “mean speed” used in this analysis is the average speed 
calculated for the 100 meters upstream of the sign. However, the Initial Speed was not calculated 
in the same way. As a matter of fact, the Initial Speed was calculated based on observations and  
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recommendations made from the group of analysts that ran the experiment. While observing the 
subjects driving the simulator it was noticed that it took them approximately 400 meters to 500 
meters to reach the base speed (55 mph). From there, the idea of the “Initial Speed” was created. 
The Initial Speed is the average speed taken over 100 meters between 400 meters and 500 meters 
downstream of the Base Speed Limit. Figure 5.8 illustrates how the Initial Speed Limit was 
calculated.  
 
Figure 5.8: Example of Initial Speed Calculation 
 
5.2.1 No VMS, No VSL; No VMS, VSL; VMS, No VSL; VMS, VSL  
The data was first divided into No VMS, No VSL; No VMS, VSL; VMS, No VSL; and 
VMS, VSL. Here, the VMS and No VMS only takes into account the VMS 1 data since VMS 2 
is fixed (hence, there would not be a No VMS for VMS 2).  Also, VMS means that VMS 1 is 
posted. The VSL and No VSL take into consideration the VSL 1, VSL 2, VSL 3, and VSL 4 
data; since VSL 5 is fixed.  The average mean speeds for all those scenarios were calculated and 









Initial VMS 1 VSL 1 VSL 2 VSL 3 VSL 4 VMS 2 VSL 5












Figure 5.9: No VMS, No VSL; No VMS, VSL; VMS, No VSL; and VMS, VSL Trends for all 
the Data.  
 
  
No meaningful differences are observed in the curves plotted in Figure 5.9. The only 
difference noticed is between No VMS, No VSL (Base Case) and VMS, No VSL at VSL3. This 
difference was checked for statistical significance and the results are shown in Table 5.6.  
From Table 5.6 the only statistical difference observed is at Initial Speed which is 
statistically different at a 95% CI, but the VSL3 was also significant at an 85% CI. The reason 
for this may be that during the first meters drivers have not yet accommodated themselves to the 
driving simulator and are still learning to manipulate the car; hence at the beginning of the 
experiment they have not gotten the “hang of it” as one of the drivers stated also VSL3 was 
significant because the congestion starts upstream of the VSL3; thus drivers had to reduce their 
speed more than what they reduced in the non congested scenarios. 
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Table 5.6: ANOVA Results Comparing All the Data From No VMS, No VSL and VMS, No 
VSL.  
ANOVA
254.480 1 254.480 4.132 .045
4926.717 80 61.584
5181.197 81
69.973 1 69.973 1.339 .251
4181.459 80 52.268
4251.433 81
16.476 1 16.476 .366 .547
3605.462 80 45.068
3621.938 81
56.187 1 56.187 .994 .322
4521.430 80 56.518
4577.617 81
134.905 1 134.905 1.987 .163
5430.708 80 67.884
5565.612 81
19.328 1 19.328 .498 .482
3105.772 80 38.822
3125.100 81
1.551 1 1.551 .053 .819
2345.986 80 29.325
2347.537 81








































The data from the previous analysis is biased by the congestion located upstream of 
VSL3 this is the reason why an ANOVA analysis was then performed to analyze if there were 
any differences for all the signs between congested and non-congested scenarios. Table 5.7 
shows the results of this analysis.  
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Similar results obtained from Table 5.6 were obtained in Table 5.7. Only the Initial Speed 
once again was statistically different.  Table 5.7 takes all the data in consideration and compares 
the No VMS, No VSL scenarios against No VMS, VSL; VMS, No VSL, and VMS, VSL.  
 
Table 5.7: ANOVA Analysis Comparing Means Speeds for No VMS, No VSL; No VMS, VSL; 
VMS, No VSL; and VMS, VSL Scenarios. 
ANOVA
539.118 3 179.706 2.334 .075
18710.530 243 76.998
19249.648 246
84.409 3 28.136 .576 .631
11873.236 243 48.861
11957.645 246
125.716 3 41.905 .849 .468
11990.664 243 49.344
12116.380 246
234.258 3 78.086 1.332 .265
14245.894 243 58.625
14480.152 246
144.812 3 48.271 .708 .548
16574.811 243 68.209
16719.623 246
67.343 3 22.448 .380 .767
14337.421 243 59.002
14404.764 246
8.640 3 2.880 .096 .962
7319.051 243 30.120
7327.691 246




































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
 
 
It was noticed from Figure 5.10 that drivers are reducing their speed around VSL 3 (as 
expected). However, a similar trend in Figure 5.11 is seen caused by the gradual or abrupt 
reduction in speed. In Figure 5.10 there is a difference, but not meaningful, between all the  
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curves and the VMS, No VSL curve. This difference was statistically tested, but not significant 
results were obtained. Also, a difference between VMS, VSL and No VMS, No VSL was 
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Figure 5.11: No VMS, No VSL; No VMS, VSL; VMS, No VSL; and VMS, VSL Trends for Non 
Congested Data. 
 
A comparison between VMS1 and VSL3 was also completed using all the mean speeds 
obtained at VMS1 and all the mean speeds obtained at VSL3. This analysis makes sense, since 
the main objective of designing all the scenarios is to have drivers reducing their speed from the 
first time a reduction was implemented (VMS1) to where the reduction is necessary (VSL3) like 
in the congested scenarios. If drivers follow the recommendations and reduce their speed before 
they get to the congested zone some rear-end crashes would be avoided in the real world.  
The comparisons were done individually for No VMS, No VSL; No VMS, VSL; VMS, 




Table 5.8: VMS1 and VSL3 Comparison for the No VMS, No VSL Data 
ANOVA
NVMSNVSL







Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
 
 
Table 5.9: VMS1 and VSL3 Comparison for the VMS, VSL Data 
ANOVA
VMSVSL











Table 5.10: VMS1 and VSL3 Comparison for the No VMS and VSL Data 
ANOVA
NOVMSVSL







Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
 
 
Table 5.11: VMS1 and VSL3 Comparison for the VMS, No VSL Data 
ANOVA
VMSNOVSL











Statistical significance was observed for all the comparisons except from the No VMS, 
No VSL. This was expected since drivers do not have a speed to follow. It can be concluded 
from the VMS1 and VSL3 comparison analysis that drivers follow the recommendations 
displayed in VMS and VSL, whether it was an abrupt or gradual change incorporated or any 
level of VMS1. This means that drivers actually reduced their speed significantly in the stretch 
between VMS1 and VSL3. In addition, a small difference of 2 mph was observed between the 
speed calculated upstream of No VMS1 and the speed calculated upstream of No VSL3.  
However, a difference of at least 5 mph was observed when a VMS and VSL sign were present 
in the design of the scenarios.  
The same analysis was also conducted separately: one using the Congested Data only and 
another using the Non Congested Data only and it was found equally that all cases are 
statistically significant except the Base Case Scenario (No VMS, No VSL). Meaning that drivers 
are reacting or decreasing their speeds between the VMS and VSL3 stretch whether congestion is 
present or not.  
5.2.2 Gender Mean Speed Analysis  
Males and females were equally investigated using the mean speed analysis. The data 
was firstly split into Congested Data and Non Congested Data to analyze the differences in 
gender. If the data was combined as a whole and analyzed, differences would have been 
observed at VSL3 due to congestion and the purpose of this section is to observe the location 
where females and males reacted significantly different due to the posted signs. To prove this, 
both sets of data were combined and plotted in Figure 5.12. From the figure differences between 
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males and females at VMS1, VSL1, VSL3, and VSL4 are observed for the Non Congested Data; 
but no substantial differences are observed for the Congested Data. The differences between 
genders were analyzed statistically and results are presented in Table 5.12 and 5.13. (i.e: CVSL1 
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Figure 5.12: Male and Female Trends for the Congested and Non Congested Data. 
 
From Table 5.12, which is the analysis based on the Congested Data surprisingly there 
were no significant differences at VSL3 which is where the congestion is located; however, there 
were differences observed at VSL2 and VSL4, which are the signs located before and after the 
congestion. This results shows that drivers start reducing their speed before they see the 
congestion (VSL2), meaning that VSL2 is fulfilling its purpose.   
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Table 5.12: Differences in Gender Based on the Congested Data 
ANOVA
3.094 1 3.094 .050 .824
7954.168 128 62.142
7957.261 129
40.613 1 40.613 .822 .366
6327.081 128 49.430
6367.694 129
23.406 1 23.406 .519 .472
5769.875 128 45.077
5793.281 129
105.694 1 105.694 1.859 .175
7279.319 128 56.870
7385.013 129
7.795E-02 1 7.795E-02 .003 .959
3769.521 128 29.449
3769.599 129
30.948 1 30.948 2.849 .094
1390.289 128 10.862
1421.237 129
4.599 1 4.599 .239 .626
2461.965 128 19.234
2466.564 129




































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
 
 
Table 5.13 shows some differences in genders at VMS1, VSL1, VSL2, VSL3, and VSL4 
are observed, but they are only statistically significant at VMS1 and VSL3. These differences 
were significant since females drivers drove slightly faster than males during the first 3 signs, but 
slightly lower during the rest of the stretch. A logical reason why females were speeding at the 
beginning of each scenario is because they are not trained in video games as male drivers usually 
are and this might have influenced the results. 
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Table 5.13: Differences in Gender Based on the Non Congested Data 
ANOVA
479.552 1 479.552 4.219 .042
13412.828 118 113.668
13892.380 119
141.676 1 141.676 2.897 .091
5770.007 118 48.898
5911.683 119
116.532 1 116.532 2.217 .139
6202.065 118 52.560
6318.597 119
109.733 1 109.733 1.813 .181
7140.792 118 60.515
7250.525 119
175.043 1 175.043 3.292 .072
6275.114 118 53.179
6450.158 119
158.439 1 158.439 1.827 .179
10233.541 118 86.725
10391.979 119
1.726 1 1.726 .048 .827
4258.179 118 36.086
4259.905 119




































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
 
 
5.2.3 Age Mean Speed Analysis  
A mean speed analysis was lastly performed for the age group taking into account its five 
categories. The data was also divided into the Congested and Non Congested Data, plotted in 
Figure 5.13 and 11, and finally analyzed for statistical differences in Table 5.14 and 5.15.  
In Figure 5.13 as expected there are meaningful differences at the VSL3. Drivers from 
the 16-19 group are speeding more than the other drivers, are reducing the speed less than the 
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other drivers. However, they are still reducing their speed down to approximately 48 mph which 
is only 3 mph above the recommended speed limit. The other drivers are reducing more their 
speed at that point because they probably waited to hit congestion before they reduced their 
speed. Nevertheless, based on Table 5.14 it was found that all drivers reacted different to the 
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Table 5.14: Differences in Five Categories of the Age Group Based on the Congested Data 
ANOVA
995.470 4 248.867 3.516 .009
8847.587 125 70.781
9843.057 129
545.926 4 136.482 2.930 .023
5821.768 125 46.574
6367.694 129
731.956 4 182.989 4.290 .003
5331.930 125 42.655
6063.887 129
569.336 4 142.334 2.325 .060
7653.447 125 61.228
8222.783 129
1426.045 4 356.511 7.966 .000
5594.084 125 44.753
7020.129 129
794.717 4 198.679 6.621 .000
3751.043 125 30.008
4545.760 129
448.859 4 112.215 4.718 .001
2973.006 125 23.784
3421.865 129




































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
 
 
Similar observations made from Figure 5.13, which had plots of the Congested Data were 
also made from Figure 5.14, which included the trends of the Non Congested Data based on the 
different categories of the age group. From Figure 5.14, drivers from 16-19 were the ones that 
reduced more their speed upstream of the congestion. Meaning that they don’t need to see 
congestion in order to reduce their speed. As a matter of fact they started reducing right after 
VMS1. Since these are drivers that have just gotten their car and driver’s license they seem to be  
very careful on the road. This was not expected from this category of drivers, as they might have 
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seen the driving simulator as a video game or as a new experience to drive the way they want to 
and to things they cannot do in real life. Drivers from the other categories behaved similarly. 
They all reduced their speed after VMS1 and they all (except older drivers) increased their speed 
right after VSL3, even though the increase in speed is presented in VSL4. The reason why they 
only reduced their speed until VSL3 and then accelerated may be because they are driving in a 
clear and straight freeway where they could have actually increased their speed up to 90 mph as 
some drivers did since there are not any obstacles. It was observed that even though a lot of them 
reduced their speed they started increasing it since they didn’t see a reason for the reduction. It is 
also observed in Figure 5.14 that drivers did not reduce their speed to 45 mph (as posted in 
VSL3) and did not increase their speed to 65 mph (as posted in VSL5). For the Non Congested 
Data, drivers from different ages reacted different at VMS1, VSL3, VSL4, VMS2, and VSL5. 
The differences in reduction from the different age categories were statistically analyzed to 
determine if they were significant or not.  For this, ANOVA analysis was performed and the 




































Figure 5.14: The Five Categories of the Age Group Trends for the Non Congested  
 
Table 5.15 shows the results from the ANOVA analysis performed on the different trends 
from the five categories of the age group from Figure 5.14. This table shows that drivers behaved 
different only at VMS1, VSL3, VMS2, and VSL5. At those signs locations, drivers from the ages 
of 45 and above are driving between 51 mph and 55 mph and these subjects were the drivers that 
presented fewer changes in their speeds. Also, drivers from the ages of 20-34 are the subjects 





Table 5.15: Differences in Five Categories of the Age Group Based on the Non Congested Data 
ANOVA
1201.968 4 300.492 4.172 .003
8211.792 114 72.033
9413.760 118
763.902 4 190.975 4.467 .002
4873.652 114 42.751
5637.554 118
178.402 4 44.601 .852 .495
5965.067 114 52.325
6143.469 118
109.990 4 27.498 .510 .729
6148.278 114 53.932
6258.268 118
1019.085 4 254.771 4.648 .002
6248.352 114 54.810
7267.437 118
493.038 4 123.259 1.648 .167
8526.534 114 74.794
9019.571 118
383.887 4 95.972 3.277 .014
3339.142 114 29.291
3723.029 118




































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
 
 
5.3  Summary of Findings  
In general drivers reduced their speed significantly after approaching a VMS or VSL. It 
took them approximately from 317 to 364 seconds depending on congestion to drive the 
complete stretch of scenarios. The average speeds ranged from 49 mph to 57 mph. In fact, 
following there is a summary of the observations: 
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• The time span and mean speed for the Congested scenarios were significantly different 
than the time span and mean speed for the Non Congested scenarios. 
• No differences were observed between females and males for the time span and mean 
speed. 
• Substantial differences were observed between the five categories of the age group for 
time span and mean speed where drivers from the ages of 16-34 had a time span between 
333 and 334 seconds and an average speed of 54 mph, while the drivers from the 35-44 
had a time span of 343 seconds and an average speed of 53 mph, and the drivers from 45 
up had a time span of 357 seconds and an average speed of 51 mph. This means that the 
younger drivers where driving faster than the older drivers; hence, took them less time to 
complete the entire scenario. 
• From the No VMS, No VSL; No VMS, VSL; VMS, No VSL; and VMS, VSL a 
substantial difference between No VMS, No VSL and VMS, VSL is seen by plotting the 
trends; however, this difference was not statistically significant.  
• Statistical differences between scenarios, gender, and age groups were observed at the 
Initial Speed, but this might have been caused by the fact that at the beginning of each 
scenario the drivers are learning to control the car.  
• When the differences in mean speed obtained at VMS1 and VSL3 were compared, 
statistical differences were observed. Meaning that drivers are actually reducing their 
speed in the VMS1 and VSL3 stretch by a significant amount. This fulfills one of the 
objectives of the project, which was to know if drivers are actually reducing their speed 
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after the signs are presented.  
• Differences in genders are observed at VSL2 and VSL4 for the Congested Scenarios, and 
VMS1 and VSL3 for the Non Congested Scenarios. Both results are good since by them 
it can be said that drivers are not waiting to get to the congestion zone to reduce their 
speed (they are actually reducing their seed upstream of the congestion, VSL2), and they  
      are also reducing their speed at VSL3 without seeing the congestion.  
• Differences in gender are observed for all the signs when the Congestion Data was used, 
and only at VMS1, VSL3, VMS2, and VSL5 when the Non Congestion Data was used.  
• In addition, all drivers from the 5 categories of the age group reduced their speed as they 
were advised.  
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CHAPTER 6:  SIGN BY SIGN ANALYSIS 
This chapter will provide an analysis for each sign: VMS1, VSL1, VSL2, VSL3, VSL4, 
VMS2, and VSL5 based on the Reaction Distance, Speed Change, and Mean Speed and final 
recommendations will be made in terms of which combination of signs is better. This chapter is a 
continuation of the General Trends and Preliminary Analysis chapter that analyzed each 
scenario, which is a combination of signs, as a whole and not by sign.  
6.1 VMS 1 Statistical Analysis 
6.1.1 Reaction Distance and Speed Change Analysis  
The Reaction Distance analysis shows where the drivers had the maximum reduction in 
speed over a distance of 500 meters downstream of the sign. If a driver reacted beyond the 500 
meters it was not taken as a reaction to the sign. For a better understanding of the maximum 
reduction in speed caused by the sign, Figure 6.1 illustrates an example of a maximum speed 
reduction in speed. The three circles in the figure indicate the locations where drivers reduced 
their speed the most 500 meters downstream of the sign.  
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Figure 6.1: Example of Maximum Reduction in Speed 
 
The output data from the UCF driving simulator includes all the events pertaining to the 
car’s accelerator and braking conditions and this was recorded at a frequency of 60Hz; meaning 
that the output included 60 sets of speed data every second. All this speed data points were put 
together to obtain the locations where the driver started and stopped accelerating and 
decelerating. Maximum reduction and increase in speed were recorded in mph. In addition, there 
were no boundaries (a maximum or minimum number) set for this maximum reduction in speed; 
for instance, if the subject was driving at 55 mph and only decelerated up to 54.99 mph in the 
500 m stretch downstream of the sign, the 0.01 mph deceleration was still recorded as a 
maximum reduction in the speed; even though 0.01 is not significant and it does not provide 
sufficient prove to say that the driver reacted to the sign. All the maximum reductions in speed 
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for each driver were carefully observed and put together to obtain the largest and the smallest 
maximum reductions in speed.  
Table 6.1 shows the number of subjects that reacted (maximum reduction in speed 
observed) within 50, 100, 200, 400, and 500 meters downstream of the sign. The table provides 
the recorded reaction for all drivers, whether they were driving a scenario that contained a sign 
or did not contain a sign (No sign is displayed). The reactions provided in the table are based on 
the amount of scenarios that were driven; for instance, 85 drivers x 3 scenarios = 255 scenarios; 
however, only 254 complete sets of data were used for this analysis. It can be seen from the table 
that drivers reacted 62 times out of 231 within the 50 meters and 72 times within 100 meters 
downstream of the VMS1. However, from the 72 times, 62 were counted within 50 meters; 
therefore, only 10 times drivers reacted between 50 and 100 meters downstream of the sign. 
Moreover, from the 231 scenarios driven that included the VMS1 sign 83.12% of the time 
drivers reacted within 500 meters downstream of it and 16.9% beyond the 500 meters; as a result 
of this it could be said that these 39 times (16.9%) drivers did not see the sign or simply decided 
to ignore the advice provided in the VMS1. Nevertheless, similar reactions were observed from 
the subjects that drove the scenarios with no sign since 82.61% or 19 of the 26 scenarios driven 
with no sign had a maximum deceleration within the 500 meters downstream of the sign.  
Since Table 6.1 only provides the reaction distances recorded and does not provide the 
amount of this maximum reduction in speed; a further investigation is necessary where the 
amount of the maximum reduction is taken into consideration. However, an important finding 
from Table 6.1 is that more than 82% of the time drivers reacted within the 500 meters 
downstream of the location of the sign.  
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Table 6.1: Recorded Reactions at 50, 100, 200, 400, and 500 Meters Downstream of VMS1 for 
Sign and No Signs Scenarios  
 Reaction Distance (Downstream) 
 50 % 100 % 200 % 400 % 500 % Total
No Sign 6 26.09 6 26.09 6 26.09 14 60.87 19 82.61 23 
Sign 62 26.84 72 31.17 95 41.13 142 61.47 192 83.12 231 
 
The maximum, minimum, and average deceleration for all drivers was recorded at 50, 
100, 200, 400, and 500 meters downstream of the VMS 1 and presented in Table 6.2. For 
example, the maximum deceleration recorded within 50 meters downstream of the sign was 
25.68 mph, which means that if the subject was driving at 60 mph he/she reduced down to 34.32 
mph, and the minimum deceleration recorded for the same stretch was 0.13 mph. Also, from the 
scenarios driven with a VMS 1 only 43 times drivers had a speed change of less than 1 mph; 188 
times drivers reduced their speed by more than 1 mph; and 74 times they reduced their speed by 
more than 5 mph.  If a driver reduced the speed by 5 mph or more then the purpose of having the 
VMS has been fulfilled.  
As in the reaction distance table, similar observations were noticed in the negative speed 
change (or reductions in speed) table when drivers were driving the sign or no sign scenarios. 
For instance, the maximum decrease in the speed when a sign was present was 25.68 mph and 
22.97 mph when a sign was not present. There is a difference of more than 2.5 mph between 
having a sign and not having a sign, and this difference might have been caused by the sign. 
Therefore, once again the VMS1 sign is fulfilling one of the project’s purposes, which is to have 




Table 6.2: Minimum, Maximum, and Average Negative Speed Change Downstream of VMS1 
 Negative Speed Change 
 50 100 200 
 Min Max Avg Min Max Avg Min Max Avg 
No Sign -0.92 -14.54 -5.40 -0.92 -14.54 -5.40 -0.92 -14.54 -5.40
Sign -0.13 -25.68 -5.72 -0.13 -25.68 -5.66 -0.13 -25.68 -5.86
 Negative Speed Change    
 400 500    
 Min Max Avg Min Max Avg    
No Sign -0.13 -22.97 -4.20 -0.13 -22.97 -4.06    
Sign -0.13 -25.68 -5.14 -0.13 -25.68 -5.47    
 
To further expand what was found in Table 6.2 two histograms were plotted; one for the 
scenarios with sign (VMS: 1.00) and the other for the no sign (VMS: .00) scenarios.  The 
horizontal axis represents the negative speed change in mph and the vertical axis represents the 
number of subjects that reduced their speed at the specific negative speed change.  The 
approximate number of drivers that had maximum decelerations below 1 mph or that had the 
maximum reactions such as -25.68 mph for the sign case or 22.97 mph for the no sign case can 
be observed in Figure 6.2. For instance, for the no sign case only two times drivers decelerated 
more than 14.54 mph. The histograms also aid discerning where the majority of the drivers stand 
in regards to the maximum negative speed changes. For example, it was recorded for the sign 
case (VMS: 1.00) that drivers reduced their speed by less than 5 mph, during 157 scenarios out 




Figure 6.2: Histograms for the Negative Speed Change Downstream of the VMS1 
 
The maximum negative speed change (or maximum reduction in speed) for the upstream 
section of the sign was also plotted (Figure 6.3).  It can be said from this figure that the majority 
of the drivers reduced their speed by a maximum of 3 mph. On the other hand, the maximum 
negative speed change recorded for the downstream section was 25.68 mph while for the 
upstream section was approximately 7 mph. Also, the majority of the drivers had a maximum 
reduction in the speed of 5 mph downstream of the sign while only 3 mph was observed 
upstream of VMS1. In fact, 74 subjects (32%) reduced their speed by 5 mph or more; 123 (53%) 
reduced their speed by 3 mph or more out of the 231 subjects that drove the scenarios that 
included a VMS1 sign in the design. This means that the majority of drivers are reducing their 
speed by 3 mph or more, which at the same time means that VMS1 is affecting drivers’ speed.  
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Upstream reaction distance is important as well, since drivers usually start reacting to a 
VMS upstream of the sign. That is why ANOVA tests were completed for the reaction distance 
upstream (UPREADIS) and downstream (REACTDIS) of the location of the sign as well as for 
the maximum negative speed change downstream (SPDCHGNE) and upstream of the location of 
the sign (UPSPDDEC) to detect if there is a statistical difference between sign/no sign (there 



























Figure 6.3: Upstream Maximum Negative Speed Change for VMS1when the Sign VMS1 is 
Present in the Scenario 
 
The ANOVA results presented in Table 6.3 shows that the reactions observed upstream 
and downstream of VMS 1 as well as the negative speed change for the sign and no sign cases 
are equal since no statistical differences were observed. The reaction distance and speed change 
tables provided a general idea about the number of drivers that reacted to the sign within 500 
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meters downstream of it and the location of their reactions related to the sign/no sign, and the 
ANOVA table reported no statistical differences for all the factors mentioned previously when 
the data for the sign and no sign are compared. 
Table 6.3: ANOVA Results for the Sign/No Sign Cases for the Upstream and Downstream of the 
VMS1 Reaction Distance and for the Maximum Negative Speed Change Downstream of VMS1 
ANOVA
89.831 1 89.831 .080 .778
285046.6 253 1126.666
285136.4 254
34844.484 1 34844.484 .704 .402
12517367 253 49475.758
12552211 254
40.093 1 40.093 1.444 .231
7026.516 253 27.773
7066.609 254
























6.1.1.1 Gender Analysis  
A Reaction Distance and Negative Speed Change analyses for the downstream section of 
the VMS1 were also completed based on Gender Classification: Male (m) and Female (f). Figure 
5.4 and 5.5 show the histograms of these two analyses. The two figures and the analysis were 
completed only for the cases that included a VMS1 sign; therefore, the “No Sign” cases were not 
included in this analysis.  The reason why only the sign cases were included in the gender 
analysis is to determine if there is a difference in gender when they are exposed to a VMS 1 sign.  
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Figure 6.4: Histograms for the Reaction Distance Downstream of VMS1 Based on Gender 
Classification 
 
It was noticed from Figure 6.4 that both genders had very similar reactions to the sign. In 
addition, it was observed that more people reacted right at the sign (0 meters downstream of the 
sign) and 400 meters downstream of the sign. This result might imply that if the drivers did not 
react immediately at the sign then it would take them some time to react and actually reduce their 
speed. This reinstates what was found in the survey analysis: the majority of the drivers react 
immediately at the sign or some time after they see the sign. The histograms were plotted only 
from 0 to 700 meters downstream of the sign since there was only couple of people (outliers) that 
reacted at more than 700 meters.  
In Figure 6.5 it was observed that males and females reduced their speed by 
approximately the same amount. The majority of females reduced their speed by 1 mph to 8 mph 
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and males by 1 mph to 10 mph; this means that if a male was driving at 55 mph and shows a 
negative speed change of 10 mph; he reduced to 45 mph after seeing the sign. The histograms 
present good trends since it shows that most of the drivers reduced their speed by a significantly 
amount of mph 
 
Figure 6.5: Histograms for the Negative Speed Change Downstream of VMS1 Based on Gender 
Classification 
 
ANOVA tests were performed to determine if the reaction distance and negative speed 
change for the upstream and downstream section were statistically different for males and 
females.  It was then found that the differences in reaction and speed change between males and 




Table 6.4: ANOVA Results for Negative Speed Change and Reaction Distance Upstream and 
Downstream of VMS1, Based on Gender Classification 
ANOVA
393.387 1 393.387 .350 .555
284743.1 253 1125.467
285136.4 254
1741.174 1 1741.174 .035 .852
12550470 253 49606.601
12552211 254
.122 1 .122 .004 .947
7066.487 253 27.931
7066.609 254




















Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
 
 
6.1.1.2 Age Analysis  
ANOVA analysis was also conducted for the age analysis to investigate the differences in 
driving between the five categories (16-19; 20-24; 25-34; 35-44; 45 up). The reaction distance 
(UPREADIS) and negative speed change (UPSPDDEC) for the upstream section were not 
statistically different for all the five age categories as well as for the reaction distance 
(REACTDIST) and negative speed change (SPDCHGNE) for the downstream section. 
Therefore, the drivers from the five age categories behaved similarly based on the reaction 




Table 6.5: ANOVA Results for the Age Analysis for the Reactions Distance and Speed Change 
for the Upstream and Downstream Section of VMS1 
ANOVA
5446.069 4 1361.517 1.217 .304
279690.4 250 1118.762
285136.4 254
5.740 4 1.435 .807 .521
444.272 250 1.777
450.012 254
124433.5 4 31108.368 .626 .645
12427778 250 49711.111
12552211 254




















Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
 
 
6.1.2  Spot  Speed Analysis  
Since the reaction distance and negative speed change analysis did not yield conclusive 
results that would provide answers to the main objective of having a VMS1; a spot speed 
analysis was performed where the empirical spot speed data obtained every 50 meters 500 meters 
upstream and 500 meters downstream of the VMS 1 sign was employed. This analysis will 
compare the data from the scenarios that contain and did not contain a VMS 1 sign in the 
scenarios. 
Recapitulating what was said in the previous chapter regarding the objectives of having a 
VMS1 in the design of the experiment the following can be summarized from it: 
• It is necessary to detect the importance of  having a VMS 1 to alert drivers about 
following speed changes 
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• If a VMS 1 is important, hence indispensable for the drivers, then what level of VMS 1 
will cause an expected/better effect on the volunteered drivers? (Table 6.6 shows the 
different types of messages displayed over the VMS 1. Chapter 3 includes pictures of 
how the different VMS 1 look in the scenario) 
Table 6.6: Messages Displayed on VMS1 
VMS1 Level 1 
SPEED LIMIT 
REDUCTION 
NEXT 3 MILES 
VMS1 Level 2 
CAUTION: SPEED LIMIT 
REDUCTION 
STRICTLY ENFORCED 
VMS1 Level 3 
SPEED LIMIT 
REDUCED 
HIGH ACCIDENT RISK 
 
A preliminary graph was plotted to better aid the analyst to understand the statistical 
analysis presented later. Figure 6.6 was plotted using the sign/no sign data for all the drivers. 
Scenarios VSL1, VSL2, VSL3, VSL13, VSL14, and VSL15 are the only scenarios that do not 
include a VMS1 sign and all the others have a VMS 1 Level 1, 2, or 3 sign.  
Since Figure 6.6 was plotted using the average data for all scenarios (average spot speed 
from all the scenarios that did not have a VMS 1 sign and all the scenarios that did have a VMS 
1 sign), a considerable difference between the two curves is observed. For instance, for the 
VMS1 sign curve the highest speed observed upstream of the sign is 59.5 mph and the lowest 
speed observed downstream of the sign is 57.5 mph, or 2 mph difference. Significant differences 
were noticed by this casual observational method; however, a statistical analysis is crucial to 
determine if these differences are statistically significant or not. Table 6.7 presents the results 
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from the statistical analysis performed to statistically distinguish if the differences between the 



























































Figure 6.6: Sign/No Sign Plot of the Upstream and Downstream Section of VMS1 Using Spot 
Speed at Every 50 Meters 
 
The figure yielded good results in terms of discerning the differences between the curves; 
however, additional analysis is necessary to provide final recommendations whether a VMS 1 
sign is indispensable in the design. No significant differences were observed in Table 6.7 
probably because all the data for each of the levels of sign VMS1 were combined into only one 
set of data: VMS1 sign. Therefore, a further analysis that will take into account each level of 
VMS1 was necessary to identify the importance of VMS 1, and which of the three levels will 
produce a better effect on drivers.  
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Table 6.7: ANOVA Results for the Spot Speed up to 500 meters Upstream and Downstream of 
VMS1 Based on Sign/No Sign cases 
ANOVA
1.546 1 1.546 .030 .863
12885.275 248 51.957
12886.821 249
1.020 1 1.020 .020 .888
12632.037 248 50.936
12633.057 249
2.756 1 2.756 .055 .815
12452.216 248 50.211
12454.972 249
1.350 1 1.350 .027 .869
12199.168 248 49.190
12200.518 249
.804 1 .804 .016 .899
12262.787 248 49.447
12263.590 249
.217 1 .217 .004 .948
12600.441 248 50.808
12600.658 249
2.028 1 2.028 .039 .843
12869.950 248 51.895
12871.978 249
.691 1 .691 .013 .908
12901.550 248 52.022
12902.241 249
.394 1 .394 .007 .931
13044.431 248 52.599
13044.824 249
1.011 1 1.011 .020 .889
12799.546 248 51.611
12800.556 249
.682 1 .682 .013 .908
12611.648 248 50.853
12612.331 249
























































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1.333 1 1.333 .027 .871
12476.215 248 50.307
12477.548 249
.613 1 .613 .013 .911
12011.096 248 48.432
12011.709 249
.474 1 .474 .010 .921
11792.077 248 47.549
11792.551 249
.539 1 .539 .012 .914
11467.723 248 46.241
11468.262 249
.098 1 .098 .002 .964
11630.017 248 46.895
11630.115 249
.012 1 .012 .000 .987
11826.090 248 47.686
11826.102 249
6.356 1 6.356 .127 .721
12371.877 248 49.887
12378.233 249
21.601 1 21.601 .440 .508
12176.137 248 49.097
12197.738 249
54.458 1 54.458 1.118 .291
12082.354 248 48.719
12136.811 249













































Figure 6.7 provides a preliminary idea about drivers’ behavior upstream and downstream 
of the VMS1 when they were exposed to different message signs. The average spot speeds for all 
drivers that drove No VMS1, VMS1 L1, VMS1 L2, and VMS1 L3 were utilized to plot Figure 
6.7. The following statements can be made from the figure:   
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1. All drivers presented similar behavior upstream of the sign; 
2. A reaction to the VMS 1 started approximately between 200 and 250 meters upstream of 
the sign; 
3. For the downstream section of the VMS1, the curves for No VMS1, VMS1 L1, and 
VMS1 L3 are very close to each other, meaning that Level 1 and Level 3 did not have an 
influence on the drivers’ speed.; and 
4. A 3 mph reduction in the speed is observed from 500 meters upstream of the sign where 
the average speed for the drivers was approximately 59.5 mph to 300 meters downstream 

































































Figure 6.7: Different Levels of VMS1 Curves for the Upstream and Downstream Section of 
VMS1 Using Speed Spot at Every 50 Meters 
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Although from Figure 6.7 no substantial differences were observed between the VMS1 
Level 1, Level 3 and No VMS curves, it is still necessary to test those differences to check  if 
they are statistically significant or not. Table 6.8 shows the results from the ANOVA analysis 
conducted to compare all the VMS1 scenarios: No VMS1, VMS1 L1, VMS1 L2, and VMS1 L3 
at every 50 meters, 500 meters upstream and downstream of the sign.  
Table 6.8: ANOVA Results for All VMS1 Scenarios: No VMS1, VMS1 L1, VMS1 L2, at Every 
50 Meters, 500 Meters Upstream and Downstream of the VMS1 
ANOVA
1.465 1 1.465 .027 .869
6617.446 124 53.366
6618.911 125
.580 1 .580 .012 .911
5797.571 124 46.755
5798.151 125
6.334 1 6.334 .134 .715
5879.460 124 47.415
5885.794 125
2.260 1 2.260 .047 .829
5993.792 124 48.337
5996.051 125
2.052 1 2.052 .042 .838
6054.534 124 48.827
6056.586 125
.994 1 .994 .020 .888
6150.545 124 49.601
6151.539 125
3.115 1 3.115 .063 .803
6163.769 124 49.708
6166.884 125
2.197 1 2.197 .045 .832
6039.957 124 48.709
6042.154 125














































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
.014 1 .014 .000 .986
6018.505 124 48.536
6018.520 125
6.141 1 6.141 .126 .723
6030.222 124 48.631
6036.363 125
10.006 1 10.006 .216 .643
5748.623 124 46.360
5758.630 125
11.065 1 11.065 .257 .613
5344.831 124 43.103
5355.896 125
21.905 1 21.905 .528 .469
5144.479 124 41.488
5166.383 125
25.856 1 25.856 .621 .432
5163.842 124 41.644
5189.698 125
25.977 1 25.977 .569 .452
5663.670 124 45.675
5689.646 125
10.187 1 10.187 .237 .627
5322.566 124 42.924
5332.753 125
1.227 1 1.227 .029 .864
5173.571 124 41.722
5174.798 125












































The ANOVA results provided on Table 6.8 shows not statistical differences between the 
signs for all the locations. However, this result might not be totally accurate since all the data 
was utilized for this analysis. When an ANOVA analysis is performed using more than two sets 
of data it automatically takes the mean speed for all the data as a point of reference and compares  
it to each set of data. For instance, in Figure 6.8 the mean speed between VMS1 L2 and all the  
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other curves at 300 meters downstream of the sign is approximately 57.8 mph. If this speed is 
compared against the VMS1 L2 curve only a 1.2 mph difference is observed and this might 
negatively influence the results. However, if only two sets of data were used ANOVA would 
take one of them as a point of reference and compare it to the other. Consequently, an ANOVA 
analysis was conducted for each VMS1 sign against the No VMS1 to check statistical 
significance between them. 
Tables 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11 show the ANOVA results for the comparisons between the No 







































































Table 6.9: ANOVA Results Comparing the Base Case Scenarios (No VMS1) and VMS1 Level 1 
at Every 50 Meters, 500 Meters Upstream and Downstream of the VMS1 
ANOVA
1.465 1 1.465 .027 .869
6617.446 124 53.366
6618.911 125
.580 1 .580 .012 .911
5797.571 124 46.755
5798.151 125
6.334 1 6.334 .134 .715
5879.460 124 47.415
5885.794 125
2.260 1 2.260 .047 .829
5993.792 124 48.337
5996.051 125
2.052 1 2.052 .042 .838
6054.534 124 48.827
6056.586 125
.994 1 .994 .020 .888
6150.545 124 49.601
6151.539 125
3.115 1 3.115 .063 .803
6163.769 124 49.708
6166.884 125
2.197 1 2.197 .045 .832
6039.957 124 48.709
6042.154 125
.174 1 .174 .004 .953
6076.979 124 49.008
6077.153 125
1.975 1 1.975 .041 .841
6025.499 124 48.593
6027.473 125
2.336 1 2.336 .049 .825
5881.464 124 47.431
5883.799 125
.014 1 .014 .000 .986
6018.505 124 48.536
6018.520 125































































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
10.006 1 10.006 .216 .643
5748.623 124 46.360
5758.630 125
11.065 1 11.065 .257 .613
5344.831 124 43.103
5355.896 125
21.905 1 21.905 .528 .469
5144.479 124 41.488
5166.383 125
25.856 1 25.856 .621 .432
5163.842 124 41.644
5189.698 125
25.977 1 25.977 .569 .452
5663.670 124 45.675
5689.646 125
10.187 1 10.187 .237 .627
5322.566 124 42.924
5332.753 125
1.227 1 1.227 .029 .864
5173.571 124 41.722
5174.798 125














































Table 6.10: ANOVA Results Comparing the Base Case Scenario (No VMS1) and VMS1 Level 2 
at Every 50 Meters, 500 Meters Upstream and Downstream of the VMS1 
ANOVA
83.578 1 83.578 2.094 .150
4949.667 124 39.917
5033.245 125
120.872 1 120.872 3.125 .080
4795.530 124 38.674
4916.403 125
116.704 1 116.704 3.110 .080
4653.601 124 37.529
4770.305 125
122.428 1 122.428 3.289 .072
4616.111 124 37.227
4738.539 125
135.394 1 135.394 3.549 .062
4730.329 124 38.148
4865.723 125
115.846 1 115.846 2.995 .086
4795.870 124 38.676
4911.716 125
83.911 1 83.911 2.034 .156
5116.383 124 41.261
5200.295 125
86.485 1 86.485 1.982 .162
5411.341 124 43.640
5497.826 125
100.561 1 100.561 2.258 .135
5522.332 124 44.535
5622.892 125
82.366 1 82.366 1.867 .174
5469.355 124 44.108
5551.721 125
61.730 1 61.730 1.423 .235
5379.773 124 43.385
5441.503 125
46.066 1 46.066 1.076 .302
5307.608 124 42.803
5353.674 125






























































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
13.168 1 13.168 .294 .588
5547.535 124 44.738
5560.703 125
5.968 1 5.968 .137 .712
5416.810 124 43.684
5422.778 125
2.150 1 2.150 .049 .826
5462.854 124 44.055
5465.004 125
2.534 1 2.534 .055 .815
5709.774 124 46.047
5712.308 125
.000 1 .000 .000 .999
6045.351 124 48.753
6045.351 125
3.663 1 3.663 .072 .788
6276.234 124 50.615
6279.897 125
15.890 1 15.890 .299 .585
6584.103 124 53.098
6599.993 125


















































Table 6.11: ANOVA Results Comparing the Base Case Scenarios (No VMS1) and VMS1 Level 
3 at Every 50 Meters, 500 Meters Upstream and Downstream of the VMS1 
 
ANOVA
.220 1 .220 .004 .950
7029.593 124 56.690
7029.812 125
.076 1 .076 .001 .970
6491.521 124 52.351
6491.597 125
1.589 1 1.589 .031 .860
6327.342 124 51.027
6328.931 125
.393 1 .393 .008 .930
6222.148 124 50.179
6222.541 125
.082 1 .082 .002 .968
6347.360 124 51.188
6347.441 125
.504 1 .504 .010 .922
6496.910 124 52.394
6497.415 125
.010 1 .010 .000 .989
6511.333 124 52.511
6511.343 125
.433 1 .433 .008 .928
6461.992 124 52.113
6462.425 125
.492 1 .492 .009 .923
6588.009 124 53.129
6588.502 125
.082 1 .082 .002 .968
6446.365 124 51.987
6446.447 125
1.466 1 1.466 .028 .868
6528.121 124 52.646
6529.587 125
2.711 1 2.711 .051 .822
6632.471 124 53.488
6635.182 125































































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
5.869 1 5.869 .115 .735
6322.422 124 50.987
6328.291 125
3.285 1 3.285 .066 .797
6140.453 124 49.520
6143.737 125
1.430 1 1.430 .028 .867
6269.350 124 50.559
6270.779 125
5.007 1 5.007 .102 .750
6094.771 124 49.151
6099.778 125
14.523 1 14.523 .304 .582
5926.180 124 47.792
5940.703 125
29.832 1 29.832 .644 .424
5739.904 124 46.290
5769.737 125
38.520 1 38.520 .793 .375
6025.311 124 48.591
6063.831 125





































ANOVA analysis results presented on Tables 6.9, 6.10, and 6.11 show that spot speeds 
recorded for the VMS1 Level 1 and Level 3 are not statistically different from the spot speeds 
recorded for the No VMS1. Therefore, Level 1 and Level 3 did not have an effect on drivers’ 
behavior. On the other hand, the spot speeds recorded for the VMS1 Level 2 scenarios are 
statistically different from the spot speeds recorded for the scenarios that did not include a VMS1 
at 250, 300, 350, 400, and 450 meters downstream of the sign. Consequently, the message 
displayed in the VMS1 Level 2: CAUTION: SPEED LIMIT REDUCTION STRICTLY 
ENFORCED; was the only one that showed an effect on drivers’ speed behavior.  
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6.1.2.1 Gender Spot Speed Analysis  
A spot speed analysis investigation was conducted as well for the gender and age groups. 
The upstream and downstream trends for all the signs for males and females are presented on 





























































Figure 6.9: Male’s Spot Speed for Different Levels of VMS1 for the Upstream and Downstream 
Section of VMS1  
 
A reduction in male’s speed from 1 mph to 3 mph, based on the displayed message is 
observed. However, no substantial differences are observed between the curves. For this reason 
statistical tests were conducted to determine whether the small differences observed in Figure 6.9 
were statistical significant or not. ANOVA analysis was performed firstly using all the data (No 
VMS1, VMS1 L1, VMS1 L2, and VMS1 L3) to identify if there was a statistical difference for 
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all the VMS1 signs at any location, but no statistical difference was found (Table 6.12). 
Table 6.12: ANOVA Results for the Male Analysis Comparing all the Signs (No VMS1, VMS1 
L1; VMS1 L2; and VMS1 L3) at Every 50 Meters for the Upstream and Downstream Section 
ANOVA
134.808 3 44.936 .775 .510
7769.740 134 57.983
7904.548 137
164.044 3 54.681 .966 .411
7581.835 134 56.581
7745.879 137
167.214 3 55.738 1.017 .387
7343.874 134 54.805
7511.087 137
140.778 3 46.926 .925 .431
6796.536 134 50.720
6937.314 137
151.035 3 50.345 1.007 .392
6698.218 134 49.987
6849.253 137
133.293 3 44.431 .869 .459
6850.532 134 51.123
6983.825 137
106.050 3 35.350 .684 .564
6928.801 134 51.707
7034.851 137
87.415 3 29.138 .554 .646
7046.565 134 52.586
7133.979 137
58.159 3 19.386 .360 .782
7213.273 134 53.830
7271.432 137
41.352 3 13.784 .265 .850
6960.958 134 51.947
7002.310 137
66.465 3 22.155 .432 .730
6873.163 134 51.292
6939.628 137
108.393 3 36.131 .699 .554
6923.610 134 51.669
7032.004 137
150.396 3 50.132 .953 .417
7048.250 134 52.599
7198.646 137





























































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
139.121 3 46.374 .877 .455
7085.603 134 52.878
7224.724 137
101.437 3 33.812 .651 .584
6964.038 134 51.970
7065.475 137
111.405 3 37.135 .727 .538
6844.846 134 51.081
6956.251 137
119.742 3 39.914 .790 .501
6765.972 134 50.492
6885.714 137
158.738 3 52.913 1.065 .366
6657.921 134 49.686
6816.659 137
187.541 3 62.514 1.218 .306
6878.725 134 51.334
7066.265 137
207.347 3 69.116 1.268 .288
7304.453 134 54.511
7511.799 137





































ANOVA tests were then conducted to analyze if the differences between No VMS1 and 
VMS1 L1; No VMS1 and VMS1 L2; and No VMS1 and VMS1 L3 were statistically significant 
(Tables are attached in Appendix E). Subsequently, it was found that the differences between the 
data obtained from No VMS1 and VMS1 L3 were significant at 400, 450, and 500 meters 
upstream of VMS1 only (Table 6.13). This difference is due to the fact that males have higher 
speed at 400, 450, and 500 meters upstream of the VMS1 Level 3 sign than the No VMS1 case.  
However, drivers cannot read the message displayed on VMS1 at 400 meters upstream of the 
sign. From this, it can be said that male drivers tend to ignore the advice displayed on any VMS 
based on ANOVA results.  
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Table 6.13: Statistical Significant Results for the Males Comparing No VMS1 Against VMS1 L3 
Based on ANOVA Test (Complete Table is attached in Appendix E)  
16.405 1 16.405 .277 .601
3675.235 62 59.278
3691.639 63
22.977 1 22.977 .401 .529
3552.740 62 57.302
3575.718 63
45.153 1 45.153 .838 .364
3341.578 62 53.896
3386.731 63
92.327 1 92.327 1.871 .176
3059.422 62 49.346
3151.749 63
139.404 1 139.404 2.979 .089
2901.180 62 46.793
3040.583 63
153.976 1 153.976 3.086 .084
3093.463 62 49.895
3247.439 63

































More differences between the signs are observed in Figure 6.10 which shows the 
female’s spot speed trend for every VMS1 sign for the upstream and downstream section. Via 
casual observational method the following statement can be made: Females are more likely to 
follow the recommendation displayed in VMS1 Level 2, although they also reduced their speed 
when VMS1 Level 3 was displayed. However, they tend to ignore the advice provided on the 
VMS1 L1 display. In addition, when looking exclusively at the curves for Level 2 and 3, a 
































































Figure 6.10: Female’s Spot Speed for Different Levels of VMS1 for the Upstream and 
Downstream Section of VMS1 
 
Statistical analyses from the females’ data to determine if the differences between the 
signs were significant were performed (Results are found in Appendix E). The ANOVA results 
showed similar results obtained from the males’ analysis, since no statistical difference were 
detected between No VMS1 and all the VMS1 signs at all the locations were spot speeds were 
obtained. Moreover, ANOVA was also conducted to analyze if the differences between No 
VMS1 and VMS1 L1; No VMS1 and VMS1 L2; and No VMS1 and VMS1 L3 were statistically 
significant since Figure 6.10 shows significant differences. (ANOVA results are found in 
Appendix E). From the ANOVA tests it was found that the speeds for the No VMS1 were 
significantly different with an 83% CI than the ones for VMS1 L2 at 50 meters upstream and at 
the sign (Table 6.14). The results obtained from the statistical analysis for the female population 
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were unexpected since substantial differences between No VMS1 and VMS1 L2 and L3 are 
observed in Figure 5.10.  
Table 6.14: Statistical Significant Results for Females Comparing No VMS1 Against VMS1 L2 
Based on ANOVA Test (Complete Table is Attached in Appendix E) 
58.472 1 58.472 1.581 .214
1997.644 54 36.993
2056.116 55
65.676 1 65.676 1.940 .169
1828.469 54 33.861
1894.145 55

















To finalize the gender spot speed analysis for the VMS1 section, ANOVA tests were 
performed to observe where the differences between males and females using all the sign data 
are significant. Table 6.15 shows that the speeds between females and males are significantly 
different at 50, 100, and 350 meters downstream of VMS1. This means that females and males 











Table 6.15: ANOVA Results Comparing the Female and Male Data for All the Signs at Every 50 
Meters for the Upstream and Downstream Section (Complete Table is attached in Appendix E) 
ANOVA
84.751 1 84.751 1.642 .201
12801.669 248 51.620
12886.420 249
119.131 1 119.131 2.361 .126
12514.691 248 50.462
12633.822 249
130.971 1 130.971 2.636 .106
12324.093 248 49.694
12455.064 249
139.152 1 139.152 2.861 .092
12061.227 248 48.634
12200.380 249
116.676 1 116.676 2.382 .124
12146.862 248 48.979
12263.538 249
96.923 1 96.923 1.922 .167
12504.421 248 50.421
12601.344 249
83.148 1 83.148 1.612 .205
12789.021 248 51.569
12872.169 249
107.643 1 107.643 2.086 .150
12794.853 248 51.592
12902.496 249
144.748 1 144.748 2.783 .097
12900.958 248 52.020
13045.706 249
147.222 1 147.222 2.885 .091
12653.608 248 51.023
12800.830 249





















































6.1.2.2  Age Spot Speed Analysis  
For the age spot speed analysis a graph with the trends for all the five categories for all 
the VMS1 levels combined into VMS1 (No VMS1, VMS1 L1, VMS1 L2, and VMS1 L3) were 
plotted to observe different speed performances upstream and downstream of the VMS1 sign 
(Figure 6.11). It was observed on Figure 6.11 that drivers from the group 45up drove more 
cautiously and around the speed limit in comparison with the drivers from the other groups. 
Moreover, on average they reduced their speed by 2 mph after seeing the advice to reduce the 
speed limit displayed in VMS1. Drivers from the 35-44 group also reduced their speed by 2 mph. 
However, drivers from the 20-24 group exceeded the speed limit by more than 7 mph and when 
asked to reduced the speed using VMS1 they only reduced it by 1 mph. The drivers from the 
other groups behaved very similar: 16-19 and 25-34 maintained a constant speed even after the 




































































Figure 6.11: Spot Speed Trends From the Five Age Categories for Different Levels of VMS1 for 
the Upstream and Downstream Section of VMS1 
 
An ANOVA analysis was performed to investigate the differences between signs based 
on the five categories of the age group. As expected the drivers from the five age categories 








Table 6.16: ANOVA Results for the Speed Spot 500 meters Upstream and Downstream of 
VMS1 Based on the Five Age Categories 
ANOVA
857.529 4 214.382 4.366 .002
12029.292 245 49.099
12886.821 249
999.490 4 249.873 5.262 .000
11633.566 245 47.484
12633.057 249
1061.479 4 265.370 5.706 .000
11393.493 245 46.504
12454.972 249
1010.138 4 252.535 5.529 .000
11190.380 245 45.675
12200.518 249
925.834 4 231.458 5.002 .001
11337.757 245 46.277
12263.590 249
892.055 4 223.014 4.667 .001
11708.603 245 47.790
12600.658 249
764.933 4 191.233 3.870 .005
12107.044 245 49.417
12871.978 249
675.135 4 168.784 3.382 .010
12227.105 245 49.907
12902.241 249
717.054 4 179.264 3.563 .008
12327.770 245 50.317
13044.824 249
880.052 4 220.013 4.522 .002
11920.504 245 48.655
12800.556 249
1009.631 4 252.408 5.330 .000
11602.700 245 47.358
12612.331 249
1125.609 4 281.402 6.073 .000
11351.939 245 46.334
12477.548 249
1214.387 4 303.597 6.889 .000
10797.322 245 44.071
12011.709 249



































































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1107.722 4 276.930 6.549 .000
10360.541 245 42.288
11468.262 249
1069.121 4 267.280 6.201 .000
10560.994 245 43.106
11630.115 249
988.887 4 247.222 5.589 .000
10837.215 245 44.234
11826.102 249
903.292 4 225.823 4.822 .001
11474.941 245 46.836
12378.233 249
864.155 4 216.039 4.670 .001
11333.584 245 46.260
12197.738 249
972.931 4 243.233 5.338 .000
11163.880 245 45.567
12136.811 249

































Finally, the spot speed trends from all the signs for all the age categories were plot in 
Figure 6.12 – 6.16 and via casual observational method the following was observed: 
• Drivers in the 16-19 group misunderstood the message displayed in the VMS1 L1 since 
the increased their speed by 2 to 3 mph after passing the location of the VMS1 L1 sign. 
However, they did follow the recommendation displayed by VMS1 L2 and L3 since they 
reduced their speed by approximately 3 mph.  
• Drivers in the 20-24 group completely ignored the advice provided in the VMS1 L3, but 
did follow VMS1 L1 and VMS1 L2’s advice. A reduction in the speed 400 meters 
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downstream of the VMS1 L1 is seen at a fast rate.  
• Drivers in the 25-34 group followed the recommendations of all VMS1 signs by reducing 
their speed from 2 mph (VMS1 L1 and L2) to 4 mph (VMS1 L3). 
• Drivers in the 35-44 group also followed the advices displayed in VMS1 signs by 
reducing their speed from a total of 2 mph (VMS1 L3 and L1) to 4 mph (VMS1 L2) 
• Different patterns are observed in Figure 6.16 which shows the spot speed trends for the 
older age group (45up). For instance, as well as the 16-19 group they also misunderstood 
the advice displayed in VMS1 L1 sign since they raised their speed by 2 mph. Also, they 
reduced their speed by 1 mph after seeing the VMS1 L2 sign but started increasing their 
speed 250 meters downstream of the sign. In addition, they increased their speed by 1 
mph after VMS1 L3 sign but reduced their speed by 2 mph starting 150 meters 
downstream of the sign. Therefore, no precise recommendation can be made for this 
group of drivers. These differences in their driving behavior could have been caused by 
the fact that the older age group have never been exposed to video games before, and 
driving the simulator might have been a new experience for them. As a matter of fact, 



































































Figure 6.12: Spot Speed Trends for Drivers in the 16-19 Category for Different Levels of VMS1 






























































Figure 6.13: Spot Speed Trends for drivers in the 20-24 Category for Different Levels of VMS1 































































Figure 6.14: Spot Speed Trends for Drivers in the 25-34 Category for Different Levels of VMS1 
































































Figure 6.15: Spot Speed Trends for Drivers in the 35-44 Category for Different Levels of VMS1 































































Figure 6.16: Spot Speed Trends for Drivers in the 45 up Category for Different Levels of VMS1 
for the Upstream and Downstream Section 
6.1.3 Conclusion 
From this VMS1 analysis it can be concluded that: 
• Approximately 27% of the drivers had a maximum reduction in the speed, which is called 
here a “reaction,” right at the sign and more than 83% had a reaction within the first 500 
meters downstream of the sign. Hence, 17% of the drivers did not see the sign or did not 
pay attention to it since their maximum reduction in speed was beyond the 500 meters 
downstream of the sign and this is not considered a reaction due to the sign.  
• The negative speed change downstream of the VMS1 when the sign is present ranges 
between -0.13 and -25.68 mph. 
• The reaction distances and negative speed changes upstream and downstream of the sign 
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were not statistically significant. 
• The reaction distances and negative speed changes for the upstream and downstream 
section was not statistically difference for females and males and for the five age 
categories. Hence all drivers behaved similarly upstream and downstream of the VMS1. 
• More people reacted to the sign immediately at the sign or 400 meters downstream. This 
reinstates what was found in the survey analysis where the majority of drivers answered 
that they would react immediately or after some time.   
• The spot speed analysis concluded that only the message displayed in the Level 2 of 
VMS1 had an effect on drivers’ speed.  
• Significant differences in the speed are observed between females and males downstream 
of the sign. However, when the signs were analyzed independently and compared against 
No VMS1 for females and males no significant differences were observed. This means 
that based on statistical analysis females and males do not follow the recommendations 
provided in the VMS1. Nevertheless, based on casual observations from the males and 
females’ plots it can be said that females reduced their speed when approaching and after 
passing a VMS1 L2 and L3; while no substantial differences are observed in the males’ 
plot.  
• VMS 1 Level 1 did not produce at all an effect on drivers’ speed based on the gender 
analysis. Drivers only react to the VMS sign if a reason for the reduction in the speed is 
stated and displayed.  
• Based on casual observational method VMS1 L1 affects drivers speed on the 20-24, 25-
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34, and 35-44 age groups, VMS1 L2 on the 16-19, 20-24, 25-34, and 35-44; and VMS1 
L3 on the 16-19, 25-34, and 35-44. Precise recommendations cannot be made for the 45 
up age group. 
6.2  VSL1 Statistical Analysis 
6.2.1 Reaction Distance and Speed Change Analysis  
A Reaction Distance and Speed Change analysis were performed for VSL1. Two hundred 
fifty four scenarios driven by the same 85 drivers were used for this analysis as well. The number 
of subjects that reacted within 50, 100, 200, 400, and 500 meters downstream of the sign VSL1 
are shown in Table 6.17.  
Table 6.17: Recorded Reactions at 50, 100, 200, 400, and 500 Meters Downstream of VSL1 for 
Sign and No Signs Scenarios 
 Reaction Distance (Downstream) 
 50 % 100 % 200 % 400 % 500 % Total 
VSL 0 19 22.35 20 23.53 28 32.94 41 48.24 49 57.65 85 
VSL 45 37 47.44 41 52.56 45 57.69 56 71.79 59 75.64 78 
VSL 50 26 28.57 30 32.97 38 41.76 53 58.24 56 61.54 91 
 
Table 6.17 provides the recorded reactions for all the subjects that drove the scenarios 
that did not include a VSL1 sign (VSL 0) and the scenarios that include the abrupt and gradual 
change in speed. The abrupt change in speed is presented by VSL 45 where the speed decreases 
down to 45 mph (subjects were driving at 55 mph before they saw the sign). The gradual change 
in speed is presented by VSL 50 where the speed decreases down to 50 mph. The following was 
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detected from Table 6.18: 
• Drivers recorded a reaction within 500 meters downstream to “nothing” (since there was 
not a sign posted) in more than half of the scenarios driven.  
• Thirty seven drivers which makes almost half of the subjects that drove the VSL45 
scenarios reacted within 50 meters. Also more than 75% of the drivers reacted within 500 
meters; hence, less than 25% of the drivers ignored the speed recommended in VSL45.  
• Sixty one percent of the drivers reacted within 500 meters downstream of VSL50 
Table 6.18: Minimum, Maximum, and Average Negative Speed Change Downstream of VSL1 
 Negative Speed Change 
 50 100 200 
 Min Max Avg Min Max Avg Min Max Avg 
VSL 0 -0.40 -9.43 -4.72 -0.40 -9.43 -4.64 -0.40 -16.90 -5.23 
VSL 45 -0.66 -54.63 -9.83 -0.66 -54.63 -9.66 -0.66 -54.63 -9.18 
VSL 50 -0.26 -13.60 -5.81 -0.26 -13.60 -5.55 -0.26 -15.53 -5.99 
 Negative Speed Change    
 400 500    
 Min Max Avg Min Max Avg    
VSL 0 -0.26 -16.90 -5.52 -0.26 -20.82 -5.75    
VSL 45 -0.66 -54.63 -8.87 -0.66 -54.63 -8.78    
VSL 50 -0.26 -18.52 -6.31 -0.26 -56.22 -7.10    
 
The maximum, minimum, and average deceleration for all drivers was recorded at 50, 
100, 200, 400, and 500 meters downstream of the VSL 1 and presented in Table 6.18. The 
minimum decelerations recorded were reasonably between 0.26 for VSL0 and VSL50 and 0.66 
for VSL45; however, the maximum decelerations were significantly large; for instance the 
maximum deceleration for VSL50 was 56.22 which is almost impossible unless the driver was 
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located in the congestion zone which is not the case since congestion starts at downstream of 
VSL2. A histogram was plotted for each sign (VSL012: 0.00 for VSL0; VSL012: 1.00 for 
VSL45; and VSL012: 2.00 for VSL50) to observe the frequency of drivers at each speed change. 
The three histograms are shown in Figure 6.17. 
 
 
Figure 6.17: Histograms for the Negative Speed Change Downstream of VSL1 for VSL0, 
VSL45, and VSL50 
 
The histograms depicted in Figure 6.17 show that all drivers reduced their speed by a 
maximum of 20 mph with the exception of couple of drivers which were the outliers for VSL0, 
VSL45, and VSL50 and these outliers were not plotted in Figure 6.17. Moreover, VSL012: 0.00 
means no sign; VSL012: 1.00 means VSL1 (45) and VSL012: 2.00 means VSL1 (50). 
An ANOVA test was then performed on the sign/no sign data where the sign data 
included VSL45 and VSL50. Table 6.19 provides the results of this test where READISN is the 
reaction distance recorded downstream of VSL1; UPREADIS is the reaction distance recorded 
upstream of VSL1; DNSPDNEG is the maximum negative speed change or the maximum 
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reduction in the speed downstream of the VSL1 sign; and UPSPDNEG is the maximum negative 
speed change recorded upstream of the VSL1 sign. 
Table 6.19: ANOVA Results for the Sign/No Sign cases for the Upstream and Downstream of 
the VSL1 Reaction Distance and Maximum Negative Speed Change 
ANOVA
393401.1 1 393401.150 3.385 .067
29288684 252 116224.937
29682085 253
402.161 1 402.161 .843 .360
120275.4 252 477.283
120677.5 253
6.322 1 6.322 .102 .749
15584.653 252 61.844
15590.975 253




















Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
 
 
The differences in the downstream reaction distance and upstream negative speed 
changes between the sign and no sign cases were statistically significant. This means that drivers 
that had a sign in their scenario are reacting at different locations downstream of the sign, than 
drivers that did not have the VSL1 in their scenarios; also, drivers are reducing more their speed 
in the upstream zone when they see the VSL1 displayed. A similar ANOVA test was conducting, 
but comparing the differences between the VSL0, VSL45, and VSL50 and Table 6.20 shows the 
results of this test. In addition, Figure 6.18 and 6.19 provides the histograms for the variables that 
were significant based on the results from Table 6.20.  
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Table 6.20: ANOVA Results Comparing VSL0, VSL45, and VSL50 for the Reaction Distance 
and Maximum Negative Speed Change for the Upstream and Downstream Section of the VSL1 
ANOVA
1146549 2 573274.382 5.043 .007
28535536 251 113687.396
29682085 253
943.693 2 471.846 .989 .373
119733.9 251 477.027
120677.5 253
88.257 2 44.129 .714 .490
15502.718 251 61.764
15590.975 253




















Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
 
 
The results from both ANOVA analyses, sign/no sign and no sign versus abrupt and 
gradual change, are consistent. Statistically differences were observed for the reaction distance 
downstream of the sign and the speed change upstream of the sign. The histograms for those two 
dependent variables were plotted in Figure 6.18 and Figure 6.19 where VSL012: 0.00 means No 
Sign; VSL 012: 1.00 means VSL1 (45); and VSL 012: 2.00 means VSL1 (50) 
The most substantial difference from the three histograms located in Figure 6.18 is the 
mean speeds; for instance the mean speed for VSL0 and VSL50 is approximately 400 m, but for 
VSL45 is around 250 m. However, by casual observation method there is no difference noticed 
between the three histograms presented in Figure 6.19.  
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Figure 6.18: Histograms for the Reaction Distance Downstream of VSL1 for VSL0, VSL45, and 
VSL50 
 
Figure 6.19: Histograms for the Negative Speed Change Upstream of VSL1 for VSL0, VSL45, 
and VSL50 
 
To further investigate which sign was producing a statistical difference against VSL0, 
ANOVA tests were run comparing VSL0 with VSL45 (Table 6.21) and VSL0 with VSL50 
(Table 6.21)  
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Table 6.21: ANOVA Test Results Comparing VSL0 Against VSL45 for the Reaction Distance 
and Maximum Negative Speed Change for the Upstream and Downstream Section of the VSL1 
ANOVA
940035.9 1 940035.939 9.012 .003
17836040 171 104304.325
18776076 172
831.003 1 831.003 1.785 .183
79591.649 171 465.448
80422.653 172
43.442 1 43.442 .639 .425
11633.683 171 68.033
11677.125 172
























Table 6.22: Independent Sample t-Test Results Comparing VSL0 Against VSL50 for the 
Reaction Distance and Maximum Negative Speed Change for the Upstream and Downstream 
Section of the VSL1 
ANOVA
7923.023 1 7923.023 .067 .797
19523370 164 119044.940
19531293 165
26.600 1 26.600 .052 .821
84540.275 164 515.489
84566.875 165
6.354 1 6.354 .116 .734
8967.669 164 54.681
8974.024 165

























From the individual ANOVA tests performed to obtain which VSL was statistically 
different from VSL0 it was observed that VSL1 (45) is more effective than VSL1 (50). No 
statistical differences for the reaction distances and negative speed changes were observed 
between VSL0 and VSL1 (50). However, downstream reaction distance and upstream negative 
speed changes were significantly different between VSL0 and VSL1 (45).  
6.2.1.1 Gender Analysis  
A Reaction Distance and Negative Speed Change analyses for the downstream and 
upstream section of the VSL1 were also completed based on Gender Classification: Male (m) 
and Female (f). Figure 6.20 and Figure 6.21 show the histograms for males and females of the 
downstream reaction distance and the upstream negative speed changes due to both of them 
being significant in the previous section. The two figures and the analysis were completed only 
for the cases that included a VSL1 sign (VSL45 and VSL50); therefore, the data from VSL0 (or 
no VSL1) was not included in this analysis.  Once again, the reason why only the sign cases were 
included in the gender analysis is to determine if there is a difference in gender when they are 









Figure 6.21: Histograms for the Negative Speed Change Upstream of VSL1 Based on Gender 
Classification 
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It was noticed from Figure 6.20, which depicts the females and males’ plots of all the 
reaction distances observed downstream of the VSL1, that the two gender groups had differences 
in the reaction distance mean. For instance, the mean reaction distance for the females was 
approximately 280 m and for the males was 360 m. It was also observed that most of the females 
reacted right at the sign and down to 200 meters, in comparison to the males who reacted at 
different distances downstream of the sign.  
 The upstream negative speed change for males and females plotted in Figure 6.21 do not 
show significant differences against each other, but does show a similar trend from Figure 6.19.  
ANOVA tests were then run to determine if the reaction distances and negative speed 
changes were statistically different for males and females for the upstream and downstream 
section (Table 6.23). From this analysis it was found that the differences in reaction and speed 
change between males and females were not statistically different. This was expected for the 
speed change, but not for the reactions distance since the histograms from Figure 6.20 shows 










Table 6.23: Independent Sample t-Test for Negative Speed Change and Reaction Distance for the 
Upstream and Downstream Section of the VSL1 Sign, Based on Gender Classification 
ANOVA
252752.3 1 252752.299 2.088 .150
20212058 167 121030.289
20464811 168
46.315 1 46.315 .102 .750
75831.007 167 454.078
75877.322 168
3.579 1 3.579 .057 .812
10482.440 167 62.769
10486.019 168
























6.2.1.2 Age Analysis  
ANOVA analysis was performed to obtain differences between the five categories in the 
age group (16-19; 20-24; 25-34; 35-44; 45 up). Table 6.24 shows the ANOVA results.  
Table 6.24: ANOVA Results for the Age Analysis for the Reaction Distance and Speed Change 
for the Upstream and Downstream Section of VMS1 
ANOVA
337554.0 4 84388.492 .716 .582
29344531 249 117849.523
29682085 253
1070.104 4 267.526 4.587 .001
14520.871 249 58.317
15590.975 253
324.279 4 81.070 .168 .955
120353.3 249 483.346
120677.5 253




















Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
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For the age analysis, only the downstream negative speed change was significantly 
different between the five categories in the age group. This means that there were some 
categories were drivers decelerated more than the drivers from other age categories. For this, 
Figure 6.22 illustrates the five histograms for the different age categories for the Downstream 
Negative Speed Change. From the figure, differences in the mean and standard deviation were 
observed between the five categories.  
 
Figure 6.22: Downstream Negative Speed Change for the 5 Categories of the Age Group Based 
on the Sign Data.  
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6.2.2  Spot Speed Analysis  
A spot speed analysis was performed to compare the data obtained from the scenarios 
that included and did not include a VSL1 sign in the design. This analysis is expected to answer 
the question which change whether is abrupt or gradual will generate a better effect on the 
drivers’ speed.  
A preliminary graph with No VSL1 and VSL1 curves were plotted to provide a general 
idea about the average speeds upstream and downstream of the sign. Eight scenarios did not 
include the VSL1, eight included an abrupt change (VSL45) and eight included a gradual change 
(VSL50). However, for Figure 6.23 purposes the data from VSL45 and VSL50 were combined 



























































Figure 6.23: Sign/No Sign Plot of the Upstream and Downstream Section of VSL1 Using the 
Spot Speed at Every 50 meters 
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A significant difference is observed between the No VSL1 and VSL1 curves from Figure 
6.23. For instance, the drivers that did not get VSL1 in their scenarios maintained in average a 
constant speed between 56.5 mph and 58 mph; on the other hand, the drivers that did get VSL1 
in their scenarios started decelerating at 150 meters upstream of the sign, and decreased their 
speed by approximately 5 mph. This difference was tested for statistical importance by the 
ANOVA test and results are displayed on Table 6.25.  
Table 6.25: ANOVA Results for the Spot Speed 500 Meters Upstream and Downstream of VSL1 
Based on Sign/No Sign cases 
ANOVA
598.159 1 598.159 13.989 .000
10604.642 248 42.761
11202.801 249
589.164 1 589.164 13.444 .000
10868.108 248 43.823
11457.272 249
633.244 1 633.244 14.348 .000
10945.518 248 44.135
11578.761 249
695.414 1 695.414 15.666 .000
11008.675 248 44.390
11704.089 249
819.986 1 819.986 17.895 .000
11364.013 248 45.823
12183.999 249
813.221 1 813.221 18.072 .000
11159.786 248 44.999
11973.008 249
742.005 1 742.005 16.841 .000
10926.948 248 44.060
11668.953 249
718.697 1 718.697 16.361 .000
10893.837 248 43.927
11612.534 249












































598 159 1 598 159 13 989 000B t GDN500
Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
162.651 1 162.651 3.336 .069
12090.488 248 48.752
12253.139 249
76.697 1 76.697 1.545 .215
12311.193 248 49.642
12387.890 249
9.599 1 9.599 .186 .666
12780.027 248 51.532
12789.626 249
.305 1 .305 .006 .937
12253.397 248 49.409
12253.701 249
12.875 1 12.875 .271 .603
11769.633 248 47.458
11782.507 249
48.171 1 48.171 .994 .320
12023.358 248 48.481
12071.528 249
57.874 1 57.874 1.126 .290
12748.042 248 51.403
12805.916 249
25.570 1 25.570 .502 .479
12640.931 248 50.971
12666.501 249
18.886 1 18.886 .377 .540
12434.559 248 50.139
12453.445 249
15.965 1 15.965 .324 .569
12204.427 248 49.211
12220.393 249

















































From the ANOVA results, statistical differences between the No VSL1 and the VSL1 
data are observed at the sign and at all the locations downstream of the sign. However, a more in 
depth investigation that would take into consideration the abrupt and gradual changes was also 
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completed. Figure 6.24 shows the trends of the average spot speeds for subjects that drove the 
































































Figure 6.24: Abrupt and Gradual Changes plotted against No VSL1 for the Upstream and 
Downstream Section of VMS1 using Speed Spot at every 50 meters 
 
Significant differences were also observed in Figure 6.24. An immediate reaction to the 
sign is observed at 100 meters upstream of the sign where drivers started decelerating. Even 
though they reduced their speed by a significant amount, they still would not drive at the speed 
recommended, 50 mph for VSL1 (50) and 45 mph for VSL1 (45). From this figure, it can be said 
that drivers have a tendency to drive 5 mph above the posted speed limit.  
The differences between No VSL1 and the two VSL1 signs were also checked for 
statistical significance and Table 6.26 shows the ANOVA results. (Complete table is attached in 
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Appendix E). The ANOVA test showed that the differences between the No VSL1 and VSL1 
(45) and VSL1 (50) are statistically significant at all the downstream locations. This means that 
drivers started reducing their speed significantly after approaching the VSL1 sign.  
While exploring which VSL1 produced the expected change in the drivers’ speed it was 
found that VSL1 (45) and VSL1 (50) were statistically different from No VSL1 at all the 
downstream locations (Table 6.27 and 6.28 respectively – Complete table is found in Appendix 
E). This means that all drivers reduced their speed due to the posted VSL. In addition, significant 
differences between VSL1 (45) and VSL1 (50) were found at 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, and 
500 meters downstream of VSL1 (Table 6.29). Comparing the results from Table 6.29 and the 
plots from Figure 6.24; it was found that the locations that were significantly different from the 











Table 6.26: ANOVA Results for all VSL1 Scenarios: No VSL1 and VSL1 at Every 50 Meters, 
500 Meters Upstream and Downstream of the VSL1 (Complete Table is found in Appendix E) 
ANOVA
1007.694 2 503.847 12.207 .000
10195.107 247 41.276
11202.801 249
1007.307 2 503.653 11.905 .000
10449.965 247 42.308
11457.272 249
1060.582 2 530.291 12.453 .000
10518.180 247 42.584
11578.761 249
1048.614 2 524.307 12.154 .000
10655.475 247 43.140
11704.089 249
1028.435 2 514.217 11.386 .000
11155.564 247 45.164
12183.999 249
983.297 2 491.649 11.050 .000
10989.710 247 44.493
11973.008 249
893.166 2 446.583 10.236 .000
10775.788 247 43.627
11668.953 249
810.062 2 405.031 9.261 .000
10802.472 247 43.735
11612.534 249
681.292 2 340.646 7.549 .001
11145.284 247 45.123
11826.576 249
419.271 2 209.635 4.445 .013
11648.012 247 47.158
12067.282 249
187.605 2 93.802 1.920 .149
12065.534 247 48.848
12253.139 249
77.658 2 38.829 .779 .460
12310.232 247 49.839
12387.890 249




























































Table 6.27: ANOVA Results Comparing the Base Case Scenario (No VSL1) and VSL1 (45) at 
Every 50 Meters, 500 Meters Upstream and Downstream of the VMS1 (Complete table is 
Attached in Appendix E) 
ANOVA
976.690 1 976.690 23.483 .000
6945.675 167 41.591
7922.365 168
973.164 1 973.164 22.774 .000
7136.028 167 42.731
8109.192 168
1029.236 1 1029.236 23.790 .000
7224.836 167 43.262
8254.072 168
1037.260 1 1037.260 23.224 .000
7458.691 167 44.663
8495.951 168
1026.073 1 1026.073 22.426 .000
7640.746 167 45.753
8666.820 168
976.041 1 976.041 20.813 .000
7831.546 167 46.895
8807.588 168
885.797 1 885.797 19.320 .000
7656.556 167 45.848
8542.353 168
786.213 1 786.213 18.173 .000
7224.742 167 43.262
8010.955 168
658.772 1 658.772 14.821 .000
7422.820 167 44.448
8081.592 168
413.070 1 413.070 9.000 .003
7665.085 167 45.899
8078.155 168
183.867 1 183.867 4.054 .046
7573.330 167 45.349
7757.198 168
65.689 1 65.689 1.463 .228
7500.192 167 44.911
7565.881 168
























































Table 6.28: ANOVA Results Comparing the Base Case Scenario (No VSL1) and VSL1 
(50) at Every 50 Meters, 500 Meters Upstream and Downstream of the VMS1 (Complete table is 
attached in Appendix E)  
ANOVA
114.425 1 114.425 3.210 .075
5810.657 163 35.648
5925.081 164
108.790 1 108.790 2.899 .091
6116.289 163 37.523
6225.079 164
122.827 1 122.827 3.143 .078
6370.029 163 39.080
6492.855 164
171.063 1 171.063 4.307 .040
6474.169 163 39.719
6645.233 164
297.574 1 297.574 6.999 .009
6930.521 163 42.519
7228.095 164
319.035 1 319.035 7.713 .006
6742.309 163 41.364
7061.344 164
293.933 1 293.933 7.206 .008
6648.688 163 40.789
6942.621 164
330.175 1 330.175 7.834 .006
6870.231 163 42.149
7200.406 164
284.659 1 284.659 6.662 .011
6965.028 163 42.730
7249.687 164
150.306 1 150.306 3.215 .075
7620.313 163 46.750
7770.618 164
70.820 1 70.820 1.424 .235
8107.793 163 49.741
8178.613 164
49.416 1 49.416 .950 .331
8477.988 163 52.012
8527.403 164




















































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
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Table 6.29: ANOVA Results Comparing the VSL1 (45) and VSL1 (45) at Every 50 Meters, 500 
Meters Upstream and Downstream of the VMS1 (Complete table is attached in Appendix E) 
ANOVA
409.536 1 409.536 8.798 .003
7633.881 164 46.548
8043.417 165
418.143 1 418.143 8.967 .003
7647.613 164 46.632
8065.756 165
427.338 1 427.338 9.418 .003
7441.495 164 45.375
7868.833 165
353.200 1 353.200 7.851 .006
7378.089 164 44.988
7731.289 165
208.449 1 208.449 4.417 .037
7739.861 164 47.194
7948.310 165
170.076 1 170.076 3.766 .054
7405.565 164 45.156
7575.641 165
151.161 1 151.161 3.421 .066
7246.331 164 44.185
7397.492 165
91.365 1 91.365 1.995 .160
7509.972 164 45.793
7601.337 165
72.420 1 72.420 1.503 .222
7902.720 164 48.187
7975.140 165
61.496 1 61.496 1.259 .263
8010.626 164 48.845
8072.122 165
24.954 1 24.954 .484 .487
8449.945 164 51.524
8474.898 165




















































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
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6.2.2.1 Gender Spot Speed Analysis  
For the gender spot speed study, the spot speed trends were firstly plotted to anticipate 
and understand statistical results. Figure 6.24 and 6.25 show these trends for males and females 
based on No VSL1, VSL1 (45), and VSL1 (50). Based on the two figures the following 
observations were made: 
• A reduction of 7 mph is observed in the male’s speed after passing the VSL1 (45) sign.  
• A reduction of 3 mph is observed in the male’s speed after passing the VSL1 (50) sign.  
• A reduction of 7 mph is observed in the female’s speed after passing the VSL1 (45) sign.  
• A reduction of 5 mph is observed in the female’s speed after passing the VSL1 (50) sign.  
• Male drivers exceeded the speed limit by 5 to 8 mph, while female drivers exceeded the 
speed limit by 2 to 3 mph.  
• Males drive faster than females; for instance, the minimum speed (x-axis) for males was 
53 mph, while the minimum speed for females was 49 mph; moreover, the maximum 
speed for males was 61 mph, while for females was 58 mph.   
• Both females and males reacted immediately to the VSL1 sign by reducing their speed 
immediately after passing it.  
































































Figure 6.25: Male’s Spot Speed for Different VSL1 for the Upstream and Downstream Section 


































































Figure 6.26: Female’s Spot Speed for Different VSL1 for the Upstream and Downstream Section 
of VSL1  
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An ANOVA test was then conducted to determine if the differences between males and 
females based on all the signs data was statistically significant, but no statistical differences were 
found (Table is attached in Appendix E, under VSL1 section). This means that, even though 
females reduced more their speed downstream of VSL1 than males, the differences are not 
significant.  
6.2.2.2 Age Analysis  
Firstly a graph with the spot speeds trends for all five age categories was plotted (Figure 
6.27) to observe if there were variations in the speed performances of all 5 categories. From 
Figure 6.27, it was observed that all drivers started reducing their speed approximately 150 
meters upstream of the VSL1 sign. The old age drivers (45up) continue driving more cautiously 
than the other drivers (or slower than the other drivers). The drivers from the 20-24 age group 
continued driving 6 mph above the speed limit, and reduced a total of 5 mph after passing the 
sign. Drivers from the groups 16-19 and 20-24 behaved similarly as well as the 25-34 and 35-44. 
The differences between the five age groups were tested using ANOVA and found to be 





































































Figure 6.27: Spot Speed From the Five Age Categories for Different Levels of VSL1 for the 
Upstream and Downstream Section of VSL1 
 
The spot speed trends for each age category for all the signs were plotted in Figure 6.27 -
5631; and from them the following was observed: 
• All drivers started reducing their speed approximately 150 meters upstream of the VSL1. 
This might be the distance from where the drivers can see the sign in the driving 
simulator.  
• A greater reduction in their speed was observed when VSL1 (45) was present.  
• Drivers in the 16-19 age group increased their speed by roughly 3 mph 200 meters 
downstream from where they stopped reducing their speed.  
• Drivers in the 25-34 age group behaved similarly when VSL1 (50) was present as well as 
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when there was not a VSL1. 
• Drivers in the 20-24, 35-44, and 45 up age group behaved similarly downstream of the 
VSL1.  
ANOVA tests were completed to investigate if the differences between the five age 
categories of the age group were statistically significant based on all the data. Table 6.30 shows 
the ANOVA results and based on them significant differences were found.  
Table 6.30 ANOVA Results for the Speed Spot Analysis 500 meters Upstream and Downstream 
of VSL1 based on the five age categories 
ANOVA
465.880 4 116.470 2.658 .034
10736.921 245 43.824
11202.801 249
509.774 4 127.443 2.852 .024
10947.498 245 44.684
11457.272 249
466.354 4 116.589 2.570 .039
11112.407 245 45.357
11578.761 249
423.859 4 105.965 2.301 .059
11280.230 245 46.042
11704.089 249
373.120 4 93.280 1.935 .105
11810.879 245 48.208
12183.999 249
372.785 4 93.196 1.968 .100
11600.222 245 47.348
11973.008 249
400.230 4 100.058 2.175 .072
11268.723 245 45.995
11668.953 249
479.262 4 119.815 2.637 .035
11133.273 245 45.442
11612.534 249









































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
531.364 4 132.841 2.881 .023
11295.212 245 46.103
11826.576 249
516.786 4 129.196 2.740 .029
11550.496 245 47.145
12067.282 249
609.790 4 152.447 3.208 .014
11643.349 245 47.524
12253.139 249
757.783 4 189.446 3.991 .004
11630.108 245 47.470
12387.890 249
947.123 4 236.781 4.899 .001
11842.503 245 48.337
12789.626 249
989.122 4 247.281 5.378 .000
11264.579 245 45.978
12253.701 249
864.287 4 216.072 4.849 .001
10918.220 245 44.564
11782.507 249
803.550 4 200.888 4.368 .002
11267.978 245 45.992
12071.528 249
852.364 4 213.091 4.368 .002
11953.552 245 48.790
12805.916 249
987.965 4 246.991 5.182 .001
11678.536 245 47.667
12666.501 249
1060.124 4 265.031 5.699 .000
11393.320 245 46.503
12453.445 249
1022.242 4 255.560 5.591 .000
11198.151 245 45.707
12220.393 249



















































































































Figure 6.28: Spot Speed Trends for Drivers in the 16-19 Category for Different VSL1 Signs for 






























































Figure 6.29: Spot Speed Trends for Drivers in the 20-24 Category for Different VSL1 Signs for 






























































Figure 6.30: Spot Speed Trends for Drivers in the 25-34 Category for Different VSL1 Signs for 





























































Figure 6.31: Spot Speed Trends for Drivers in the 20-24 Category for Different VSL1 Signs for 






























































Figure 6.32: Spot Speed Trends for Drivers in the 45up Category for Different VSL1 Signs for 
the Upstream and Downstream Section of VMS1 
 
6.2.3  Conclusion  
Important findings that will accomplish some of the objectives were found in the VSL1 
analysis. The conclusions from this VSL1 investigation are: 
• Sixty one percent and more than seventy five percent of the drivers had a maximum 
reduction in speed within 500 meters downstream of VSL1 (50) and VSL1 (45) 
respectively. Therefore, more people “reacted” or had a maximum negative speed change 
when VSL1 (45) was present.  
• Almost half of the subjects that drove the VSL1 (45) scenarios reacted within 50 meters 
of the sign. 
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• Downstream Reaction Distance and Upstream Negative Speed Change from VSL0 were 
statistically different from VSL1 (45) 
• The maximum reduction in speed recorded for all drivers was around 20 mph. 
• Only the downstream reaction distance was significantly different between the drivers of 
the five age categories.  
• Differences in the mean reaction distances are observed based on gender distribution. For 
instance, females reacted to the sign at an average of 280 meters downstream of the sign 
in comparison with the males that reacted at an average of 360 meters downstream of the 
sign.  
• Females and males had similar negative speed changes or the total mph reduced 
downstream of the sign was similar. However, the spot speed statistical analysis showed 
that they behaved significantly different from 200 meters upstream to 500 meters 
downstream of the sign. 
• Male drivers usually exceed their speed by 5 to 8 mph, while female drivers by 2 to 3 
mph.  
• Both females and males reacted immediately to the sign by decreasing their speed. 
• Even though all drivers reduced their speed after approaching a VSL1 sign, they did not 
reduce their speed to the speed recommended by VSL.  
• VSL1 (45) and VSL (50) were statistically different from the Base Case (No VSL1). 
However, a greater reduction in speed was observed when VSL1 (45) was present. 
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• Drivers in the 16-19 age group reduced their speed after passing by a VSL1 (50) up to 
150 meters, but started increasing their speed around 250 meters downstream of the sign.  
• Drivers in the 25-34 age group behaved similarly when VSL1 (50) was present as well as 
when there was not a VSL1. 
• Drivers in the 20-24, 35-44, and 45 up age group behaved similarly downstream of the 
VSL1 
• All drivers started reacting to the sign between 100 m and 200 m upstream of the VMS1 
sign.  
6.3  VSL2 Statistical Analysis 
Couple of points were taken into consideration while doing the entire VSL2 analysis:  
First: Congestion starts at 900 meters downstream of VSL2; therefore, when doing the 
Reaction Distance and Speed Change Analysis the results may only be partially right. The reason 
for this, is because the reaction distance is calculated where the maximum negative speed change 
or the maximum reduction in speed took place and some drivers had the maximum reduction in 
speed right before congestion.  
Second: Since VSL1 is followed by VSL2, and VSL1 was the sign that determined 
whether the abrupt or gradual change was better, VSL1’s effects will be taken into account.  
6.3.1  Reaction Distance and Speed Change Analysis  
In this section, two tables for the reaction distances were prepared: Table 6.31 and 6.32. 
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Table 6.31 follows the same style as the one for VMS1 and VSL1 analysis, where only the 
reaction distances recorded within 50 meters to 500 meters downstream of the sign were 
accounted for. In the previous section only the reactions from 50 to 500 meters were employed 
since it was considered that the reactions recorded after 500 meters were not caused by the sign, 
but by something else like distraction in the road or that drivers found out they were going to fast 
and decided to abruptly reduce their speed. However, it is important to take into consideration 
the fact that there is congestion downstream; thus, drivers that did not reduce to 45 mph after 
VSL2 will show a maximum reduction in speed once they get close to the congestion.  
All the data (Congested and Non Congested) was utilized to complete Table 6.31 and 
only the Congested data was used to do Table 6.32. There are clear differences between those 
two tables. For instance, only 6 out of the 54 drivers that reacted within 500 meters downstream 
of the sign drove the congested scenario. In addition, 60 % of the drivers from the Non 
Congested scenarios reacted within the first 500 meters after the sign versus only 6 % of the 
drivers from the Congested scenarios.  
Moreover, it was noticed while drivers ran the driving simulator that they started seeing 
the back of the congestion from 200 to 300 meters upstream of the congestion or 600 to 700 
meters downstream of the sign. For instance, Figure 6.33 shows that drivers started reacting to 
the congestion 300 meters before the reached it. Therefore, if 62 drivers reacted within 900 
meters of the sign (Table 6.32) but 6 reacted within 500 meters of the sign, it could be said that 
56 drivers or 64 % of the drivers that drove the scenarios with Congestion reacted (or had the 
maximum reduction in speed) once they saw congestion and 29 % reacted once they got to 
congestion or beyond the congestion. These 26 drivers that actually decreased their speed once 
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they were inside the congestion could be called “aggressive drivers” and are the ones that in the 
near future would be involved in a rear-end crash if they don’t change their driving behavior.  
An additional observation made from Figure 6.33 is that the average or mean reaction 
distance is 141.6 meters upstream of congestion, meaning that (one more time) in average drivers 
were only reducing their speed by a significant amount once they started getting close to 
congestion and this fact is what Dilmore (2005) is trying to prevent.    
Table 6.31: Amount of Drivers that Reacted at 50, 100, 200, 400, and 500 Meters Downstream 
of VSL2 
 Reaction Distance (Downstream) 
 50 % 100 % 200 % 400 % 500 % Total 
VSL 0 12 14.286 15 17.857 25 29.762 34 40.476 38 45.238 84 
VSL 45 22 13.095 24 14.286 33 19.643 47 27.976 54 32.143 168 
 
 
Table 6.32: Amount of Drivers that Reacted within 500, 600, 700, 800, and 900 Meters 
Downstream of VSL2 (Congestion starts at 900 meters from VSL2) 
 Downstream VSL 2 Reaction Distance (Congestion) 
 500 % 600 % 700 % 800 % 900 % Total 
VSL 0 8 18.605 10 23.256 12 27.907 20 46.512 28 65.116 42 
























Figure 6.33: Reaction Distance Calculated Downstream of VSL2, Where 900 is the Location of 
VSL2 and 0 is the Location Where Congestion Starts. (Only the Congested Data was Used to 
Plot this Figure) 
 
The numbers presented in Table 6.33 represent the “maximum reduction in speed” at 50, 
100, 200, 400, and 500 meters downstream of VSL2. These numbers have not been influenced 
by the congestion and shows a maximum reduction of 43 mph and a minimum of 1.321 mph 
when a sign is present. The maximum reduction was identified within the first 50 meters, thus, it 
was caused by the VSL2 sign. Actually, the minimum, maximum, and average reductions within 
the first 100 meters are relatively large compared to the other signs. Hence, some drivers are  
being affected by the sign immediately after the pass it. Figure 6.34 has been plotted to identify 
the distribution of drivers based on the maximum negative speed changes 
Figure 6.34 shows two histograms; one from Congestion data and the other from the Non 
Congestion data. The majority of the speed changes from Congestion range between 2.5 mph and 
Flow 
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47.5 mph with a mean of 22.9 and a standard deviation of 10.91; however, for the Non 
Congestion data the speed changes range between 0 and 16 mph, with a mean of 6.7, and a 
standard deviation of 5.86. This figure clearly shows that there was more reduction in the speed 
recorded from the data that contained a Congestion. Drivers could have avoid having to reduce 
their speed so much and so drastically if they would have followed the recommendations placed 
on the VSL2. 
 
Table 6.33: Minimum, Maximum, and Average Negative Speed Change Downstream of VSL2 
 Negative Speed Change  
 50 100 200 
 Min Max Avg Min Max Avg Min Max Avg 
VSL 0 -7.009 -37.604 -21.241 -7.009 -37.604 -20.854 -2.036 -37.604 -18.372 
VSL 45 -12.579 -43.779 -26.886 -12.579 -43.779 -25.947 -1.376 -43.779 -20.532 
 Negative Speed Change     
 400 500    
 Min Max Avg Min Max Avg    
VSL 0 -0.132 -37.604 -15.444 -0.132 -37.604 -14.661    





Figure 6.34: Negative Speed Changes Recorded for the Data with Congestion: 1.00 and Non 
Congestion: 0.00 
 
ANOVA results for the reaction distance and negative speed changes for the upstream 
and downstream sections of VSL2 sign are presented in Table 6.34, which shows that only the 
upstream data was different between having a VSL2 sign and not having one. Based on this, 
Figure 6.35 and 6.36 illustrate the histograms of the reaction distance and speed changes of the 







Table 6.34: ANOVA Results for the Reactions Distance and Speed Change for the Upstream and 
Downstream Sections of VSL2 Based on Sign/No Sign 
ANOVA
12931.152 1 12931.152 12.882 .000
247938.9 247 1003.801
260870.1 248
27.280 1 27.280 2.949 .087
2285.027 247 9.251
2312.308 248
47.940 1 47.940 .304 .582
38994.651 247 157.873
39042.591 248

























Figure 6.35: Upstream Reaction Distance When There is a Sign Present (Sign: 0.00) and When 
There is Not a Sign Present (Sign: 1.00) 
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Figure 6.36: Upstream Negative Speed Change When There is a Sign Present (Sign: 0.00) and 
When There is Not a Sign Present (Sign: 1.00) 
 
Even though these two figures look very similar, the mean speeds and standard deviations 
are dissimilar. For instance, the means speed for the Reaction Distance for the sign is 74.3 m and 
for the No sign is 58.9m; same for the Speed Change the mean for the sign is 1.3 mph and for the 
no sign is 2.3 mph. Moreover, these differences show to be statistically significant based on 
Table 6.34.  
6.3.1.1  Gender  
For the gender analysis the data was firstly split into two categories: sign/no sign and 
only the sign data was used since different gender’s reactions to the sign is what is being tested 
here. Then, it was split into the Congested and Non Congested data and analyzed separately.  
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Table 6.35 shows the results from the ANOVA test, which was done to investigate if 
there are differences in the reaction distances and negative speed changes between males and 
females using the Congested data when a sign was present. It was then found that females and 
males behave similarly upstream and downstream of the sign when congestion is present. This 
means that males and females react and reduce their speed similarly when they are in front of 
congestion.  
Table 6.36 was then prepared to show if the differences between genders for the same 
variables mentioned above were statistically different when the Non Congested data was used, 
but no significant differences were found. Based on the results from Table 6.36 and 6.37 it can 
be said that females and males reacted similarly to the VSL2 sign, whether congestion was 
included or not in the design of the scenario. 
 
Table 6.35: ANOVA Results from the Sign Congested Data Based on Gender Differences When 
Tested for Upstream and Downstream Reaction Distance and Negative Speed Changes 
ANOVA
55.401 1 55.401 .051 .821
94092.391 87 1081.522
94147.792 88
.440 1 .440 .103 .749
373.006 87 4.287
373.446 88
12.126 1 12.126 .079 .779
13363.261 87 153.601
13375.387 88




















Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
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Table 6.36: Independent Sample t-Test Results from the Sign Non Congested Data Gender When 
Tested for Upstream and Downstream Reaction Distance and Negative Speed Changes 
 
ANOVA
10.764 1 10.764 .016 .900
51629.337 77 670.511
51640.100 78
.201 1 .201 .014 .907
1134.625 77 14.735
1134.825 78
1.197 1 1.197 .033 .857
2815.666 77 36.567
2816.863 78




















Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
 
 
6.3.1.2  Age 
The analysis for the age group was executed in the same way as the gender analysis. The 
data was firstly split into sign/no sign and then Congested/Non Congested. For the same 
purposes as mentioned above, only the sign data was used in the age analysis.  
Table 6.37 shows the ANOVA results obtained from the comparison made between the 
five categories of the age group based on the Reaction Distance and Negative Speed Change 
upstream and downstream of the sign when Congestion is present. This table shows that only the 
reaction distance for the downstream section is significantly different between the five 
categories. Even though congestion might have played an important part on the differences 
between the five age categories, it is not the only reason why these differences are significant 
since some drivers might have reacted immediately to the sign and others some time after they 
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saw the sign forcing them to drastically reduce their speed before congestion. The histograms 
showing where the reactions took place for each age category (16-19 = 1; 20-24 = 2; 25-34 = 4; 
35-44 = 4; 45up = 5) are depicted on Figure 6.37 This figure shows substantial differences in the 
means and standard deviations between the five categories. 
Table 6.37: ANOVA Results to Compare Differences Between the Five Categories in the Age 
Group for the Reaction Distance and Negative Speed Changes Recorded Upstream and 
Downstream of the Sign Using the Sign Congested Data 
ANOVA
1687.617 4 421.904 .383 .820
92460.175 84 1100.716
94147.792 88
1.667 4 .417 .094 .984
371.778 84 4.426
373.446 88
816.279 4 204.070 1.365 .253
12559.108 84 149.513
13375.387 88





























ANOVA results for the same variables for the Non Congested data are depicted on Table 
6.38. As in the gender analysis, there were no differences detected between the five categories 
based on the Reaction Distance and Negative Speed Change from the Non-Congested set of data. 
Hence, if the gender and age analysis yielded same results in terms of no significant differences 
being noticed for the Non Congested Data then it can be said that in general there were no 
differences recorded between the subjects driving the scenarios that did not have a congestion or 
drivers in general drivers did not reduce their speed based on the VSL2 sign. The reason why not 
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significant differences were found between the subjects may be the fact that some of them 
already reduced their speed around the VSL1 location.  
Table 6.38: ANOVA Results to Compare Differences Between the Five Categories in the Age 
Group for the Reaction Distance and Negative Speed Changes Recorded Upstream and 
Downstream of the Sign Using the Sign Non Congested Data 
ANOVA
1145.365 4 286.341 .420 .794
50494.736 74 682.361
51640.100 78
44.028 4 11.007 .747 .563
1090.798 74 14.741
1134.825 78
56.728 4 14.182 .380 .822
2760.134 74 37.299
2816.863 78




















Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
 
 
6.3.2  Spot Speed Analysis  
The spot speed analysis for VSL2 was completed using all the data: sign/no sign and 
Congested/Non Congested. The congestion will not influence the results of this analysis since 
drivers only started reducing their speed due to congestion at 600 meters downstream of the sign, 




The first figure of this section, Figure 6.38, shows the trends from two different groups of 
drivers: 1) drivers that drove the scenarios that included a VSL2 sign and 2) drivers that drove 
the scenarios without a VSL2 sign on it. In addition, the drivers that did not get a VSL2 sign 
displayed in their scenario also did not get a VSL1 and will not get a VSL3. The speed trend for 
the No VSL2 looks interesting and not expected since subjects are driving below the base speed 
limit. The base speed limit was the only posted speed limit they saw upstream of VSL2, hence 
the reasons for this reduction might be the following: 1) The reduction of 2 mph was caused by 
the VMS1 sign; 2) Subjects drove three scenarios, thus there is a possibility they could have 
remembered there was a posted sign around the location where they reduced; or 3) Their usual 
behavior is to increased and decrease their speed by 2 mph once so often whether it is in real life 
or in the driving simulator; or 4) Drivers had a hard time controlling the simulator car.  
The VSL2 trend looks substantially different from the No VSL2 trend where the VSL2 
curve reduced the speed downstream of the VSL2 by approximately 4 mph. Indeed, the 
differences observed are statistically significant based on the results obtained from the ANOVA 




























































Figure 6.38: Sign/No Sign Plot of the Upstream and Downstream Section of VSL2 Using the 
Spot Speed Obtained at Every 50 meters 
 
Table 6.39 shows the ANOVA results comparing the data from No VSL2 and VSL2 to 
determine if the differences between them is statistically significant or not and if so, where.  
Significant difference was detected at 50 meters upstream of the sign, at the sign, and at all the 
downstream locations. It can be assumed from these results, that drivers started reacting 






Table 6.39: ANOVA Results Comparing the Data Obtained With VSL2 and With No VSL2 
ANOVA
261.245 1 261.245 5.160 .024
12557.175 248 50.634
12818.420 249
397.803 1 397.803 7.768 .006
12700.286 248 51.211
13098.090 249
469.678 1 469.678 9.327 .003
12488.574 248 50.357
12958.252 249
466.736 1 466.736 9.415 .002
12293.951 248 49.572
12760.687 249
586.590 1 586.590 11.310 .001
12862.071 248 51.863
13448.661 249
565.956 1 565.956 9.819 .002
14294.997 248 57.641
14860.953 249
580.180 1 580.180 9.509 .002
15131.011 248 61.012
15711.191 249
678.394 1 678.394 11.225 .001
14987.633 248 60.434
15666.028 249
671.067 1 671.067 11.289 .001
14742.378 248 59.445
15413.446 249
664.156 1 664.156 10.898 .001
15113.617 248 60.942
15777.773 249
























































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
272.633 1 272.633 4.637 .032
14580.076 248 58.791
14852.709 249
141.484 1 141.484 2.306 .130
15218.903 248 61.367
15360.387 249
82.758 1 82.758 1.286 .258
15957.746 248 64.346
16040.504 249
69.445 1 69.445 1.067 .303
16146.043 248 65.105
16215.488 249
66.574 1 66.574 1.032 .311
15995.993 248 64.500
16062.567 249
88.368 1 88.368 1.411 .236
15536.563 248 62.647
15624.931 249
113.628 1 113.628 1.979 .161
14241.644 248 57.426
14355.272 249
154.330 1 154.330 2.871 .091
13332.616 248 53.761
13486.946 249
234.527 1 234.527 4.654 .032
12498.070 248 50.395
12732.598 249













































A plot comparing the data obtained from No VSL2 and the VSL2 followed by abrupt 
(VSL1 45) or gradual (VSL1 50) change was completed and depicted in Figure 6.39. This figure 
was done to observe if drivers maintained the speed advised by VSL1 and if there would be a 
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difference between VSL2 followed by VSL1 (45) and VSL2 followed by VSL1 (50). In Figure 
6.39, a difference between the two VSL2 curves is observed upstream of the sign. The subjects 
that passed by the VSL 1 (50), gradual change in speed, are driving at approximately 55 mph (5 
mph above the speed limit); and the subjects from VSL1 (45) are driving around 52.5 mph (7.5 
mph above the speed limit). Even though the differences between the two VSL2 curves are 
substantially different upstream of the sign, they both met approximately at 150 meters 
downstream of the sign. Leading this to think that it does not matter what type of reduction 
drivers obtained (whether it was abrupt or gradual) upstream of VSL2 because they would still 
reduce to the same speed downstream of VSL2. In addition, it is noticed again on Figure 6.39 
































































6.3.3  Gender Spot Speed Analysis  
As done in the previous sign analysis for the spot speed, male and female’s trends are 
firstly plotted (Figures 6.40 and 6.41) and then the differences in gender between having a VSL2 
and not having one are analyzed for statistical significance (Results are presented in Table 6.40).  
Results from Table 6.40 shows that there are not significant differences between genders except 
at 500 meters upstream of the sign, and most likely VSL2 did not participate in this difference. 
However, substantial differences between males and females can be noticed in Figures 6.40 and 
6.41; for instance, male subjects drove 3 mph above female’s speed. It was also noticed that 
males drive around 6 and 7 mph above the speed limit while females only drive 3 to 4 mph 
above the speed limit. The gradual change impacted more the male drivers’ speed downstream of 
the sign, while the same effect was seen in females but from the abrupt change. It is finally 
































































































































Figure 6.41: Female’s Spot Speed Trend for No VSL2 and VSL2 followed by Gradual and 
Abrupt Change 
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Table 6.40: ANOVA Results for the Speed Spot 500 Meters Upstream and Downstream of VSL2 
Based on the Gender Differences 
ANOVA
31.397 1 31.397 .609 .436
12787.023 248 51.561
12818.420 249
18.146 1 18.146 .344 .558
13079.944 248 52.742
13098.090 249
24.201 1 24.201 .464 .496
12934.051 248 52.153
12958.252 249
69.376 1 69.376 1.356 .245
12691.311 248 51.175
12760.687 249
137.327 1 137.327 2.559 .111
13311.334 248 53.675
13448.661 249
137.917 1 137.917 2.323 .129
14723.036 248 59.367
14860.953 249
170.531 1 170.531 2.721 .100
15540.660 248 62.664
15711.191 249
166.763 1 166.763 2.668 .104
15499.265 248 62.497
15666.028 249
141.829 1 141.829 2.303 .130
15271.616 248 61.579
15413.446 249
150.100 1 150.100 2.382 .124
15627.673 248 63.015
15777.773 249

























































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.  
53.330 1 53.330 .894 .345
14799.379 248 59.675
14852.709 249
75.409 1 75.409 1.224 .270
15284.978 248 61.633
15360.387 249
74.307 1 74.307 1.154 .284
15966.197 248 64.380
16040.504 249
51.901 1 51.901 .796 .373
16163.587 248 65.176
16215.488 249
43.964 1 43.964 .681 .410
16018.603 248 64.591
16062.567 249
34.196 1 34.196 .544 .461
15590.735 248 62.866
15624.931 249
25.198 1 25.198 .436 .510
14330.074 248 57.783
14355.272 249
11.005 1 11.005 .203 .653
13475.941 248 54.338
13486.946 249
.819 1 .819 .016 .900
12731.779 248 51.338
12732.598 249























































6.3.4  Age Spot Speed Analysis  
Finally, the spot speed analysis done for the five categories of the age group 6 figures 
were done. The first figure, Figure 6.42, was plotted using the sign data, meaning that only the 
data that included a VSL2 sign was considered to analyze the impact of the sign on drivers’ 
speed based on their ages. In this figure the following points are noticed:  
• Drivers from the age of 16-19 reduced their speed after passing by the VSL2 sign; 
however, they are exceeding the speed limit by 7 to 9 mph (downstream section). 
• Drivers from the other ages behaved similarly in the downstream section. They also 
reduced their speed after the VSL2 sign, but still did not reduce to the recommended 
speed. They are exceeding the speed limit by approximately 5 mph.  
The differences between the five categories for the sign data were analyzed statistically 
using ANOVA, but no significant differences were observed between drivers, except at 500 
meters upstream of the sign (similar results were obtained from the gender spot speed analysis). 


































































Figure 6.42: Spot Speed Trends From the Five Age Categories for the Upstream and 
Downstream Section of VSL2 
 
No significant differences were observed between drivers’ speed of the different age 
categories, hence, a spot speed trend was plotted for each age category (Figure 6.43 to 6.47). The 
following observations were made based on those figures: 
• A gradual change in speed produced a better effect in the drivers’ speed from the ages of 
16-19 and 35-44. With the upstream gradual change in speed drivers from 16-19 reduced 
their speed to 49 mph and drivers from 35-44 to 48 mph. 
• An abrupt change in speed produced a better effect in the drivers’ speed from the ages of 
20-24 and 45up. Drivers from 20-24 reduced their speed to 49 mph and drivers from 45 
up to 48 mph. 
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• Abrupt and gradual changes produced similar effect in the drivers’ speed from the age of 
25-34. These drivers reduced their speed to 51 mph. 
• Therefore, all drivers expect the 25-34 drivers reduced their speed to 48 mph and 49 mph 
due to VSL2 recommendation. 
• All drivers except the 16-19 drivers had an upstream speed of 52 mph to 55 mph and the 




























































Figure 6.43: Spot Speed Trends for Drivers in the 16-19 Category for No VSL2, and VSL2 





























































Figure 6.44: Spot Speed Trends for Drivers in the 20-24 Category for No VSL2, and VSL2 






























































Figure 6.45: Spot Speed Trends for Drivers in the 25-34 Category for No VSL2, and VSL2 





























































Figure 6.46: Spot Speed Trends for Drivers in the 34-44 Category for No VSL2, and VSL2 































































Figure 6.47: Spot Speed Trends for Drivers in the 45up Category for No VSL2, and VSL2 
Followed by Abrupt (VSL1 (45)) and Gradual (VSL1 (50))  
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6.3.5  Conclusion  
The following was concluded from the VSL2 analysis: 
• Sixty percent of subjects that drove scenarios with No Congestion presented a reaction or 
had a maximum reduction in the speed within 500 meters downstream of the sign. 
• Six percent of subjects that drove scenarios with Congestion showed a reaction within 
500 meters downstream of the sign. Hence, more than 90% of the drivers had the 
maximum reductions in speed 400 meters upstream of congestion. This would not have 
happened if drivers would have reduced their speed to 45 mph, since the congestion has a 
dynamic design, meaning that cars will start moving at 45 mph once the simulator car 
approaches them within 100 meters. As a matter of fact, if the simulator car drives at 45 
mph after VSL2 two situations might occur: 1) Driving car will never approach the 
congestion or 2) Driving car might approach congestion but would not have to reduce its 
speed since the congestion cars will be driving at the same speed.  
• Twenty nine percent of the drivers reacted once they approached congestion (at 
congestion) or while they were in the Congested zone. These subjects are potential 
examples of drivers that are involved in rear-end crashes.  
• The subjects that drove scenarios with Congestion had negative speed changes of 2.5 
mph to 47.5 mph, while drivers from the No Congested scenarios had speed changes of 0 
to -16 mph.  
• Significant differences for the reaction distance and negative speed change were observed  
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 between having a VSL2 sign and not having one for the upstream section.  
• There were not significant differences observed between the subjects (based on gender 
and age) that drove the scenarios with No Congestion, except at 500 meters upstream and 
most likely this differences were not caused by the VSL2 sign, since VSL2 can only be 
seen within 100 and 150 meters upstream of sign.   
• Females and males had similar reaction distances and negative speed changes upstream 
and downstream of the sign. However, there are significant differences for the 
downstream reaction distance between the drivers from the five categories of the age 
group. This means that drivers from different age groups reacted at different distances 
from the VSL2 sign. In fact:  
- 19% of drivers from the 16-19 age category reacted within the 700 meters 
downstream of the sign; 
- 5% of drivers from the 20-24 age category reacted within 500 meters downstream 
of the sign; 
- 25% of drivers from the 25-34 age category reacted within the 700 meters 
downstream of the sign; 
- 13% of drivers from the 35-44 age category reacted within 700 meters 
downstream of the sign; and  
- 5% of drivers from the 45up age category reacted within 500 meters downstream 
of the sign. 
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- The remaining percentage of drivers reacted (or had the maximum negative speed 
change) within the distance from where they can see the congestion.  
• Differences between No VSL2 and VSL2 are statistically significant. However, subjects 
that drove the No VSL2 scenario also reduced their speed approximately by 2 mph, and 
three assumptions were made from this result: 
- The reduction of 2 mph was caused by the VMS1 sign (since No VSL2 means No 
VSL1 also); 
- Subjects drove three scenarios, thus there is a possibility they could have 
remembered there was a posted sign around the location where they reduced, and; 
- Their usual behavior is to increased and decrease their speed by 2 mph once so 
often whether it is in real life or in the driving simulator; or 
- Drivers were having a hard time controlling the simulator car, hence could not 
maintain a constant speed.  
• Abrupt and gradual changes encountered upstream of VSL2 will produce similar effects 
downstream of VSL2.  
• Male exceeded speed limit by 6 mph to 7 mph, while females exceeded speed limit by 3 
mph to 4 mph. Males prefer gradual changes while females prefer abrupt changes.  
• No significant differences in speed were observed between the drivers of the five age 
categories.  
• Drivers from the 16-19 and 35-44 age categories prefer gradual changes, while drivers 
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from the 20-24 and 45up age categories prefer abrupt changes; and drivers from the 25-
34 age category have no preferences since they reacted similarly to both speed changes.  
• All drivers expect the 25-34 drivers reduced their speed to 48 mph and 49 mph due to 
VSL2 recommendation. 
• All drivers except the 16-19 drivers had an upstream speed of 52 mph to 55 mph and the 
lowest speed reached was between 48mph and 51 mph.  
• All drivers exceeded the speed limit by at least 5 mph.  
 
6.4  VSL3 Statistical Analysis 
The analysis for the VSL3, VSL4, VMS2, and VSL5 will be slightly different than the 
other signs analysis, because “congestion” is taking place upstream of VSL3, hence, it will affect 
drivers’ speed for the remaining stretch of the scenario.  
6.4.1  Reaction Distance and Speed Change Analysis  
For the Distance and Speed Change analysis, Tables 6.41 and 6.42 were developed, but 
using all the data. Table 6.41 shows that half of the subjects had a reaction to the sign; however, 
the same amount is seen for the No Sign. Table 6.42 shows that the maximum reduction in speed 
was 26.27 mph and the minimum was less than 1 mph for the sign data; nevertheless, similar 
results were observed from the No sign data. The further analysis was then divided into sign/no 
sign data. For instance, Figure 6.48 - 6.53 were plotted to visually analyze the differences in  
reaction distance and negative speed change when congestion is and is not present in the 
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scenario. In addition to the figures, ANOVA tests were performed to determine if the differences 
between congestion and no congestion were significant for the reaction distances and negative 
speed changes.  
Table 6.41: Amount of Drivers That Reacted at 50, 100, 200, 400, and 500 Meters Downstream 
of VSL3 
  Reaction Distance (Downstream) 
  50 % 100 % 200 % 400 % 500 % Total
No Sign 18 21.95 20 24.39 26 31.71 34 41.46 42 51.22 82 
Sign 30 17.96 34 20.36 55 32.93 74 44.31 82 49.10 167 
 
Table 6.42 shows the results from the ANOVA test performed on the Sign Data to 
observe differences between Reaction Distance and Negative Speed Changes when controlling 
for the congestion. From this analysis, it was determined that only the upstream reaction distance 
and downstream negative speed changes are significantly different. 
 
Table 6.42: Amount of Drivers that Reacted Within 500, 600, 700, 800, and 900 Meters 
Downstream of VSL3 
  Negative Speed Change (Downstream) 
  50 100 200 
  Min Max Avg Min Max Avg Min Max Avg 
No Sign -2.03 -22.99 -8.44 -2.03 -22.99 -9.56 -2.03 -22.99 -8.75
Sign -0.53 -21.95 -7.80 -0.52 -21.95 -7.58 -0.33 -26.27 -7.92
  Negative Speed Change (Downstream)       
  400 500       
  Min Max Avg Min Max Avg       
No Sign -0.82 -22.99 -8.33 -0.82 -22.99 -8.10       






Table 6.43: ANOVA Results Comparing the Congested and Non Congested Data for the 
Reactions Distance and the Speed Change for the Upstream and Downstream Sections of VSL3 
Using Only the Sign Data. 
ANOVA
.407 1 .407 .083 .773
806.646 165 4.889
807.053 166
18445.246 1 18445.246 12.828 .000
237253.2 165 1437.898
255698.4 166
357.440 1 357.440 11.349 .001
5196.556 165 31.494
5553.997 166




















Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
 
 
To better analyze this result Figure 6.48 and 6.49 were plotted, in addition to 6.50. Figure 
6.48, which depicts the histograms for the upstream reaction distance, based on sign/no sign, 
shows differences in the mean and standard deviation. The mean for the non congested cases was 
68.7 and for the congested was 47.6 meters. The standard deviation for the non congested was 
34.02 and for the non congested 41.03. In fact, when congestion is present the reductions in 
speed occur closer to the sign, while when congestion is not present the reductions in speed are 




Figure 6.48: Upstream Reaction Distances Recorded for the Data With Congestion: 1.00 and No 
Congestion: 0.00 (using Sign Data) 
 
From Figure 6.49 little differences in the speed reduction can be observed; for instance, 
drivers reduced their speed more when congestion is present than when it is not present. The 
mean for the speed change for the Congested scenario is approximately 8 mph, while for the Non 
congested scenario is approximately 5 mph; thus, as expected, more reduction in speed is 
observed when congestion is present. The difference in standard deviation is approximately 1 
mph more for the Congested Scenario. This figure also shows that drivers are reacting to the sign 





Figure 6.49: Downstream Negative Speed Change recorded for the Data with Congestion: 1.00 
and No Congestion: 0.00 (using Sign Data) 
 
Even though the downstream reaction distance was not statistically different, the 
histograms were plotted (Figure 6.50) to better understand Table 6.43 as of where the majority of 
reductions in speed took place. From Figure 6.50 substantial differences for the mean and 
standard deviations were observed between the Congested and No Congested Scenarios. The 
mean for the downstream reaction distance for the Congested scenario is 446m, while for the 
Non congested scenario is 498 m. The standard deviation for the Congested case is 339 m while 
for the No Congested is 345.  For some inexplicable reason some drivers reacted to the VSL3 
sign immediately after passing the sign, but a considerable amount of drivers reacted between 
800 and 850 meters downstream of the sign (No Congested Data). 
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Figure 6.50: Downstream Reaction Distance Recorded for the Data With Congestion: 1.00 and 
No Congestion: 0.00 (using Sign Data) 
 
The results from the ANOVA test performed on the NO Sign Data to observe differences 
between Reaction Distance and Negative Speed Changes based on Congested/No Congested data 
are found in Table 6.44.  From this table, it was determined that only the upstream speed change 
was significantly different. On Table 6.43 and 6.44 the upstream data was significantly different 
even if the sign was presented to driver or not; in fact, it can be said that this difference was 
caused by the Congestion. The upstream negative speed change was different between 
congestion and no congestion for the NO sign data. Figure 6.51 shows a difference of 
approximately 1 mph for the mean and standard deviation in the mean.   
Figure 6.52 and 6.53 shows differences in the mean and standard deviation of 
approximately 2 mph for the mean and 1 mph for the standard deviation for the downstream 
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negative speed change and 20 meters for the mean and 30 meters for the standard deviation for 
the downstream reaction distance. As in the sign data, it was noticed that drivers have greater 
reductions in speed closer to the sign when Congestion is included in the scenario. However, the 
majority of drivers that did not have congestion in their scenarios reduced their speed between 
2.5 mph and 5 mph versus the drivers from the congested scenarios who reduced their speed 
between 2 mph and 10 mph. It is interesting to observe that the drivers that did have a VSL3 sign 
in their scenarios (also did not see a VSL1 and VSL2 sign) reduced their speed in the range of 
2.5 mph to 5 mph. The small speed differences observed in Figure 6.52 are expected since it is 
unusual for a driver to drive at a constant speed all the time, besides the fact that the subjects had 
to deal with the discomfort of a new car which they are not used to. Also, memory could have 
played an important role in the results since all subjects drove 3 scenarios and they could have 
remembered the posted speed limit from the other scenarios.  
Table 6.44: ANOVA Results Comparing the Congested and Non Congested Data for the 
Reactions Distance and the Speed Change for the Upstream and Downstream Sections of VSL3 
Using Only the NO Sign Data. 
ANOVA
32.012 1 32.012 3.002 .087
853.018 80 10.663
885.030 81
169.806 1 169.806 .093 .762
146503.9 80 1831.299
146673.7 81
80.906 1 80.906 1.792 .184
3611.057 80 45.138
3691.963 81

























Figure 6.51: Upstream Negative Speed Change Recorded for the Data With Congestion: 1.00 
and No Congestion: 0.00 (using NO Sign Data) 
 
 
Figure 6.52: Downstream Negative Speed Change Recorded for the Data With Congestion: 1.00 




Figure 6.53: Downstream Reaction Distance Recorded for the Data With Congestion: 1.00 and 
No Congestion: 0.00 (Using NO Sign Data) 
 
6.4.1.1  Gender  
For the gender analysis only the sign data was utilized since a reaction to the sign 
between genders is the purpose of this section. The data was then divided into Congested and 
Non Congested data and analyzed separately (Table 6.45 and 6.46). Based on ANOVA testing 
for differences in gender no statistically significant observations were made for the reaction 
distance and negative speed change. Thus, females and males reacted similarly to the sign, 









Table 6.45: ANOVA Results from the Sign No Congested Data Based on Gender Differences 
When Tested for Upstream and Downstream Reaction Distance and Negative Speed Changes 
ANOVA
.787 1 .787 .176 .676
339.024 76 4.461
339.812 77
486.755 1 486.755 .417 .520
88628.691 76 1166.167
89115.446 77
3.295 1 3.295 .135 .714
1855.389 76 24.413
1858.684 77




















Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
 
 
Table 6.46: ANOVA Results from the Sign Congested Data Based on Gender Differences When 
Tested for Upstream and Downstream Reaction Distance and Negative Speed Changes 
ANOVA
5.304 1 5.304 1.000 .320
461.530 87 5.305
466.834 88
493.065 1 493.065 .291 .591
147644.7 87 1697.065
148137.7 88
.009 1 .009 .000 .988
3337.864 87 38.366
3337.873 88


























6.4.1.2  Age  
The age analysis was completed also using the sign data only for the same purposes 
mentioned before. The sign data was divided into Congested and No Congested Data and 
analyzed separately as done in the gender analysis.  
Table 6.47 shows the ANOVA results obtained from the comparison made between the 
five categories of the age group based on the Reaction Distance and Negative Speed Change 
upstream and downstream of the sign when Congestion is present. This table shows that only the 
negative speed change for the downstream section is significantly different between the five 
categories. The histograms showing the ranges of the reduction in speed for each age category 
(16-19 = 1; 20-24 = 2; 25-34 = 4; 35-44 = 4; 45up = 5) are depicted on Figure 6.54. This figure 
shows substantial differences in the means and standard deviations between the five categories.  
Table 6.47: ANOVA Results to Compare Differences Between the Five Categories in the Age 
Group for the Reaction Distance and Negative Speed Changes Recorded Upstream and 
Downstream of the Sign Using the Sign Congested Data 
ANOVA
19.383 4 4.846 .910 .462
447.452 84 5.327
466.834 88
12883.141 4 3220.785 2.000 .102
135254.6 84 1610.174
148137.7 88
487.107 4 121.777 3.588 .009
2850.766 84 33.938
3337.873 88
























Figure 6.54 shows substantial differences in the means and standard deviations between 
the five categories. Category 1 and 4 had a mean of approximately 10 mph and a standard 
deviation of 7 mph; Category 3 and 5 had a mean of 7 mph and a standard deviation of 5 mph; 
lastly Category 2 had a mean of 4.6 mph and a standard deviation of 3.4 mph. From this figure it 
can be said that drivers from Category 1 and 4 were the drivers that reduced their speed by the 
most, opposed to drivers from Category 2 who were the drivers that reduced their speed by the 
least. In addition, most of the drivers from Category 1 reduced their speed in the range of 5 to 15 
mph; most of the drivers from Category 2 and 3 in the range of 2 to 6 mph; drivers from 
Category 4 had scattered reductions in the range of 2.5 mph and 10 mph and 15 to 17.5 mph; 




Figure 6.54: Downstream Negative Speed Change Reaction Distances for the 5 Categories of the 
Age Group Based on the Non Congested Data 
  
The same analysis conducted for the Sign Congested Data was prepared for the Sign Non 
Congested Data and ANOVA results are found in Table 6.48. The downstream reaction distance 
was found to be statistically different for the five categories. This means that drivers from 
different age categories reacted at different locations downstream of the VSL3. In fact, drivers 
from Categories 1, 2, and 5 had similar means between 400 and 430 meters and standard 
deviations between 340 and 370 meters; drivers from Category 3 had a mean of 730 meters and a 
standard deviation of 260 meters; and drivers from Category 4 had a mean 550 meters and a  
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standard deviation of 320 meters. As in the gender analysis it was noticed in the age analysis that 
a large amount of drivers are reacting at 800 meters downstream of the sign. (Figure 6.55) 
Table 6.48: ANOVA Results to Compare Differences Between the Five Categories in the Age 
Group for the Reaction Distance and Negative Speed Changes Recorded Upstream and 
Downstream of the Sign Using the Sign Non Congested Data 
ANOVA
17.696 4 4.424 1.003 .412
322.115 73 4.413
339.812 77
1598.901 4 399.725 .333 .855
87516.546 73 1198.857
89115.446 77
92.261 4 23.065 .953 .438
1766.423 73 24.198
1858.684 77


























Figure 6.55: Downstream Negative Speed Change Reaction Distances for the 5 Categories of the 
Age Group based on the Non Congested Data 
 
6.4.2  Spot Speed Analysis  
The spot speed analysis for the VSL3 was conducted using all the data: sign/no sign and 
congested/non congested data. Figure 6.56 reveals the speed trend for the subjects that drove the 
sign congested and non congested scenarios and the subjects that drove the no sign congested 
and non congested scenarios. The following observations were made from Figure 6.56: 
• A constant difference of approximately 2 and 3 mph is observed between the VSL3 NC 
(No Congested) curve and the No VSL3 NC. Drivers from the No VSL3 NC exceeded 
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the speed limit by approximately 8 mph while drivers from the VSL3 NC exceeded the 
speed by approximately 5 mph. Table 6.49 shows the results of the ANOVA test 
performed on this data to obtain information whether these differences are significant or 
not.  
• Subjects that drove the VSL3 Congested scenarios behaved similarly to the drivers from 
the No VSL3 Congested scenarios; except that drivers from VSL3 C reacted at 150 
meters upstream of the sign and drivers from No VSL3 C reacted 50 meters after the 
drivers from the VSL3 C group. Table 6.50 shows the results of the ANOVA test 
performed on the Congested data to obtain information whether the differences between 
having a sign and not having one are significant or not.  
• The average speed for all drivers upstream of the sign was between 51 mph and 52 mph. 
However, the average speed for the downstream section is different since the drivers from 
the No Congested scenarios reported speeds between 51 mph and 53 mph and the drivers 































































No VSL 3 C
VSL 3 C
No VSL 3 NC
VSL 3 NC
 
Figure 6.56 Sign/No Sign and Congested/Non Congested Plot of the Upstream and Downstream 
Section of VSL3 Using the Spot Speed Obtained at Every 50 Meters 
 
It was found from the differences between sign/no sign for the Non Congested Data are 
significantly different downstream of the sign, at the sign and 50 and 100 meters upstream of the 
sign based on the results obtained from the ANOVA analysis, Table 6.49. This result reaffirms 






Table 6.49: ANOVA Results Comparing the Data Obtained With VSL2 and With No VSL2 
Using the Non Congested Data Only.  
ANOVA
340.909 1 340.909 5.546 .020
7252.957 118 61.466
7593.866 119
375.555 1 375.555 6.205 .014
7142.240 118 60.527
7517.794 119
435.797 1 435.797 7.360 .008
6987.268 118 59.214
7423.065 119
431.364 1 431.364 7.695 .006
6615.225 118 56.061
7046.589 119
297.727 1 297.727 5.503 .021
6384.555 118 54.106
6682.282 119
191.756 1 191.756 3.621 .059
6248.560 118 52.954
6440.316 119
143.107 1 143.107 2.706 .103
6241.104 118 52.891
6384.211 119
157.115 1 157.115 3.182 .077
5827.233 118 49.383
5984.348 119
185.676 1 185.676 3.900 .051
5617.382 118 47.605
5803.058 119
227.295 1 227.295 4.515 .036
5941.000 118 50.347
6168.295 119
185.218 1 185.218 3.719 .056
5876.208 118 49.798
6061.426 119


























































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.  
178.189 1 178.189 3.009 .085
6986.700 118 59.209
7164.889 119
152.581 1 152.581 2.615 .109
6885.423 118 58.351
7038.004 119
145.080 1 145.080 2.632 .107
6504.158 118 55.120
6649.238 119
145.370 1 145.370 2.601 .109
6594.840 118 55.888
6740.210 119
106.320 1 106.320 1.988 .161
6312.295 118 53.494
6418.615 119
100.980 1 100.980 1.979 .162
6020.237 118 51.019
6121.217 119
107.457 1 107.457 2.076 .152
6107.935 118 51.762
6215.392 119
85.202 1 85.202 1.553 .215
6472.944 118 54.855
6558.146 119










































As expected no substantial significant differences were found between sign/no sign for 
the Congested Data. The congestion starts at 300 meters upstream of sign, thus significant 
differences were observed at 200, 150, and 50 meters upstream of the sign. Drivers also behaved 
different in term of their speed 150 meters downstream of the sign. Even though the differences 
observed upstream of the sign were caused by the congestion located upstream of the sign, the 
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difference observed downstream of the sign might have been caused by the VSL3 sign; stressing 
again, the VSL3 importance.  
Table 6.50: ANOVA Results Comparing the Data Obtained With VSL2 and With No VSL2 
Using the Congested Data Only 
ANOVA
1.187 1 1.187 .092 .762
1648.171 128 12.876
1649.358 129
6.839 1 6.839 .561 .455
1561.772 128 12.201
1568.611 129
3.587 1 3.587 .254 .615
1805.538 128 14.106
1809.125 129
.024 1 .024 .002 .969
2083.165 128 16.275
2083.190 129
1.258 1 1.258 .080 .778
2017.585 128 15.762
2018.842 129
23.342 1 23.342 1.329 .251
2248.929 128 17.570
2272.271 129
26.835 1 26.835 1.378 .243
2493.326 128 19.479
2520.161 129
72.632 1 72.632 3.030 .084
3067.963 128 23.968
3140.595 129
64.550 1 64.550 2.277 .134
3627.860 128 28.343
3692.410 129
.809 1 .809 .028 .867
3665.670 128 28.638
3666.479 129






















































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
310.440 1 310.440 3.604 .060
11024.435 128 86.128
11334.875 129
1191.620 1 1191.620 8.747 .004
17438.406 128 136.238
18630.026 129
245.219 1 245.219 1.732 .191
18125.990 128 141.609
18371.209 129
24.460 1 24.460 .262 .610
11966.114 128 93.485
11990.574 129
9.591 1 9.591 .126 .723
9745.448 128 76.136
9755.039 129
16.064 1 16.064 .204 .652
10058.601 128 78.583
10074.665 129
10.814 1 10.814 .139 .710
9986.353 128 78.018
9997.167 129




































6.4.3 Gender Spot Speed Analysis  
For the gender spot speed analysis the data was mainly split into the congested/no 
congested groups. The spot speed trends for females and males were plotted based on sign/no 
sign categories and depicted on Figures 6.57 and 6.58.  
It can be noticed from Figure 6.57 that female and male drivers behaved similarly 
downstream of the sign since they were forced to drive with congestion. It is important to 
remember that the congestion starts at 300 meters of the sign, which is why drivers started 
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reducing their speed at a fast rate around 350 meters upstream of the sign.  A difference of 
roughly 3 mph is observed upstream of congestion between the females that drove the No VSL3 
and the VSL3 scenarios. Even though, these differences were most likely not caused by the 
VSL3, since drivers can only see the sign between 100 and 150 meters upstream of the sign they 
were definitely caused by the congestion, because congestion can be seen around 200 meters 
upstream of it or 500 meters upstream of the sign (congestion is located at 300 meters upstream 
of the sign plus 200 meters equal the 500 meters upstream of the sign). It is also observed that 
females had the maximum reduction in speed, which was around 14 mph since they reduced their 
speed from 48 mph to 34 mph, between 150 and 200 meters upstream of the sign. The male 
drivers reduced their speed between 100 and 150 meters upstream of the sign. Females and males 


































































Figure 6.57: Female and Male’s Spot Speed Trend for Congested VSL3 and No VSL3  
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Figure 6.58 shows the females and males’ trend for the upstream and downstream section 
of VSL3 when congestion is not part of the scenario. Constant speed patterns are observed 
upstream and downstream of the sign since VSL2 which is the sign located upstream of VSL3 
suggested a speed limit of 45 mph and VSL3 also suggests a speed limit of 45 mph. Substantial 
differences between the males and females speed pattern are noticed. A constant speed pattern of 
52.5 mph upstream of the sign is observed for the male drivers. Since they are driving at 7.5 mph 
above the speed limit a significant drop in their speed is expected once they approach the sign, 
but they only reduced their speed by 1 mph, which means that downstream of the sign they are 
still exceeding the speed limit but by 6.5 mph. The males that drove the No VSL3 scenario drove 
at a constant speed of 53 mph and then increased to 56 mph. Even though the males from the No 
VSL3 scenarios are driving between 8 mph and 11 mph above the current speed limit (8 mph 
upstream and 11 mph downstream of where the VSL3 is supposed to be located at), the last 
speed limit sign they saw was the Base Speed Limit sign which recommended a speed of 55 
mph. This actually means that they are only exceeding the speed limit by 1 mph downstream of 
the supposed location of the sign. This unexpected speed below 55 mph upstream of the 
supposed sign (No VSL3 does not include a VSL3) was also observed in the reaction distance 
and speed change analysis done at the beginning of the VSL3 analysis and same assumptions can 
be made. The females that drove the No VSL3 scenarios drove around 51 mph and 52 mph, 
which is also below the last posted speed limit (55 mph). In addition, females that drove the 
VSL3 scenarios reduced their speed after passing VSL2 (they are driving at 48 mph upstream of 
the sign), hence they did no have to reduce their speed at VSL3. Females from the VSL3 
scenario drove at 3 mph above the speed limit posted on VSL3.  
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The large difference between males and females observed in Figure 6.58 were tested 

































































Figure 6.58: Female and Male’s Spot Speed Trend for Congested VSL3 and No VSL3  
 
Even though, the differences between males and females seems to be significant (Figure 
6.58); based on the analysis performed using ANOVA (Table 6.51) significant differences were 
only observed upstream of the sign, at the sign, and at 50, 250 and 300 meters downstream of the 
sign. Upstream of the sign a difference of approximately 5 mph is observed between females and 
males driving the VSL3 scenarios, and downstream of the sign a difference of approximately 3 





Table 6.51: ANOVA Results for the Speed Spot 500 Meters Upstream and Downstream of VSL2 
Based on the Gender Differences Using the Non Congested Data.  
ANOVA
101.466 1 101.466 1.598 .209
7492.400 118 63.495
7593.866 119
95.464 1 95.464 1.518 .220
7422.331 118 62.901
7517.794 119
109.402 1 109.402 1.765 .187
7313.663 118 61.980
7423.065 119
152.676 1 152.676 2.613 .109
6893.913 118 58.423
7046.589 119
173.035 1 173.035 3.137 .079
6509.248 118 55.163
6682.282 119
154.992 1 154.992 2.910 .091
6285.324 118 53.265
6440.316 119
122.992 1 122.992 2.318 .131
6261.219 118 53.061
6384.211 119
96.537 1 96.537 1.935 .167
5887.811 118 49.897
5984.348 119
104.255 1 104.255 2.159 .144
5698.802 118 48.295
5803.058 119
206.314 1 206.314 4.083 .046
5961.981 118 50.525
6168.295 119
181.416 1 181.416 3.641 .059
5880.010 118 49.831
6061.426 119




















































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
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Table 6.51: ANOVA Results for the Speed Spot 500 Meters Upstream and Downstream of VSL2 
Based on the Gender Differences Using the Non Congested Data.  
283.147 1 283.147 4.855 .030
6881.741 118 58.320
7164.889 119
317.225 1 317.225 5.570 .020
6720.780 118 56.956
7038.004 119
298.667 1 298.667 5.550 .020
6350.571 118 53.818
6649.238 119
296.160 1 296.160 5.423 .022
6444.050 118 54.611
6740.210 119
223.197 1 223.197 4.251 .041
6195.417 118 52.504
6418.615 119
142.944 1 142.944 2.821 .096
5978.274 118 50.663
6121.217 119
97.564 1 97.564 1.882 .173
6117.828 118 51.846
6215.392 119
103.687 1 103.687 1.896 .171
6454.459 118 54.699
6558.146 119










































6.4.4  Age Spot Speed Analysis  
For this analysis, Figure 6.59 was firstly plotted using all (congested and non congested) 
spot speed data from the drivers from the different age categories. Due to the congestion a large 
and fast reduction in speed is observed upstream of the VSL3 sign. The following observations 
are made from Figure 6.59:  
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• Drivers from the ages of 16-24 reduced their speed down to 45 mph between 100 and 150 
meters upstream of the sign, but increased up to 50 mph downstream of the sign.  
• Drivers from the ages of 25-44 reduced their speed down to 44 mph at 150 meters 
upstream of the sign and increased their speed up to 50 mph downstream of the sign.  
• Drivers from the ages of 45 and above reduced their speed down to 40.5 mph between 
150 and 200 meters upstream of the sign, and increased their speed to 48 mph 
downstream of the sign.  
• All drivers started reducing their speed at a fast rate between 300 and 350 meters 
upstream of the sign (congestion is located at 300 meters upstream of the sign), and 










































































Figure 6.59: Spot Speed Trends from the Five Age Categories for the Upstream and Downstream 
Section of VSL3 (Using all data) 
 
A spot speed trend for each age category was then plotted (Figure 6.60 – 6.64) using the 
Non Congested Data only to visually obtain the differences between the No VSL1 and the VSL3 
which was set at 45 mph. Based on Figure 6.60 and 17 the following observations were made: 
• There is a large difference between the subjects in the 16-19 range that drove the 
scenarios with VSL3 and without a VSL3. Again, drivers that did not get a VSL3 did not 
get a VSL2 and VSL1; therefore, the last posted speed limit observed was the Base Speed 
Limit which was set at 55 mph. A difference of 3 mph to 4 mph is noticed between the 
VSL3 and No VSL3 upstream and 200 meters downstream of the sign. Drivers from this 
age category that drove the scenarios with VSL3 exceeded the speed limit by 5 mph. 
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These drivers did not have a reaction to the sign since they maintained their speed 
constant upstream and downstream of the sign. (Figure 6.60). ANOVA analysis were 
done to investigate the differences in speed between the age categories and it was found 
that the differences in speed at 250, 200, 150, and 100 meters upstream of the sign as well 
as 300, 350, 400, and 450 meters downstream of the sign were significant for the 
Congested Data. No significant differences were observed from the Non Congested Data. 
• Subjects from the ages of 20-24 that drove the scenarios with VSL3 exceeded the speed 
limit by 6 mph and started reducing their speed at 100 m upstream of the sign to 50 m 
downstream of the sign. They reduced their speed down to 49 mph, but increased later to 
50 mph. The drivers from the No VSL3 sign maintained a constant speed between 52 
mph and 53 mph. The drivers from this age category presented an immediate reaction to 
the sign since they reduced their speed immediately after they saw the sign. (Figure 6.61) 
• Drivers from the ages of 25-34 reacted to the sign VSL3 since they reduced their speed 
from 51 mph to 49.5 mph. However, a strange pattern is observed from the drivers that 
drove the No VSL3 sign, since they reduced and increased their speed without any reason 
between 49 mph and 52.5 mph, which is still within the posted base speed limit. (Figure 
6.62) 
• Drivers from the ages of 35-44 almost maintained a constant speed between 49.5 mph 
and 50.5 mph, but they started increasing their speed at 350 meters downstream of the 
sign when the VSL3 was present. The subjects that drove the No VSL3 sign increased 
and decreased their speed between 51.5 mph and 55.5 mph, which is still within the 
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posted speed limit. (Figure 6.63) 
• The drivers from the 45 and above age category presented a reaction to the sign since 
they reduced their speed from 50 mph to 48.5 mph. Drivers from the No VSL3 scenarios 
increased and decreased their speed between 49 mph and 54 mph, which is still within the 































































Figure 6.60: Spot Speed Trends for Drivers in the 16-19 Category for No VSL3, and VSL3 





























































Figure 6.61: Spot Speed Trends for Drivers in the 20-24 Category for No VSL3, and VSL3 































































Figure 6.62: Spot Speed Trends for Drivers in the 25-34 Category for No VSL3, and VSL3 






























































Figure 6.63: Spot Speed Trends for Drivers in the 35-44 Category for No VSL3, and VSL3 





























































Figure 6.64: Spot Speed Trends for Drivers in the 45up Category for No VSL3, and VSL3 
(Using the Non Congested Data Only) 
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6.4.5  Conclusion 
From the VSL2 analysis the following was found: 
• For the reaction distance and speed change analyses the data was split into sign/no sign 
and then congested/no congested to statistically analyze the differences between 
congestion and no congestion. It was then found that when the sign is present in the 
scenario the upstream reaction distance for the congestion is significantly different from 
the non congested scenarios. In addition, drivers reacted closer to the sign when 
congestion was present. It was also found that the upstream negative speed change for the 
congested scenario was different from the no congested scenario when the VSL3 sign 
was not present. Drivers in the congested scenario reduced their speed more than the 
drivers in the non congested scenarios.  
• All the sign data (congested and non congested cases) was used in the reaction distance 
and speed change analyses to identify if the differences between the genders were 
significant, but no differences were found when all the data is utilized since the results 
were biased by the congestion. However, when the non congested data was used and 
analyzed using ANOVA, significant differences in the spot speed were observed 
upstream of the sign, at the sign, and at 50, 250, and 300 meters downstream of the sign, 
where males are driving from 7 mph to 8 mph above the speed limit, and females are 
driving from 2 mph to 3 mph above the speed limit.  
• The maximum reduction in speed for the downstream section when using the Congested 
Data was significant between the five categories of the age group, where drivers from 
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Categories 1 and 4 had a mean reduction of approximately 10 mph, Categories 3 and 5 
presented a mean reduction of 7 mph, and Category 2 a mean reduction of 4.6 mph. 
Meaning that drivers from the ages of 16-19 and 35-44 reduced more their speed than the 
other drivers after passing by the VSL3 sign. When using the Non Congested Data the 
downstream reaction distance was significantly different between the five categories, 
where Categories 1, 2, and 5 had similar means between 400 and 430 meters, Category 3 
had a mean of 730 meters, and Category 4 had a mean of 550 meters downstream of the 
sign. Because drivers from Categories 3 and 4 reacted at more than 500 meters 
downstream of the sign, it can be said that they didn’t reacted to the sign, since reactions 
after 500 meters are not considered caused by the sign.  
• The differences between sign/no sign when the non congested data was used are 
significantly different at the sign and 50 and 100 meters downstream of the sign. Drivers 
from the No sign/Non Congested exceeded the speed limit by approximately 8 mph, 
while drivers from the sign/Non Congested exceeded the speed limit by approximately 5 
mph.  
• Since Congestion is placed at 300 meters upstream of the VSL3, the speed for the drivers 
from the Sign and No Sign Congested Data were significantly different in the upstream 
section and at 150 meters downstream of the sign.  
• The upstream speed for all drivers is very similar regardless of the presence of congestion 
or the VSL3 sign; however, the downstream speed for the subjects driving the scenarios 
with the sign for the Congested cases is around 47 mph and for the Non Congested cases 
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is between 51 mph and 53 mph.  
• Between 100 and 200 meters upstream of the sign all drivers reduced their speed from 
40.5 mph to 45 mph when congestion was present. In fact, all drivers started reducing 
their speed at a fast rate between 300 and 350 meters upstream of the sign (or at 
congestion and 50 meters downstream of congestion) 
• Drivers from the ages of 16-19 maintained a constant speed that exceeded the speed limit 
by 5 mph when a VSL3 sign was present. Also, the drivers from the same category that 
drove the No VSL3 scenarios drove around 53 mph; however, the last sign the saw was 
the Base Speed Limit which is posted at 55 mph.  
• Subjects from the ages of 20-24 exceeded the speed limit by 6 mph but reduced their 
speed to 49 mph up when approaching the VSL3 sign. The drivers from the No VSL3 
sign maintained a constant speed between 52 mph and 53 mph.  
• Drivers from the ages of 25-34 reacted to the sign VSL3 since they reduced their speed 
from 51 mph to 49.5 mph. Subjects that had the VSL3 sign absent drove between 49 and 
52.5 mph.  
• Drivers from the ages of 35-44 maintained a constant speed between 49.5 mph and 50.5 
mph when the sign was present.  The subjects that drove the No VSL3 sign increased and 
decreased their speed between 51.5 mph and 55.5 mph. 
• The drivers from the 45 and above age category reacted to the sign and reduced their 
speed from 50 mph to 48.5 mph. Drivers from the No VSL3 scenarios increased and 
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decreased their speed between 49 mph and 54 mph.  
6.5  VSL4 Statistical Analysis 
The analysis for the VSL4 sign is different from the other signs that had been analyzed so 
far, since VSL4 does not recommend a reduction in speed, but an increase in the speed. 
Therefore, reaction distance and speed change analysis will be done for maximum positive speed 
changes or a maximum increase in the speed. In addition, all the scenarios include a VSL4 sign; 
hence no comparison against a no sign will be done in this analysis. In addition, since congestion 
started upstream of VSL3 sign, VSL4, VMS2, and VSL5 will also be affected by this congestion. 
Therefore, most of the analyses for the following sections will compare Congestion against No 
Congestion instead of sign/no sign.  
6.5.1 Reaction Distance Analysis  
For the VSL4 a reaction distance analysis was completed. Table 6.52 shows the results of 
this analysis which was done using the Non Congested Data only, to illustrate the number of 
subjects that reacted and the location where they reacted to the VSL4. If Congestion was taken 
into consideration a biased result would have been obtained since drivers are driving behind 
congestion, hence accelerating at the same time congestion is accelerating. From this table it was 
found that almost 50% of the subjects reacted immediately to the sign or within 50 meters 
downstream of the sign and 89% of the subjects reacted within 500 meters of the sign. Based on 
this results only 11% of drivers ignored the VSL4 sign which was set at 55 mph. The spot speed  
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analysis will provide a better idea of the increase in speed 500 meters upstream and downstream 
of the VSL4. 
Table 6.52: Recorded Reactions at 50, 100, 200, 400, and 500 Meters Downstream of VSL4 for 
the Non Congested Data only.  
  Reaction Distance (Downstream) 
 50 % 100 % 200 % 400 % 500 % Total 
Sign 58 48.74 65 54.62 77 64.71 97 81.51 106 89.08 119 
 
 
6.5.1.1  Gender Reaction Distance Analysis  
The upstream and downstream reaction distances were analyzed between genders using 
the Non Congested Data only. Table 6.53 reports the results obtained from the ANOVA test 
performed to obtain information about the differences between genders. From these results it was 
found that females and males reacted at different distances downstream of the sign. To better 
clarify the results, histograms for the downstream reaction distances for females and males were 
plotted and depicted in Figure 6.65. 
Table 6.53: ANOVA Results from the No Congested Data Based on Gender Differences When 
Tested for Upstream and Downstream Reaction Distances.  
ANOVA
50.058 1 50.058 .054 .817
108413.5 117 926.611
108463.5 118

















Differences in the mean and standard deviations for the downstream reaction distances 
are observed in Figure 6.65. The mean downstream reaction distance for females is 125 meters 
and for males 204 meters. The standard deviation for females is 183 meters and for males is 218 
meters. Hence, it can be said that most of female drivers reacted immediately or close to the sign 
while males reacted some time after they passed the sign.  
 
 
Figure 6.65: Downstream Reaction Distances (VSL4) Histograms for Females and Males 
 
6.5.1.2 Age Reaction Distance Analysis  
The Non Congested Data was utilized in the age reaction distance analysis. ANOVA tests 
were performed in the upstream and downstream reaction distance to determine if the differences 
between the different age categories were statistically significant. Table 6.54 illustrates the 
results of the ANOVA analysis. From the ANOVA results it was found that the differences in 
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reaction distances for the different age categories are not statistically significant, which means 
that drivers from the different age categories reacted around the same distance upstream and 
downstream of the sign.  
Table 6.54: ANOVA Results from the No Congested Data Based on the Five Categories of the 
Age Group Differences When Tested for Upstream and Downstream Reaction Distances.  
ANOVA
1002.395 4 250.599 .266 .899
107461.2 114 942.642
108463.5 118
















6.5.2  Spot Speed Analysis  
The spot speed trends for the drivers that had Congestion and did not have Congestion in 
their scenarios was plotted and depicted in Figure 6.66. Significant differences between 
Congestion and No Congestion were observed from Figure 6.66. Drivers that did not face 
Congestion approached the VSL4 with an average speed of 52 mph while the drivers that did 
face Congestion approached the sign with an average speed of 46 mph. Since the Congestion was 
designed to follow the speed limits, the subjects from the Congested scenario could only 
increased their speed up to 55 mph, while the other subjects increased their speed up to 57 mph. 
In addition, drivers from both scenarios are increasing their speed at a fast rate. The differences 
between the Congested and Non Congested Scenarios were statistically tested for significance 
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Figure 6.66: Congested/Non Congested Plot of the Upstream and Downstream Section of VSL4 
Using the Spot Speed Obtained at Every 50 Meters 
 
Based on the ANOVA results, differences in speed between Congested Scenarios and 
Non Congested Scenarios were statistically different at all the locations upstream and 
downstream of the sign. The reason for this is, again, that drivers from the Congested Scenarios 
are forced to drive at the speed limit, while drivers from the Non Congested Scenarios could 





Table 6.55: ANOVA Results Comparing the Spot Speed for No Congested Data Against the 
Congested Data for the VSL4 Sign. 
ANOVA
591.469 1 591.469 18.805 .000
7800.154 248 31.452
8391.623 249
484.002 1 484.002 14.700 .000
8165.705 248 32.926
8649.707 249
455.771 1 455.771 12.741 .000
8871.275 248 35.771
9327.045 249
494.317 1 494.317 12.181 .001
10063.909 248 40.580
10558.226 249
442.678 1 442.678 10.445 .001
10510.744 248 42.382
10953.422 249
337.913 1 337.913 7.882 .005
10631.628 248 42.869
10969.541 249
381.490 1 381.490 8.823 .003
10722.791 248 43.237
11104.281 249
522.423 1 522.423 11.952 .001
10839.985 248 43.710
11362.408 249
544.634 1 544.634 11.804 .001
11443.055 248 46.141
11987.689 249
797.094 1 797.094 16.287 .000
12137.022 248 48.940
12934.116 249
1924.898 1 1924.898 38.990 .000
12243.626 248 49.369
14168.525 249


























































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
2589.785 1 2589.785 51.654 .000
12434.106 248 50.138
15023.890 249
2514.107 1 2514.107 51.956 .000
12000.420 248 48.389
14514.527 249
2778.428 1 2778.428 61.207 .000
11257.734 248 45.394
14036.162 249
2727.149 1 2727.149 60.586 .000
11163.146 248 45.013
13890.295 249
2356.297 1 2356.297 49.482 .000
11809.535 248 47.619
14165.832 249
2149.167 1 2149.167 48.207 .000
11056.305 248 44.582
13205.472 249
2258.614 1 2258.614 52.487 .000
10671.826 248 43.032
12930.440 249
2247.120 1 2247.120 54.450 .000
10234.772 248 41.269
12481.892 249








































6.5.3  Gender Spot Speed Analysis  
For the gender spot speed analysis two figures were done, Figure 6.67 illustrates the 
females and males speed trend upstream and downstream of the sign when they have a 
Congestion in their scenarios; and Figure 6.68 shows the speed trend for females and males when 
Congestion is absent.  
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As expected since all drivers are driving behind congestion, no differences in the speed 




























































Figure 6.67: Female and Male’s Spot Speed Trend for the Upstream and Downstream Section of 
VSL4 Based on the Congested Data. 
 
However, substantial differences in the sped between females and males were observed 
in Figure 6.68. A constant difference of approximately 5 mph is noticed between the females and 
males speed. In fact, these differences are seen because females are driving in compliance with 
the speed limit, while males are driving 5 mph above the speed limit. Even though, it is 
noticeable that the differences are significant, Table 6.56 shows the ANOVA results from the test 



































































Figure 6.68: Female and Male’s Spot Speed Trend for the Upstream and Downstream Section of 
VSL4 Based on the Non Congested Data. 
 
Surprisingly, the differences in speed between females and males were only significant at 
400, 150, and 100 meters upstream of the sign. The reason for this might be that females and 
males maintained a constant difference of 5 mph upstream and downstream of the sign, but at 
400, 150, and 100 meters upstream of the sign females reduced to 49 mph making this difference 





Table 6.56: ANOVA Results Comparing the Spot Speed Trend for the Upstream and 
Downstream Section of the VSL4 for Females and Males Using the No Congested Data. 
ANOVA
.104 1 .104 .002 .963
5754.148 118 48.764
5754.251 119
4.525 1 4.525 .086 .770
6221.203 118 52.722
6225.729 119
.288 1 .288 .005 .944
6922.405 118 58.664
6922.693 119
1.548 1 1.548 .023 .879
7825.872 118 66.321
7827.421 119
5.382 1 5.382 .077 .782
8220.357 118 69.664
8225.739 119
.529 1 .529 .008 .931
8188.394 118 69.393
8188.922 119
5.366 1 5.366 .078 .780
8090.920 118 68.567
8096.286 119
30.506 1 30.506 .451 .503
7989.258 118 67.706
8019.764 119
29.453 1 29.453 .411 .523
8461.673 118 71.709
8491.126 119
.001 1 .001 .000 .998
9556.970 118 80.991
9556.971 119
36.977 1 36.977 .426 .515
10231.187 118 86.705
10268.164 119


























































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
272.624 1 272.624 3.041 .084
10579.172 118 89.654
10851.797 119
329.006 1 329.006 3.748 .055
10358.741 118 87.786
10687.748 119
191.046 1 191.046 2.325 .130
9696.773 118 82.176
9887.818 119
157.877 1 157.877 1.860 .175
10017.305 118 84.892
10175.182 119
136.184 1 136.184 1.533 .218
10483.567 118 88.844
10619.751 119
175.610 1 175.610 2.160 .144
9591.822 118 81.287
9767.432 119
231.615 1 231.615 3.078 .082
8879.615 118 75.251
9111.229 119
196.894 1 196.894 2.746 .100
8459.298 118 71.689
8656.191 119








































6.5.4  Age Spot Speed Analysis  
It has been proved that all drivers behaved similarly when Congestion is present, that is 
why the Age Spot Speed Analysis was completed using the Non Congested Data only. Figure 
6.69 reveals the spot speed trend for the five categories of the age group. From this figure it was 
noticed that drivers from the ages of 16-19 are driving at a constant speed of 54 mph upstream of 
the sign and after by the VSL4 sign they increased their speed to 61 mph. Drivers from the ages 
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of 35-44 drove 1 mph below the drivers of the 16-19 category. In fact, upstream of the sign 
drivers from the ages of 20-34 and 45 and above drove at similar speed upstream of the sign, and 
downstream of the sign drivers from 20-44 drove at similar speeds, while the drivers from 45 and 
above drove at 3 mph below the drivers from the ages of 20-44. The differences in speed 




































































Figure 6.69: Spot Speed Trends the Five Age Categories for the Upstream and Downstream 
Section of VSL4 Using the Non Congested Data Only. 
 
Based on the results from Table 6.57 significant differences between the five categories 
were found at 100, 350, 400, 450, and 500 meters downstream of the sign, where the youngest 
drivers are driving faster than the other drivers, and the oldest drivers are driving slower than the 




Table 6.57: ANOVA Results Comparing the Spot Speed Trend for the Upstream and 
Downstream Section of the VSL4 for the Five Categories of the Age Group Using the No 
Congested Data. 
ANOVA
597.575 4 149.394 3.332 .013
5156.677 115 44.841
5754.251 119
541.113 4 135.278 2.737 .032
5684.615 115 49.431
6225.729 119
498.550 4 124.637 2.231 .070
6424.144 115 55.862
6922.693 119
511.937 4 127.984 2.012 .097
7315.483 115 63.613
7827.421 119
453.045 4 113.261 1.676 .160
7772.694 115 67.589
8225.739 119
328.007 4 82.002 1.200 .315
7860.915 115 68.356
8188.922 119
359.257 4 89.814 1.335 .261
7737.029 115 67.279
8096.286 119
517.374 4 129.343 1.983 .102
7502.390 115 65.238
8019.764 119
625.442 4 156.361 2.286 .064
7865.684 115 68.397
8491.126 119
458.171 4 114.543 1.448 .223
9098.800 115 79.120
9556.971 119
259.092 4 64.773 .744 .564
10009.072 115 87.035
10268.164 119

























































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.  
143.741 4 35.935 .386 .818
10708.056 115 93.114
10851.797 119
97.478 4 24.369 .265 .900
10590.270 115 92.089
10687.748 119
111.791 4 27.948 .329 .858
9776.027 115 85.009
9887.818 119
178.638 4 44.660 .514 .726
9996.544 115 86.926
10175.182 119
165.985 4 41.496 .456 .767
10453.766 115 90.902
10619.751 119
129.043 4 32.261 .385 .819
9638.389 115 83.812
9767.432 119
125.562 4 31.390 .402 .807
8985.668 115 78.136
9111.229 119
139.092 4 34.773 .470 .758
8517.099 115 74.062
8656.191 119









































6.5.5  Conclusion  
From the VSL4 analysis the following findings were obtained: 
• All the scenarios included a VSL4 sign. In addition, VSL4 recommends an increase in the 
speed to 55 mph, hence the reaction distance where the maximum increase in speed is 
observed was recorded and studied. In addition, the reaction distance analysis was done 
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using the Non Congested Data only.  
• Fifty percent of the subjects reacted immediately to the sign and eighty nine percent of 
the subjects reacted within the 500 meters downstream of the sign. Thus, it can be said 
that 11% of the drivers reduced their speed, but this reduction was not caused by the 
VSL4.  
• Females and males reacted at different distances downstream of the sign. Female drivers 
reacted closer to the sign (or had an immediate reaction) while drivers reacted some time 
after they passed the sign.  
• It was found that drivers from different age categories reacted at similar distanced 
upstream and downstream of the sign.  
• Subjects that drove the Congested Scenarios drove with Congestion, hence no differences 
were observed between females and males or between the five age categories. In fact, the 
differences in speed between the Congested and Non Congested Scenarios were 
statistically different at all locations.  
• Females drove in compliance with the speed limits, while males drove 5 mph above the 
speed limit, hence, 5 mph above females’ speed.  
• Drivers from the ages of 16-19 drove faster than the other drivers with a speed of 54 mph 
upstream of the sign and gradually increasing their speed to 61 mph.  
• Drivers from the ages of 45 and above drove slower than the drivers from the other 
categories, having a speed of 51 mph upstream of the sign and gradually increasing their 
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speed to 54 mph.  
• Drivers from the other age categories had upstream speeds between 51 mph and 53 mph, 
and downstream speeds between 57 mph and 58 mph.  
• All drivers increased their speed at a fast rate when approaching the sign.  
6.6  VMS 2 Statistical Analysis 
Only one message was set to be displayed on the Variable Message Sign 2 (VMS2) with 
the purpose of informing drivers about the increase in speed. Figure 6.70 shows the VMS2 
included in all the 24 scenarios.  









6.6.1  Reaction Distance  
The Reaction Distance analysis for the VMS2 was completed based on the Non 
Congested data only because the Congested data may biased the results since the Congestion is 
driving in compliance with the posted speed limit. Table 6.58 shows the number of subjects that 
reacted (or had the maximum increase in speed) within 20, 100, 200, 400, and 500 meters 
downstream of the VMS2. Surprisingly it was found that only 57 % of the subjects that drove the 
Non Congested scenarios increased their speed due to the message displayed on the VMS2. On 
the other side, almost 83% of the subjects that drove the scenarios that included a VMS1 reacted 
(or had a maximum reduction in their speed) within the 500 meters downstream of the sign. It 
can be said from this results that drivers tend to react to signs that recommend a reduction on the 
speed rather than an increase in the speed. The reason for these results may be that drivers are 
not used seeing a message suggesting to increase the speed limit. The spot speed analysis 
provides a general idea as of where drivers started increasing their speed as well as an average of 
the speed increased after VMS2.  
Table 6.58: Recorded Reactions at 50, 100, 200, 400, and 500 Meters Downstream of VMS2 for 
the Non Congested Data Only.  
 Reaction Distance (Downstream) 
 50 % 100 % 200 % 400 % 500 % Total 
Sign 10 8.40 11 9.24 30 25.21 54 45.38 68 57.14 119 
 
 
6.6.1.1  Gender Reaction Distance Analysis  
The upstream and downstream reaction distance for the VMS2 were analyzed based on 
gender differences and Table 6.59 provides the results of the ANOVA test performed to obtain if 
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the differences in reaction distances based in the gender differences are significant or not. The 
Non Congested data was used to conduct this analysis. It was found from ANOVA testing (Table 
6.59) that only the downstream reaction distance for females was different than the reaction 
distance for males. To understand this difference the downstream reaction distance histograms 
for females and males were plotted and are depicted in Figure 6.71. 
Table 6.59: ANOVA Results From the No Congested Data Based on Gender Differences When 
Tested for Upstream and Downstream Reaction Distances.  
ANOVA
1181.930 1 1181.930 .728 .395
190023.3 117 1624.131
191205.2 118












Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
 
 
The histograms presented in Figure 6.71 for the downstream reaction distance shows that 
females reacted closer to the sign than males. In fact, the mean reaction distance for females is 
422 meters while for males is 534 meters; and the standard deviation for females is 297 meters 
and for males is 329 meters.  
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Figure 6.71: Downstream Reaction Distances (VMS2) Histograms for Females and Males 
 
6.6.1.2  Age Reaction Distance Analysis  
For the age reaction distance analysis the Non Congested Data was utilized. ANOVA 
tests were performed to investigate if there were differences in the upstream and downstream 
reaction distances between the five categories of the age group. The ANOVA results, which can 
be found in Table 6.60, indicated that there are no differences between the age categories; hence, 
drivers from the different categories reacted at similar or not significantly different upstream and 






Table 6.60: ANOVA Results From the No Congested Data Based on the Five Categories of the 
Age Group Differences When Tested for Upstream and Downstream Reaction Distances.  
ANOVA
4183.142 4 1045.786 .637 .637
187022.1 114 1640.545
191205.2 118
















6.6.2  Spot Speed Analysis  
The spot speed trends for the subjects that drove the Congested and Non Congested 
Scenarios were plotted and depicted in Figure 6.72. A constant difference of approximately 2 and 
3 mph were observed between the Congested and Non Congested curves. The Congested curve 
presents a constant speed between 55 mph and 55.5 mph upstream and downstream of the sign, 
while the Non Congested curve stays constant at 57.5 mph upstream of the sign, but increases to 
58.25 mph downstream of the sign. The differences between the curves were tested using 
































































Figure 6.72: Congested/Non Congested Plot of the Upstream and Downstream Section of VMS2 
Using the Spot Speed Obtained at Every 50 Meters 
 
The differences between the Congested and Non Congested Scenarios are statistically 









Table 6.61: ANOVA Results Comparing the Spot Speed for No Congested Data Against the 
Congested Data for the VMS2 Sign. 
ANOVA
812.074 1 812.074 23.041 .000
8740.529 248 35.244
9552.603 249
758.904 1 758.904 20.408 .000
9222.155 248 37.186
9981.059 249
670.220 1 670.220 17.601 .000
9443.304 248 38.078
10113.524 249
637.518 1 637.518 16.763 .000
9431.857 248 38.032
10069.375 249
709.161 1 709.161 21.498 .000
8181.010 248 32.988
8890.172 249
678.028 1 678.028 19.313 .000
8706.484 248 35.107
9384.512 249
561.793 1 561.793 16.270 .000
8563.167 248 34.529
9124.960 249
629.989 1 629.989 20.132 .000
7760.721 248 31.293
8390.710 249
771.019 1 771.019 26.525 .000
7208.795 248 29.068
7979.814 249
802.760 1 802.760 27.832 .000
7152.955 248 28.843
7955.715 249
735.377 1 735.377 26.063 .000
6997.467 248 28.216
7732.845 249

























































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.  
531.493 1 531.493 18.712 .000
7044.017 248 28.403
7575.510 249
499.062 1 499.062 17.086 .000
7243.832 248 29.209
7742.894 249
558.832 1 558.832 19.009 .000
7290.601 248 29.398
7849.433 249
605.520 1 605.520 19.848 .000
7566.019 248 30.508
8171.539 249
549.528 1 549.528 17.233 .000
7908.030 248 31.887
8457.558 249
456.660 1 456.660 13.682 .000
8277.515 248 33.377
8734.175 249
484.148 1 484.148 12.977 .000
9252.599 248 37.309
9736.747 249
475.119 1 475.119 11.421 .001
10317.280 248 41.602
10792.399 249









































6.6.3  Gender Spot Speed Analysis  
For the gender spot speed analysis Figure 6.73 was firstly plotted using the females and 
males’ spot speed data from the Non Congested scenarios. A constant speed of 56.5 mph is 
observed in the males’ speed trend for the upstream section, and an increase of 0.5 and 1 mph is 
observed in the downstream section. Females did not maintain a constant speed; they started 
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reducing their speed at 400 meters upstream of the sign but started increasing their speed at 150 
meters upstream of the sign; reduced again at 250 meters downstream of the sign and increased 
again at 400 meters downstream of the sign. However, if close attention is pay to Figure 6.73, it 
can be noticed that the females’ speed only fluctuated between 55 mph and 56 mph. In addition, 





























































Figure 6.73: Female and Male’s Spot Speed Trend for the Upstream and Downstream Section of 
VMS2 Based on the Non Congested Data. 
 
The differences in speeds for the upstream and downstream section of the VMS2 between 
females and males were tested for significance using ANOVA and results are displayed in Table 
6.62. Based on these results it can be stated that the differences in speed between females and 
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males are not statistically significant.  
Table 6.62: ANOVA Results Comparing the Spot Speed Trend for the Upstream and 
Downstream Section of the VMS2 for Females and Males using the No Congested Data. 
ANOVA
17.388 1 17.388 .278 .599
7388.801 118 62.617
7406.190 119
19.355 1 19.355 .287 .593
7945.658 118 67.336
7965.013 119
25.288 1 25.288 .364 .547
8199.511 118 69.487
8224.800 119
12.454 1 12.454 .184 .669
7977.704 118 67.608
7990.157 119
1.292 1 1.292 .023 .880
6717.705 118 56.930
6718.998 119
8.440 1 8.440 .148 .701
6727.297 118 57.011
6735.737 119
18.936 1 18.936 .353 .554
6336.314 118 53.698
6355.250 119
14.512 1 14.512 .310 .579
5532.698 118 46.887
5547.210 119
19.892 1 19.892 .468 .495
5013.816 118 42.490
5033.708 119
29.399 1 29.399 .664 .417
5226.239 118 44.290
5255.639 119
28.294 1 28.294 .737 .392
4531.167 118 38.400
4559.461 119

























































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.  
11.304 1 11.304 .301 .584
4433.919 118 37.576
4445.223 119
8.195 1 8.195 .194 .660
4973.410 118 42.148
4981.605 119
5.928 1 5.928 .136 .713
5133.327 118 43.503
5139.255 119
3.227 1 3.227 .071 .791
5399.500 118 45.758
5402.726 119
.888 1 .888 .018 .894
5900.515 118 50.004
5901.402 119
4.680 1 4.680 .087 .769
6354.838 118 53.855
6359.518 119
.122 1 .122 .002 .965
7241.971 118 61.373
7242.092 119
3.373 1 3.373 .050 .824
7983.145 118 67.654
7986.518 119









































6.6.4  Age Spot Speed Analysis  
The age spot speed analysis was conducted based on the Non Congested data also and the 
speed trends are depicted in Figure 6.74. It was noticed that all the drivers started increasing their 
speed around 150 meters upstream of the sign which is the distance from where VMS2 can be 
seen. It is also noticed that all drivers drove in compliance with the speed limit upstream of the 
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VMS2 and they increased their speed by a minimum of 5 mph (16-19 and 20-24), to a maximum 
of 8 mph (25-34, 35-44, and 45up). The differences in speed reported by the 5 categories of the 
































































Figure 6.74: Spot Speed Trends the Five Age Categories for the Upstream and Downstream 
Section of VMS2 Using the Non Congested Data Only. 
 
Based on ANOVA results, the speeds for the five categories of the age group were 
statistically different starting at 400 meters upstream of the sign. However, reactions to the 
VMS2 are observed at 150 meters upstream of the sign (since drivers can notice the VMS2 sign 
at 150 meters upstream), hence the reaction observed before the 150 meters upstream of the sign 
may be due to the VSL4 sign.  
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Table 6.63: ANOVA Results Comparing the Spot Speed Trend for the Upstream and 
Downstream Section of the VMS2 for the Five Categories of the Age Group Using the No 
Congested Data. 
ANOVA
635.993 4 158.998 2.701 .034
6770.197 115 58.871
7406.190 119
724.426 4 181.107 2.876 .026
7240.587 115 62.962
7965.013 119
720.007 4 180.002 2.758 .031
7504.792 115 65.259
8224.800 119
670.073 4 167.518 2.632 .038
7320.085 115 63.653
7990.157 119
548.778 4 137.195 2.557 .042
6170.219 115 53.654
6718.998 119
504.545 4 126.136 2.328 .060
6231.191 115 54.184
6735.737 119
419.581 4 104.895 2.032 .094
5935.669 115 51.615
6355.250 119
406.580 4 101.645 2.274 .066
5140.631 115 44.701
5547.210 119
461.371 4 115.343 2.901 .025
4572.337 115 39.759
5033.708 119
483.343 4 120.836 2.912 .025
4772.296 115 41.498
5255.639 119
500.073 4 125.018 3.542 .009
4059.388 115 35.299
4559.461 119

























































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.  
466.617 4 116.654 3.372 .012
3978.606 115 34.597
4445.223 119
476.433 4 119.108 3.040 .020
4505.172 115 39.175
4981.605 119
502.783 4 125.696 3.118 .018
4636.472 115 40.317
5139.255 119
582.687 4 145.672 3.476 .010
4820.039 115 41.913
5402.726 119
580.102 4 145.026 3.134 .017
5321.300 115 46.272
5901.402 119
523.570 4 130.893 2.579 .041
5835.948 115 50.747
6359.518 119
489.682 4 122.420 2.085 .087
6752.411 115 58.717
7242.092 119
510.433 4 127.608 1.963 .105
7476.085 115 65.009
7986.518 119









































6.6.5  Conclusion 
The VMS2 analysis yielded the following observations: 
• Only 57% of the subjects reached the maximum increase in their speed within 500 meters 
downstream of the VMS2 sign.  
• Females react closer to the sign than males. In fact males’ mean reaction distance is 534 
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meters and females’ is 422 meters.  
• No significant differences in the reaction distance between the five categories of the age 
group were found. 
• The average speed for subjects that drove the Congested scenarios is 55 mph upstream 
and downstream of the sign, but an increase of 1 mph in the average speed for subjects 
that drove the Non Congested Scenarios was observed. In addition, this difference is 
statistically significant. 
• Males maintained a constant speed of 56.5 mph upstream of the sign and increased their 
speed between to 1 mph downstream of the sign; however, females speed trend fluctuated 
between 55 mph and 56 mph.  
• From the age spot speed analysis it was found that all drivers maintained constant speeds 
(which were in compliance with the posted speed limit sign, VSL4) upstream of the 
VMS2 sign and started increasing their speeds at 150 meters upstream of the VMS2. The 
increase in speeds reported were from 5 mph (16-19 and 20-24) to 8 mph (25-34, 35-44, 
and 45up). 
 
6.7  VSL 5 Statistical Analysis 
VSL5 is the last sign designed with the purpose of increasing the speed limit by 10 mph; 
hence, VSL5 has a speed limit set at 65 mph. The reasoning behind the increase in the speed 
limit is to make up the travel time lost by the reduction in speed caused by VSL1, VSL2, and 
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VSL3.  
6.7.1  Reaction Distance  
Most of the drivers were stopped around 150 and 200 meters downstream of the sign, 
which is the reason why all drivers reacted within 200 meters downstream of the sign, Table 
6.64. As said previously, reaction distance is measured in terms of maximum increase or 
decrease in the speed recorded (for the VSL5 is the maximum increase in the speed); thus all 
drivers “had” to react to the sign within 200 meters downstream of the sign. Since drivers did not 
get enough downstream distance to react to the sign the result will not be completely accurate. 
However, it was noticed that more than 70 % of the subjects reacted within 50 meters 
downstream of the sign, meaning that the VSL5 produced an immediate effect on most of the 
subjects. In addition, the spot speed analysis will provide a better idea about where drivers 
started reacting and based on gender and age how much they increased their speed.  
Table 6.64: Recorded Reactions at 50, 100, 200, 400, and 500 Meters Downstream of VMS2 for 
the Non Congested Data Only.  
  Reaction Distance (Downstream) 
 50 % 100 % 200 % 400 % 500 % Total 
Sign 85 71.43 103 86.55 119 100.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 119 
 
Because not enough data was collected for this sign, gender and age reaction distance analysis 






6.7.2  Spot Speed Analysis  
The VSL5 spot speed analysis firstly compares the differences between the Congested 
Data and the Non Congested Data by plotting them, Figure 6.75 and by testing these differences 
using ANOVA, Table 6.65.   
From Figure 6.75 a constant speed of 55 mph is observed for the Congested Data and 
57.5 mph for the Non Congested Data upstream of the sign and an increase in the speed is 
observed starting at 150 meters upstream of the sign. In addition, drivers only increased their 
speed up to 61 mph since not enough distance was given to them to reach to the speed limit 
proposed. A difference of approximately 3 mph is also observed between the No Congested 












































Figure 6.75: Congested/Non Congested Plot of the Upstream and Downstream Section of VSL5 
Using the Spot Speed Obtained at Every 50 Meters 
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As projected the differences between the Congested and Non Congested Data are 
statistically significant for the upstream section until 50 meters downstream of the sign. 
Table 6.65: ANOVA Results Comparing the Spot Speed for No Congested Data Against the 
Congested Data for the VSL5 Sign. 
ANOVA
21.480 1 21.480 .207 .650
25736.839 248 103.778
25758.319 249
96.906 1 96.906 1.523 .218
15781.001 248 63.633
15877.907 249
368.012 1 368.012 7.769 .006
11747.075 248 47.367
12115.087 249
952.564 1 952.564 23.624 .000
10000.011 248 40.323
10952.575 249
1058.285 1 1058.285 27.791 .000
9443.867 248 38.080
10502.152 249
825.905 1 825.905 23.662 .000
8656.102 248 34.904
9482.007 249
755.829 1 755.829 22.781 .000
8228.067 248 33.178
8983.896 249
784.365 1 784.365 24.055 .000
8086.693 248 32.608
8871.057 249
848.886 1 848.886 28.652 .000
7347.648 248 29.628
8196.534 249


















































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.  
640.533 1 640.533 21.968 .000
7230.963 248 29.157
7871.496 249
566.082 1 566.082 18.876 .000
7437.293 248 29.989
8003.375 249
584.332 1 584.332 19.075 .000
7597.179 248 30.634
8181.511 249





















6.7.3  Gender Spot Speed Analysis  
The gender spot speed analysis was conducted using the Non Congested Data only. 
Figure 6.76 was plotted the visually obtain the differences between the females and males’ speed 
trend. It was noticed that females drove in compliance with the speed limit in the upstream 
section and started increasing their speed at 150 meters upstream of the sign and only increased 
their speed up to 59.5 mph; however, males drove 2 mph above the speed limit (this is due to 
theVMS2 sign recommending increase in speed), started increasing their speed also at 150 
meters upstream of the sign and they increased their speed up to 63 mph. The reason why the rest 
of the graph is not plotted is because the majority of drivers were stopped around 150 m and 200 
m downstream of the sign and a reduction in speed was reported for the average speed after 150 
meters. The differences in the spot speed between males and females, which were approximately 
















































Figure 6.76: Female and Male’s Spot Speed Trend for the Upstream and Downstream Section of 
VSL5 Based on the Non Congested Data. 
 
Based on the results obtained from the ANOVA testing (Table 6.66) no statistical 








Table 6.66: ANOVA Results Comparing the Spot Speed Trend for the Upstream and 
Downstream Section of the VMS2 for Females and Males Using the No Congested Data. 
ANOVA
12.947 1 12.947 .084 .773
18269.936 118 154.830
18282.883 119
22.277 1 22.277 .218 .641
12046.849 118 102.092
12069.127 119
23.125 1 23.125 .309 .580
8841.753 118 74.930
8864.878 119
.281 1 .281 .004 .949
7913.702 118 67.065
7913.983 119
10.748 1 10.748 .167 .684
7594.466 118 64.360
7605.214 119
35.106 1 35.106 .593 .443
6990.775 118 59.244
7025.881 119
19.071 1 19.071 .332 .566
6777.981 118 57.441
6797.051 119
1.943 1 1.943 .034 .855
6807.931 118 57.694
6809.874 119
6.955 1 6.955 .135 .714
6068.730 118 51.430
6075.685 119
.930 1 .930 .018 .893
6028.191 118 51.086
6029.121 119
6.548 1 6.548 .132 .717
5859.525 118 49.657
5866.073 119


























































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.  
6.548 1 6.548 .132 .717
5859.525 118 49.657
5866.073 119
34.100 1 34.100 .679 .412
5929.250 118 50.248
5963.350 119
62.664 1 62.664 1.224 .271
6039.229 118 51.180
6101.893 119






















6.7.4  Age Spot Speed Analysis  
The last spot speed analysis was also conducted based on the Non Congested Data. The 
average speed for the different categories of the age group was first plotted (Figure 6.77) and 
then analyzed (Table 6.68). From Figure 6.77 differences in the speed between the five 
categories are noticed. For instance, only the drivers from the 45 year old and above group drove 
below the speed limit upstream and downstream of the sign. Drivers from the ages of 16-44 
drove above the speed limit upstream of the sign; but only the drivers from 16-24 reached the 

















































Figure 6.77: Spot Speed Trends the Five Age Categories for the Upstream and Downstream 
Section of VSL5 Using the Non Congested Data Only. 
 
Finally, the differences in speed between all drivers were statistically significant at all the 
upstream and downstream locations based on ANOVA test (Table 6.67).  
Table 6.67: ANOVA Results Comparing the Spot Speed Trend for the Upstream and 
Downstream Section of the VSL5 for the Five Categories of the Age Group Using the No 
Congested Data. 
ANOVA
1344.921 4 336.230 2.283 .065
16937.962 115 147.287
18282.883 119
















1344 921 4 336 230 2 283 065B t GDN150
Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1249.301 4 312.325 4.716 .001
7615.577 115 66.222
8864.878 119
1038.938 4 259.735 4.345 .003
6875.045 115 59.783
7913.983 119
1012.391 4 253.098 4.415 .002
6592.823 115 57.329
7605.214 119
834.866 4 208.717 3.877 .005
6191.015 115 53.835
7025.881 119
687.328 4 171.832 3.234 .015
6109.723 115 53.128
6797.051 119
625.900 4 156.475 2.910 .025
6183.974 115 53.774
6809.874 119
609.352 4 152.338 3.205 .016
5466.333 115 47.533
6075.685 119
661.524 4 165.381 3.543 .009
5367.597 115 46.675
6029.121 119
644.272 4 161.068 3.547 .009
5221.801 115 45.407
5866.073 119
622.502 4 155.625 3.351 .012
5340.849 115 46.442
5963.350 119
655.055 4 163.764 3.458 .010
5446.838 115 47.364
6101.893 119























































6.7.5  Conclusions 
The following observations were made from the analysis done on VSL5 which is the last 
sign;  
• Since the simulator car was stopped around 150 and 200 meters downstream of the sign, 
not enough data was collected; therefore, the reaction distance analysis shows that 100% 
of the subjects reacted within 200 meters. However, it was noticed that more than 70% of 
drivers reacted within 50 meters downstream of the sign.  
• The drivers from the Congested Data maintained an average constant speed of 55 mph 
upstream of the sign and increased up to 61 mph downstream of the sign. On the other 
hand, the drivers from the Non Congested Data maintained an average constant speed of 
57.5 mph upstream of the sign and also increased their speed up to 61 mph downstream 
of the sign. In addition, the upstream, at the sign, and 50 meters downstream of the sign 
data was significantly different between Congested and Non Congested Cases.  
• The differences in the spot speed for females and males were not statistically significant. 
In fact, females drove in compliance with the speed limit (55 mph) upstream of the sign 
and raised their speed to 59.5 mph and males drove 2 mph above the speed limit 
upstream of the sign (due to the fact that VMS2 suggests an increase in the speed) and 
increased their speed to 63 mph downstream of the sign.  
• However, the differences between the five categories of the age group were statistically 
significant upstream and downstream of the sign. The only group driving below the speed 
limit upstream and downstream of the sign is the group of drivers that have 45 or more 
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years old. The other drivers drove above the speed limit upstream of the sign, but only 
raised their speed between 58 mph and 62 mph, except the drivers from the 20-24 years 
old which were the only ones that increased their speed up to the speed limit, which was 
65 mph.  
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CHAPTER 7:  PROC MIXED ANALYSIS  
7.1 Overview  
For this final section logistic analysis were taken into consideration; however, due to the 
complexity of the experiment and the outcomes to be analyzed it was decided to use Proc Mixed 
Analysis. The PROC MIXED model only requires the analyst to provide the fixed and random 
factors in the equation and then it automatically decides which test to use. There might be other 
tests available to perform the analysis of the results but this is beyond the scope of this study. 
7.2 What is PROC MIXED?  
SAS provides an ample quantity of exercises and examples to aid the analyzer understand 
the statistical results and the concepts behind this procedure.  It also provides the theory and the 
hypothesis that involves PROC MIXED. The PROC MIXED Methodology and the Notation for 
the Mixed Model was obtained from the SAS Help and Documentation File located inside the 
SAS program.  
A mixed linear model is a generalization of the standard linear model used in the GLM, 
the generalization being that the data are permitted to exhibit correlation and nonconstant 
variability, and PROC MIXED fits a variety of mixed linear models to data enabling the user to 
use these fitted models to make statistical inferences about the data.  The mixed linear model, 
therefore, provides the user with the flexibility of modeling not only the means of the data (as in 
the standard linear model) but their variances and covariances as well.  
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PROC MIXED requires the data to be in the one-record-per measurement (or many-
records-per-subject) format. As with other programs that analyze data in that format, PROC 
MIXED handles missing data and applies multiple comparison procedures to both between and 
within subjects factors. Unlike other programs, PROC MIXED handles all of the technical 
details itself. In particular, it knows the proper way to construct its test statistics that account for 
the fixed and random nature of the study factors.  
7.2.1 Notation for the Mixed Model  
A statistical model is a mathematical description of how data are generated. The standard 
linear model, as used by the GLM procedure, is one of the most common statistical models:  
εβ += Xy  
In this expression, y represents a vector of observed data, β is an unknown vector of 
fixed-effects parameters with known design matrix X, and ε is an unknown random error vector 
modeling the statistical noise around Xβ. The focus of the standard linear model is to model the 
mean of y by using the fixed-effects parameters β. The residual errors ε are assumed to be 
independent and identically distributed Gaussian random variables with mean 0 and variance σ2.  
The mixed model generalizes the standard linear model as follows:  
εγβ ++= ZXy  
Here, γ is an unknown vector of random-effects parameters with known design matrix Z, 
and ε is an unknown random error vector whose elements are no longer required to be 
independent and homogeneous.  
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To further develop this notion of variance modeling, assume that γ and ε are Gaussian 
random variables that are uncorrelated and have expectations 0 and variances G and R, 
respectively. The variance of y is thus  
























Note that, when R = σ2I and Z = 0, the mixed model reduces to the standard linear model.  
We can model the variance of the data, y, by specifying the structure (or form) of Z, G, 
and R. The model matrix Z is set up in the same fashion as X, the model matrix for the fixed-
effects parameters. For G and R, you must select some covariance structure.  
Possible covariance structures include: 
• variance components  
• compound symmetry (common covariance plus diagonal)  
• unstructured (general covariance)  
• autoregressive  
• spatial  
• general linear  
• factor analytic  
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By appropriately defining the model matrices X and Z, as well as the covariance structure 
matrices G and R, you can perform numerous mixed model 
7.3 Experiment  
The 84 subjects were divided into 8 groups of 10 or 11 subjects in each group. The 24 
scenarios (Table 7.1) were also divided into 8 groups, giving us 3 scenarios per group, and each 
group received the same 3 levels of instructions, named here Info_Level. Each group of 
scenarios was then applied to each group of subjects at random (Table 7.2). The subjects 
distribution is better explained in Figure 7.1. 
 







Table 7.1: 24 Scenarios 




VMS 1 VSL 1 VSL 2 VSL 3 VSL 4 VMS 2 VSL 5 
1 Congested  55 No No No No 55 Level 4 65 
2 Congested  55 No 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
3 Congested  55 No 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
4 Congested  55 Level 1 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
5 Congested  55 Level 1 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
6 Congested  55 Level 1 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
7 Congested  55 Level 2 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
8 Congested  55 Level 2 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
9 Congested  55 Level 2 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
10 Congested  55 Level 3 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
11 Congested  55 Level 3 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
12 Congested  55 Level 3 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
13 No-Congested 55 No No No No 55 Level 4 65 
14 No-Congested 55 No 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
15 No-Congested 55 No 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
16 No-Congested 55 Level 1 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
17 No-Congested 55 Level 1 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
18 No-Congested 55 Level 1 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
19 No-Congested 55 Level 2 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
20 No-Congested 55 Level 2 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
21 No-Congested 55 Level 2 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
22 No-Congested 55 Level 3 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
23 No-Congested 55 Level 3 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
24 No-Congested 55 Level 3 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
 
Table 7.2 shows the group distribution for the 85 subjects; however subject 66 was 
removed from the data because this driver received scenarios from two different groups; hence, 









Table 7.2: Group Distribution 
Group VSL Subjects Frequency 
8 2, 10, 18 15 22 30 38 46 48 59 64 72 84 94 11 
7 1, 9, 17 13 21 29 37 43 47 58 63 71 83 93 11 
6 3, 11, 19 10 23 31 39 49 50 65 73 87 95 97 11 
5 4, 12, 20 24 32 40 51 53 66 74 88 96 98 1000 10 (11) 
4 5, 13, 21 1 17 25 33 41 52 54 67 75 79 89 11  
3 7, 15, 23 18 27 35 44 56 61 69 77 81 91 10 
2 6, 14, 22 3 26 34 42 55 60 68 76 80 90 10 
1 8, 16, 24 8 28 36 45 57 62 70 78 82 92 10 
   85 (84) 
 
 




if (subject = 66) &  
   (scenario = 'VSL5' | scenario = 'VSL13' | scenario = 'VSL21') 
    then delete; 
if subject in ( 8 28 36 45 57 62 70 78 82 92) then group = 1;  else 
if subject in ( 3 26 34 42 55 60 68 76 80 90) then group = 2; else 
if subject in (18 27 35 44 56 61 69 77 81 91 ) then group = 3; else 
if subject in (1 17 25 33 52 54 67 75 79 89 ) then group = 4; else 
if subject in (24 32 40 51 53  66 74 88 96 98 1000) then group = 5; else 
if subject in (10 23 31 39 49 50 65 73 87 95 97) then group = 6; else 
if subject in (13 21 29 37 43 47 58 63 71 83 93) then group = 7; else 
if subject in (15 22 30  38 46 48 59 64 72 84 94) then group = 8;  
run; 
 
proc sort data = nizam.datafile; 







proc mixed data = nizam.datafile  method = reml  covtest ; 
class group scenario subject info_level; 
model y1 = group  scenario(group) info_level / ddfm = satterth; 
random subject(group); 
lsmeans scenario(group) / pdiff adjust = tukey slice = group; 
run; 
 
The proc mixed statement invokes the procedure here using the dataset named datafile 
located in the library named nizam. The dataset datafile was prepared for this analysis with the 
following variables: Info Level (information provided to the drivers before the experiment 
started); Subject (id given to each driver); Gender; Age; Scenario (1 through 24); Congestion 
(whether the driver drove a scenario with or without congestion. This is a binary variable).  
The method reml option tells SAS to use the method of restricted maximum likelihood 
estimation and this is also known as residual maximum likelihood. If the reml option is omitted, 
SAS will restrict maximum likelihood by default.  The covtest options tells SAS to display tests 
for the variance components.  
The class statement tells SAS to treat the variables group, scenario, subject, and 
info_level, as categorical terms variables (if this is omitted SAS will treat all those variables as 
continuous variables). 
The model statement specifies the structural portion of the multilevel model for change. 
This model includes a nested effect since the groups of subjects are nested in the scenarios (ie: 
model y1 = group  scenario(group) info_level). Nested effects are generated in the same manner as 
crossed effects. The nesting operator in the PROC MIXED is more a notational convenience than 
an operation distinct from crossing. Nested effects are typically characterized by the property 
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that the nested variables never appear as main effects. The order of the variables within nesting 
parentheses is made to correspond to the order of these variables in the CLASS statement. The 
order of the columns is such that variables outside the parentheses index faster than those inside 
the parentheses, and the rightmost nested variables index faster than the leftmost variables.  
Note that nested effects are often distinguished from interaction effects by the implied 
randomization structure of the design. That is, they usually indicate random effects within a 
fixed-effects framework. The fact that random effects can be modeled directly in the RANDOM 
statement may make the specification of nested effects in the MODEL statement unnecessary.  
The random statement specifies the stochastic portion of the multilevel model for change. 
It incorporates random effects constituting the γ vector in the mixed model ( εγβ ++= ZXy ). 
In this case the random part tells SAS that the correlations between the scenarios driven by the 
same subject are the same. For example: Subject 1 drove scenario 1, 2, and 3. Therefore, there 
will be 3 pairs: 1-2, 1-3, 2-3. The correlation between those 3 pairs is the same since they were 
driven by the same subject. 
The lsmeans statement computes the least-square means corresponding to the scenario 
(group) effects for the linear predictor part of the model.  Pdiff requests SAS to compute the 
differences of the L-S means displayed using Tukey method, which considers all possible 
pairwise differences of means at the same time and the results usually provide a narrower 
confidence limit, which is preferable.  
In addition, we can say that the comparison within groups is valid since drivers from the 
same group are driving the same 3 scenarios. However, one may also say that if the ANOVA test 
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done by PROC MIXED reports that the groups’ differences are insignificant then the differences 
observed are due to the differences in the scenarios.  
7.4 Analysis and Results  
The scenarios were carefully designed to analyze and obtain a satisfactory result for the 
objectives set for this project. As said previously there were 24 scenarios; each scenario includes 
a set of 8 signs distributed over a distance of 5 miles. The VMS and VSL sign distributions and 
distances can be found in Table 7.3 and Figure 7.2.  
 
 
Figure 7.2: VMS and VSL Distances 
 
Table 7.3: VMS and VSL Signs Distribution 
Base VMS 1 VSL 1 VSL 2 VSL 3 VSL 4 VMS 2 VSL 5 






















Different proc mixed analysis were performed using different dependent variables, y’s, 
for the different models. For example, six models were set to analyze the different VMS1 signs: 
No VMS1, Level 1, 2, and 3 (Table 7.4); then six models were set to analyze the different VSL1: 
abrupt or gradual, VSL2 and VSL3. The y’s for every model were calculated in the following 
way: 
 
Y’s for VMS1 
y1: Initial Speed – Spot Speed taken 100 meters upstream of VMS1 
y2: 55 – Spot Speed taken 100 meters upstream of VMS1 
y3: Initial Speed – Spot Speed taken 100 meters downstream of VMS1 
y4: 55 – Spot Speed taken 100 meters downstream of VMS1 
y5: Initial Speed – Spot Speed taken 200 meters downstream of VMS1 
y6: 55 – Spot Speed taken 200 meters downstream of VMS1 
 
Y’s for VSL1 
y7: Initial Speed – Spot Speed taken 100 meters upstream of sign VSL1 
y8: 55 – Spot Speed taken 100 meters upstream of sign VSL1 
y9: Initial Speed – Spot Speed taken 100 meters downstream of sign VSL1 
y10: 55 – Spot Speed taken 100 meters downstream of sign VSL1 
y11: Initial Speed – Spot Speed taken 200 meters downstream of sign VSL1 
y12: 55 – Spot Speed taken 200 meters downstream of sign VSL1 
 
Y’s for VSL2 
y13: Initial Speed – Spot Speed taken 100 meters upstream of sign VSL2 
y14: 55 – Spot Speed taken 100 meters upstream of sign VSL2 
y15: Initial Speed – Spot Speed taken 100 meters downstream of sign VSL2 
y16: 55 – Spot Speed taken 100 meters downstream of sign VSL2 
y17: Initial Speed – Spot Speed taken 200 meters downstream of sign VSL2 
y18: 55 – Spot Speed taken 200 meters downstream of sign VSL2 
 
Y’s for VSL3 
y19: Initial Speed – Spot Speed taken 100 meters upstream of sign VSL2 
y20: 55 – Spot Speed taken 100 meters upstream of sign VSL2 
y21: Initial Speed – Spot Speed taken 100 meters downstream of sign VSL2 
y22: 55 – Spot Speed taken 100 meters downstream of sign VSL2 
y23: Initial Speed – Spot Speed taken 200 meters downstream of sign VSL2 
y24: 55 – Spot Speed taken 200 meters downstream of sign VSL2 
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Table 7.4: Messages Displayed Over VMS1  
VMS1 Level 1 
SPEED LIMIT 
REDUCTION 
NEXT 3 MILES 
VMS1 Level 2 
CAUTION: SPEED LIMIT 
REDUCTION 
STRICTLY ENFORCED 
VMS1 Level 3 
SPEED LIMIT 
REDUCED 
HIGH ACCIDENT RISK 
 
The Initial Speed was calculated based on observations and recommendations made from 
the group of analysts that ran the experiment. While observing the subjects driving the simulator 
it was noticed that it took them approximately 300 to 500 meters to reach the base speed limit. 
The idea of the Initial Speed was created based on these observations and recommendations. The 
Initial Speed is the average speed taken over 100 meters, 400 meters downstream of the Base 
Speed Limit.  
 
 




The Initial Speed and Base Speed Limit (55mph) were used as the main values to 
calculate all the dependent variables, y’s. It would have made sense to use those two values only 
to calculate the y’s for VMS1, however, since the main objective of this experiment is to observe 
which sign and which combination of signs have the most impact on drivers both Initial and Base 
Speed were used for VSL1 and VSL2.  Another reason why the Initial Speed was used for these 
calculations is because some drivers did not pay attention or did not see the Base Speed Limit.  
For instance, if a driver did not see the Base Speed Limit and was driving at 60 mph, but once 
he/she sees the first sign that requires reducing the speed he/she reduces the speed to 55 mph; 
this will show a 5 mph reduction that will only be noticed if the Initial Speed was used. If the 
Base Speed Limit, 55 mph, was used in the example no difference would have been observed 
leading to a conclusion that the sign did not have an effect on the driver’s behavior.  
 
7.5 PROC MIXED: SAS Results  
Once the model is ran the SAS system provides information regarding the Model, Class 
Level, Number of Observations, Least Square Means, Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects, Difference 
of Least Square Means, and Tests of Effect Slices. The first three gives information regarding the 
data and the model; such as, which one is the dependent variable; there are 8 group levels, 24 
scenarios, 84 subjects, and 3 levels of information; number of observations read and used; and 
the least square means. However, only Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects, Difference of Least Square 
Means, and Test of Effect Slices will present the scenarios that are statistically different from 
each other.  
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First, the Test of Effect Slices table is identified (Table 7.5) because it shows the 
comparison of the 3 scenarios within the same group. If one out of the three scenarios that each 
group has is significant, then the group is also significant. In addition, these comparisons have 
already been adjusted using the Tukey-Kramer method which is a method that considers all 
possible pairwise differences of means at the same time and the results usually provide a 
narrower confidence limit, which is preferable. In this example, only the comparisons within 
group 3 and 5 are significantly different from each other. However, it is necessary to look in 
detail at Differences of the Least Square Means section to see which scenarios are different 
within those groups. It is also necessary to look at the entire Differences of Least Square Means 
section since other scenarios might be different from each other and not necessarily belonging to 
those groups mentioned in the Test of Effect Slices. For instance, Table 7.6 illustrates the 
scenarios that are statistically significant from Group 3, but it also illustrates a scenario (VSL5) 
that is statistically significant from Group 4, but the comparison within the group for Group 4 is 
not statistically significant. In order to say that this scenario is statistically significant the Type 3 
Tests of Fixed Effects needs to prove that the Scenarios and not the Groups are statistically 
significant. It can be said that any comparison between the scenarios from different groups is 
significant if the Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects shows that Groups is insignificant. If the Group 
variable (which is the subject variable) was significant in the Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects then 
it might not be valid to say that the differences from the comparison between scenarios is due to 




Table 7.5: Example of Test of Effect Slices 
Tests of Effect Slices 
Effect group Num DF Den DF F Value Pr > F 
Scenario(group) 1 2 146 0.63 0.5359 
Scenario(group) 2 2 143 0.52 0.5930 
Scenario(group) 3 2 150 7.15 0.0011 
Scenario(group) 4 2 148 0.73 0.4836 
Scenario(group) 5 2 153 6.83 0.0014 
Scenario(group) 6 2 143 0.27 0.7639 
Scenario(group) 7 2 143 0.21 0.8077 
Scenario(group) 8 2 143 0.86 0.4237 
 





Table 7.6 shows an Example of Differences of Least Square Means extracted from the 
results of the PROC MIXED analysis done in SAS. In this section the 24 scenarios are compared 
against the 24 scenarios. The scenarios that are different and belong to the groups that were 
significant in the Test of Effect Slices are firstly reported and then depending on the Type 3 
Tests of Fixed Effects the other different scenarios might be reported if the Scenarios variable 
from this last test is significant. For instance, Table 7.6 shows that Scenario VSL23 is the 
scenario that is significant from group 3, but it also shows that Scenario VSL5 from group 4 is 
different than other scenarios. In order to say that Scenario VSL5 is statistically different, the 
Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects (Table 7.7) needs to declare that only the Scenario (group) variable 
is significant. Since only the scenarios are significant (Table 7.7), then it can be said that VSL5 is 
different due to the fact that the scenarios and not subjects are significant. In addition, the 
comparison between scenarios has not been adjusted for multiple comparison procedure since 
this adjustment will involve some advanced techniques and an extensive knowledge of different 
statistical analysis which is beyond the scope of this thesis   
 
Table 7.7: Example of Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 
Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 
Effect Num DF Den DF F Value Pr > F 
group 7 73.9 0.39 0.9066 
Scenario(group) 16 146 2.15 0.0090 
Info_Level 2 72.7 0.27 0.7678 
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The Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects is based on the model (ie: model y1 = group scenario(group) 
info_level), which looks at the group  (84 subjects were divided into 8 groups; that is why we have 
7 DF); scenarios (group) (we have 24 scenarios and we should have 23 DF but 7 of these DF are 
taken by groups); and levels of information provided to the subject before he/she drove the 
simulator (we have 3 levels of information and that is why we have 2 DF). The 16 DF for the 
Scenario (group) can also be looked in the following way: there are 8 groups of people and each 
group drove 3 scenarios; so 2 DF for the scenarios in each group times the 8 groups of people 
gives 16 DF.  This is the reason why the contrasts involving all the scenarios cannot be tested or 
estimated. Table 7.8 shows the 3 levels of information (Info_Level) provided to the drivers 
before they started running the experiment 
Table 7.8: Example of the 3 Levels of Information that the Drivers Received Before They Started 
the Experiment 
1 We are currently testing the driving simulator.  Please drive as you usually do when you are on a freeway. 
2 
We are currently testing the driving simulator. You will drive on a freeway where you 
will encounter VSLs which are electronic posted signs that changes the speed limit 
based on traffic conditions and VMSs which are electronic signs that display a 
message that also changes. 
3 
We are currently testing the driving simulator to see driver's reactions to VMS and 
VSL (brief explanation about VMS and VSL).  Because in the near future these two  
electronic signs could reduce the likelihood of a crash. 
7.6 Assessing the suitability of the model  
A residual analysis is usually performed when the purpose of the model is to compare 
two or more variables in the data model. This analysis will verify whether the model that is being 
used is appropriate for the set of data we have. (Since predicting an outcome variable is not the 
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objective of this chapter, R2 or goodness of fit will not be used) 
For this, there are two assumptions that are generally checked:  
1. Residual for Normality 
2. Residual of Constant Error Variances (RCEV) 
The assumption for normality is generally performed when obtaining data from the real 
world since there is no control of the data. In fact, for an experimental design the normality 
check is not strictly required. The driving simulator data was controlled by age and gender; 
therefore, a residual of constant error variances was performed.  
The RCEV was checked graphically by plotting the residual, which is the experimental 
error, versus the predicted, which is calculated based on the model. These types of plots are 
usually created to check the model assumptions, diagnose non constant error variances, and 
identify outliers. The plot should show a random pattern (Figure 7.4), with nonlinearity or 
heteroscedasticity (Figure 7.5). Heteroscedasticity is shown when points form a funnel or other 




Figure 7.4: Example of a Residual vs. Predicted Plot Showing a Random Pattern 
 
Figure 7.5: Example of Residual vs. Predicted Plot Showing Heteroscedasticity 
(Figure Obtained from Wikipedia) 
 
The residual analysis was performed on all the y’s and no heteroscedasticity was found; 
meaning that the model that is being used is appropriate for the set of data we have to compare 




7.7 VMS1 Results  
A model for every dependent variable (y) starting from y1 and ending on y6 (for VMS1) was 
developed and run to define which level of VMS1 the drivers followed better.   
 
y1: Initial Speed – Spot Speed taken 100 meters upstream of VMS1 (In-VMS1-100) 
y2: 55 – Spot Speed taken 100 meters upstream of VMS1  (55-VMS1-100) 
y3: Initial Speed – Spot Speed taken 100 meters downstream of VMS1  (In-VMS1+100) 
y4: 55 – Spot Speed taken 100 meters downstream of VMS1  (55-VMS1+100) 
y5: Initial Speed – Spot Speed taken 200 meters downstream of VMS1  (In-VMS1+200) 
y6: 55 – Spot Speed taken 200 meters downstream of VMS1  (55-VMS1-100) 
 
The Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects, Difference of Least Square Means, and Tests of Effect 
Slices were analyzed and looked at for statistical differences (An example of all the 
original/extracted tables from SAS and plots for can be found in the Appendix F). The Test of 
Effect Slices is firstly investigated to discern which groups were statistically significant when the 
comparison between scenarios belonging to the same group was done.  Table 7.9 shows the 
compiled results obtained from the Test of Effect Slices for all the sets of data analyzed for 
VMS1. The comparison of scenarios within their respective group were only significant for 
groups 1 and 5 for the data obtained 100 meters upstream of VMS1 using the Initial Speed as the 
main value. There were no statistical differences within the groups for the other sets of data. 
These results might influence the final recommendation for VMS1 as only the upstream set of 
data was significant. However, the Difference of Least Square Means results will be looked at in 
the detail for all sets of data to detect what scenarios are significant when the comparison 
between scenarios from different groups were done.    
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Table 7.9: Tests of Effect Slices for VMS1 
Tests of Effect Slices 
 Groups 
In-VMS1-100 1,5 
In-VMS1+100   
In-VMS1+200  
55-VMS1-100   




The Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects shows that the scenarios had a slight effect on the data 
that used Initial Speed, but not on the data that used 55 mph. In fact, for y2 scenarios had an 
effect on the data and for y4 and y6 the subjects (group) had an effect on the data (y2, y4, and y6 
were the y’s modeled using the Initial Speed). Consequently, the groups of subjects called here 
and in the rest of this chapter “groups” and scenarios had an effect on the VMS1 data, but not the 
information provided to them or Info_Level. In addition, the scenarios only affected the 
upstream data. 
The results obtained from the Differences of Least Square Means were looked at in detail 
for the statistical differences that were not adjusted for multiple comparisons and Tables 7.10 
and 7.11 show the scenarios that are statistically different from each other. (The Differences of 
Least Square Means does a comparison of all the scenarios against all the scenarios: 24x24 
comparisons). Table 7.10 provides a compilation of all the scenarios that were statistically 
significant from the groups that were significant in Table 7.9, where the darker shade means that 
the scenario is significant and belongs to Level 1, the medium shade means that the significant 
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scenarios belongs to Level 2, the lighter shade means that it belongs to Level 3; and lastly no 
shading means no VMS1.  For example, the first column (from left to right) indicates the 
scenarios that are significant 100 meters upstream of the sign. In fact, the first row states that 
scenario VSL16 is significantly different from scenario VSL8 (VSL16-VSL8), thus scenario 
VSL16 is significantly different from scenario VSL8. Table 7.1 contains a list of the 
characteristics of the 24 scenarios; however, the characteristics of the significant scenarios is 
illustrated in Table 7.12.   
In addition, Table 7.9 only contains the scenarios from groups 1 and 5 that were 
significant for the upstream data since the Test of Effect Slices shows that only groups 1 and 5 
for the upstream data were significant. Table 7.11 provides a compilation of all the scenarios that 
were statistically significant but do not belong to the significant groups. Hence, it is necessary to 
say that the scenarios from Table 7.11 are significantly different, but this difference might have 
been caused by the differences in subjects or by the differences in the scenarios design. 
However, it is also necessary to note that the differences caused by the subjects was tried to be 
avoided by randomly selecting subjects and assigning them the scenarios to be driven. This last 
statement can also be verified by looking at Table 7.2 which has the groups’ distribution of 
subjects, where no correlation between subjects and the groups’ selection can be visually 
noticed.  
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Table 7.10: Scenarios that are Significant and Belong to Significant Groups for VMS1 
VMS1 
In-VMS1-100 55-VMS1-100 In-VMS1+100 55-VMS1+100 In-VMS1+200 55-VMS1+200 
VSL16 - VSL8                              
VSL16 - VSL23                              
VSL16 - VSL7                              
VSL16 - VSL21                              
VSL16 - VSL4                              
VSL16 - VSL3                              
VSL8 - VSL15                              
VSL8 - VSL13                              
VSL8 - VSL20                              
VSL8 - VSL18                              
VSL12 - VSL4                              
VSL20 - VSL4                              
VSL4 - VSL19                              









Table 7.11: Scenarios that are Significant But Do Not Belong to Significant Groups for VMS1 
VMS1 
In-VMS1-100 55-VMS1-100 In-VMS1+100 55-VMS1+100 In-VMS1+200 55-VMS1+200 
VSL15 - VSL23 VSL16 - VSL4 VSL13 - VSL21 VSL4 - VSL9 VSL8 - VSL15 VSL6 - VSL9 
VSL15 - VSL4 VSL15 - VSL13 VSL15 - VSL4 VSL6 - VSL9 VSL15 - VSL21 VSL9 - VSL2 
VSL23 - VSL13 VSL15 - VSL9 VSL15 - VSL21 VSL9 - VSL2 VSL21 - VSL1 VSL12 - VSL9 
VSL23 - VSL18 VSL23 - VSL9 VSL15 - VSL23 VSL12 - VSL9       VSL12 - VSL11
VSL7 - VSL13 VSL13 - VSL4 VSL20 - VSL4 VSL15 - VSL9       VSL15 - VSL9 
VSL13 - VSL21 VSL4 - VSL9 VSL21 - VSL18 VSL16 - VSL9       VSL16 - VSL9 
VSL13 - VSL4       VSL21 - VSL18                   
VSL13 - VSL3                               
VSL21 - VSL18                               
                                    
                                    
                                    
                                    







Table 7.10 and Table 7.11 provide the scenarios that were significantly different from the 
other. For instance, the first row of Table 7.10 reports that the difference between VSL16 and 
VSL8 is statistically significant; where the subjects driving scenario VSL16 reduced their speed 
more than the subjects driving scenario VSL8. Table 7.10 and 7.11 provided similar results as in 
the number of scenarios that were significant from Level 1 and Level 2. Moreover, from Table 
7.10 six scenarios out of the fourteen that were significant were Level 1 and five were Level 2 
(only three were Level 3); and from Table 7.11 six scenarios were Level 1 and nine were Level 
2.  Based on these results, it can be reported that advising drivers to reduce their speed because 
the speed limit is enforced (Level 2) or without any warning (Level 1) affected the drivers’ speed 
behavior in comparison to a more complicated message (Level 3) or no sign. The reason why 
Level 3 did not influence many drivers’ speed may be the fact that drivers are not used to seeing 
this type of message, besides the fact that they do not trust the message since they do not know 
about the studies conducted about preventing the likelihood of a crash.  
In addition, four out of the six scenarios that include VMS1 Level 1 were significant and 
five out of the six scenarios that include VMS1 Level 2 were significant also. (There are six 
scenarios that do not include a VMS1; six that include a VMS1 Level 1; six that include a VMS1 
Level 2; and six that include a VMS1 Level 3; and the sum of all these scenarios make the 24 
scenarios). Moreover, two more observations were made from Table 7.11: 1) VMS1 Level 1 was 
not statistically significant when the Initial Speed was used and 2) Scenario VSL9 was the only 
significant scenario from VMS1 Level 2 when the Base Speed Limit (55mph) was used.  The 
characteristics of the scenarios that were significant for VMS1 Level 1 and 2 are illustrated in 
Table 7.12, where scenarios VSL 8, VSL16, and VSL 20 were significant and belong to the 
groups that were significant also.  
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Table 7.12: Characteristics of Scenarios VSL4, VSL6, VSL16, VSL7, VSL8, VSL9, VSL20, and 
VSL21 




VMS 1 VSL 1 VSL 2 VSL 3 VSL 4 VMS 2 VSL 5 
4 Congested  55 Level 1 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
6 Congested  55 Level 1 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
16 No-Congested 55 Level 1 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
7 Congested  55 Level 2 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
8 Congested  55 Level 2 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
9 Congested  55 Level 2 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
20 No-Congested 55 Level 2 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
21 No-Congested 55 Level 2 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
  
7.8  VSL1 Results  
A model for every dependent variable y starting from y7 and ending on y12 (for sign 
VSL1) was developed and run to define which path, whether it was an abrupt or a gradual 
change, drivers followed better. 
 
y7: Initial Speed – Spot Speed taken 100 meters upstream of sign VSL1  (In-VSL1-100) 
y8: 55 – Spot Speed taken 100 meters upstream of sign VSL1 (55-VSL1-100) 
y9: Initial Speed – Spot Speed taken 100 meters downstream of sign VSL1 (In-VSL1+100) 
y10: 55 – Spot Speed taken 100 meters downstream of sign VSL1 (55-VSL1+100) 
y11: Initial Speed – Spot Speed taken 200 meters downstream of sign VSL1 (In-VSL1+200) 
y12: 55 – Spot Speed taken 200 meters downstream of sign VSL1 (55-VSL1+200) 
 
The Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects, Difference of Least Square Means, and Tests of Effect 
Slices were analyzed and looked at for statistical differences. Table 7.13 shows the compiled 
results obtained in the Test of Effect Slices for sign VSL1. The comparison of the scenarios 
within the group for groups 3 and 5 seems to be statistically different for almost all sets of data. 
Table 7.14 provides which scenarios from those groups were significant.  
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Table 7.13: Tests of Effect Slices for Sign VSL1 
Tests of Effect Slices 
 Groups 
In-VSL1-100 3 
In-VSL1+100 1, 3, 5 
In-VSL1+200 3, 5 
55-VSL1-100   
55-VSL1+100 1, 3, 5, 6, 7 
55-VSL1+200 3, 5, 7 
 
The Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects shows that the scenarios had a strong effect on the 
downstream data since their p values were below 0.05, but also had an effect on the upstream 
data but not as strong as the downstream. P-vales for the upstream data for the scenarios were 
below 0.15. Also, group and Info_Level were completely insignificant since high p-values above 
0.8 were observed. This means that groups and Info_Level did not affect the scenarios that are 
significantly different and belonging to the groups that are not significant; hence those scenarios 
are different due to differences in scenarios and not the differences in subject.  
Table 7.14 contains the scenarios that were significant from the groups that were 
significant based on the Test of Effect Slices, Table 7.13. These scenarios were obtained from 
the Differences of Least Square Means test done by for the different models. For instance since 
there were not any group significant based on the upstream set of data that used the Base Speed 
Limit (55 mph), no scenarios will be significant for that set of data also. Table 7.15 indicates the 
scenarios that are significant but do not belong to the significant groups. Once again, it may be 
said that these scenarios are not significant due to the subjects’ differences, but due to the 
scenarios differences, since groups were found to be insignificant in the Test of Fixed Effects.  
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Table 7.14: Scenarios that are Significant and Belong to Significant Groups for VSL1 
VSL1 
In-VSL1-100 55-VSL1-100 In-VSL1+100 55-VSL1+100 In-VSL1+200 55-VSL1+200 
VSL24 - VSL21       VSL16 - VSL15 VSL16 - VSL24 VSL15 - VSL23 VSL1 - VSL9 
VSL24 - VSL3       VSL24 - VSL8 VSL16 - VSL11 VSL15 - VSL7 VSL17 - VSL9 
VSL8 - VSL15       VSL24 - VSL7 VSL16 - VSL9 VSL15 - VSL13 VSL9 - VSL10
            VSL24 - VSL4 VSL8 - VSL9 VSL15 - VSL21 VSL9 - VSL18
            VSL8 - VSL15 VSL15 - VSL23 VSL15 - VSL5 VSL9 - VSL2 
            VSL8 - VSL20 VSL15 - VSL7 VSL15 - VSL4     
            VSL8 - VSL9 VSL23 - VSL9 VSL15 - VSL19     
            VSL15 - VSL23 VSL7 - VSL11 VSL15 - VSL3     
            VSL15 - VSL7 VSL7 - VSL9 VSL15 - VSL1     
            VSL15 - VSL13 VSL11 - VSL19 VSL15 - VSL17     
            VSL15 - VSL21 VSL11 - VSL1 VSL15 - VSL10     
            VSL15 - VSL5 VSL19 - VSL9 VSL15 - VSL2     
            VSL15 - VSL4 VSL1 - VSL9 VSL23 - VSL20     
            VSL15 - VSL19 VSL17 - VSL9 VSL7 - VSL12     
            VSL15 - VSL3 VSL9 - VSL10 VSL7 - VSL20     
            VSL15 - VSL1 VSL9 - VSL18 VSL7 - VSL9     
            VSL15 - VSL17     VSL7 - VSL18     
            VSL15 - VSL10     VSL12 - VSL4     
            VSL15 - VSL2     VSL20 - VSL4     
            VSL7 - VSL20             
          VSL12 - VSL4
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VSL1 
In-VSL1-100 55-VSL1-100 In-VSL1+100 55-VSL1+100 In-VSL1+200 55-VSL1+200 
            VSL20 - VSL4             
 
Table 7.15: Scenarios that are Significant But Do Not Belong to Significant Groups for VSL1 
VSL1  
In-VSL1-100 55-VSL1-100 In-VSL1+100 55-VSL1+100 In-VSL1+200 55-VSL1+200 
VSL15 - VSL23       VSL14 - VSL15 VSL14 - VSL9 VSL14 - VSL15 VSL16 - VSL24
VSL15 - VSL7       VSL22 - VSL15 VSL22 - VSL9 VSL22 - VSL15 VSL16 - VSL12
VSL15 - VSL21       VSL6 - VSL15 VSL6 - VSL9 VSL21 - VSL20 VSL16 - VSL20
VSL15 - VSL3            VSL13 - VSL11      VSL16 - VSL11
                 VSL13 - VSL9      VSL16 - VSL9 
                 VSL21 - VSL9      VSL8 - VSL9 
                 VSL5 - VSL9      VSL14 - VSL9 
                 VSL20 - VSL4      VSL22 - VSL9 
                 VSL4 - VSL11      VSL15 - VSL7 
                 VSL4 - VSL9      VSL23 - VSL9 
                           VSL7 - VSL12
                           VSL7 - VSL20
                           VSL7 - VSL11
                           VSL7 - VSL9 
                           VSL13 - VSL9 
        VSL21 - VSL9
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VSL1  
In-VSL1-100 55-VSL1-100 In-VSL1+100 55-VSL1+100 In-VSL1+200 55-VSL1+200 
                           VSL5 - VSL9 
                           VSL12 - VSL4 
                           VSL4 - VSL9 
                           VSL11 - VSL19







The dark shading for Tables 7.14 and 7.15 means that the significant scenario is VSL1 
(45), the lighter shading means that the significant scenario is VSL1 (50), and no shading means 
No VSL1.  
From Table 7.14, which contains the scenarios that were significant based on the groups 
that were significant, the following was found: 
• Two (67%) out of three scenarios that were significant for the upstream data were VSL 1 
(45 mph) and one (33%) was VSL1 (50 mph). Thus there were more significant scenarios 
that included a VSL1 (45) than a VSL1 (50). 
• Thirty eight (61%) out of sixty three scenarios that were significant for the downstream 
section had a VSL1 (45 mph); 13 (21%) had a VSL1 (50 mph); and fourteen (18%) did 
not have a VSL1. Hence, VSL1 (45) is the most significant sign.  
• Almost all the significant scenarios found from the data obtained from the calculation 
done with the Initial Speed are VSL1 (45)  
• The significant scenarios that included VSL1 (45) are scenarios VSL9, VSL12, VSL15, 
and VSL24. (Four out of the eight scenarios that include a VSL1 (45) were significant).  
 
From Table 7.15, which contains the scenarios that were significant but do not belong to 
the groups that were significant the following observations were made: 
• Four (100%) out of four scenarios that were significant for the upstream section had 
VSL1 (45) mph; therefore, it can be said that VSL1 (45) was the only sign that affected 
drivers’ speed behavior on the upstream section.  
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• Eleven (27%) out of the forty four scenarios that were significant for the downstream 
section included a VSL1 (45mph); ten (24%) included a VSL1 (50); and twenty (49%) 
did not include a VSL1 sign. Hence, VSL1 (45) was more significant than VSL1 (50). 
• The significant scenarios that included VSL1 (45) are scenarios VSL6, VSL12, VSL15, 
and VSL21. (Four out of the eight scenarios that include a VSL1 (45) were significant). 
• Almost all the significant scenarios found from the data obtained from the calculation 
done with the Initial Speed are VSL1 (45). However, the data obtained from the 
calculation that used the Base Speed Limit shows that No VSL1 is more significant. 
Nevertheless, it can be said that the information obtained from the Initial Speed is more 
valid than the Base Speed Limit’s information since what is tried to measure is the 
drivers’ reactions to the signs. For instance, if the subjects were driving above the speed 
limit and reduce their speed to comply with the speed limit zero differences would be 
observed when the Base Speed Limit is used in the calculations.  
Six scenarios out of the eight scenarios that include VSL1 (45) were significant. It is 
important to know the characteristics of each scenario that was significant and observe what 
signs were placed upstream of the sign being analyzed so at the end of this chapter the scenarios 
that were significant can be recommended for implementation. Table 7.16 provides the 














VMS 1 VSL 1 VSL 2 VSL 3 VSL 4 VMS 2 VSL 5 
6 Congested  55 Level 1 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
9 Congested  55 Level 2 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
12 Congested  55 Level 3 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
15 No-Congested 55 No 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
21 No-Congested 55 Level 2 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
24 No-Congested 55 Level 3 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
 
It can also be noticed from Table 7.16 that two scenarios included a VMS1 Level 2 and 
two included a VMS1 Level 3.  
 
7.9 VSL2 Results  
A different set of models were formulated to analyze VSL2. The models for VSL2 start 
with the dependent variable y13 and ends on y18. The models were then run to find out if a 
VSL2 was necessary or not, since there is only one VSL2 which has the speed limit set to 45 
mph. So the comparisons for this section will target to answer the questions whether VSL2 is 
necessary or not.  
y13: Initial Speed – Spot Speed taken 100 meters upstream of sign VSL2   (In-VSL2-100) 
y14: 55 – Spot Speed taken 100 meters upstream of sign VSL2   (55-VSL2-100) 
y15: Initial Speed – Spot Speed taken 100 meters downstream of sign VSL2   (In-VSL2+100) 
y16: 55 – Spot Speed taken 100 meters downstream of sign VSL2    (55-VSL2+100) 
y17: Initial Speed – Spot Speed taken 200 meters downstream of sign VSL2   (In-VSL2+200) 




Once again Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects, Differences of Least Square Means, and Test 
of Effect Slices were looked at carefully to get and analyze the statistical significant values. The 
Tests of Effect Slices was firstly explored to obtain the groups that were significant when the 
comparison between scenarios within their group was made. Table 7.17 shows the Tests of 
Effect Slices results for sign VSL2. Groups 3 and 5 were constantly significant for all the data 
(upstream and downstream) computed using Initial Speed; and Group 7 was constantly 
significant for all the data computed using the Base Speed Limit. Groups 3 and 5 were also 
significant when the Base Speed Limit was used.  
Table 7.17: Tests of Effect Slices for Sign VSL2 









The Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effect reported that only the scenarios had a strong effect on 
all the upstream and downstream data for VSL2; meaning that groups and Info_Level did not 
have any effect in the data. This statement also means that the scenarios that are significant but 
do not belong to the groups that are significant were not influenced by the differences in subjects 
or information provided, but by the differences in scenarios.  
The scenarios that are significant and belong to the groups that are significant based on 
Table 7.17 are found on Table 7.18 and the scenarios that are significant but belong to groups 
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that are NOT significant based on Table 7.17 are found on Table 7.19. The significant scenarios 
reported on Table 7.18 and 7.19 were obtained from the Differences of Least Square Means test 
done in SAS for the different models of VSL2, where the dark shading means that the significant 
scenario is VSL2 and no shading means No VSL2.  
The following statements can be made based on the results presented in Table 7.18: 
• Sixteen (84%) scenarios out of the nineteen scenarios that were significant in the 
upstream section had a VSL2.  
• Twenty three (44%) scenarios out of the fifty two scenarios that were significant for the 
downstream section had a VSL2.  
• The scenarios that were significant and included the VSL2 sign were VSL12, VSL15, 
VSL17, VSL20, and VSL 23. The scenarios that were significant and did not include a 
VSL2 sign were VSL1, VSL4, and VSL7. The characteristics of all the scenarios 
mentioned here are illustrated on Table 7.20. In addition, the scenarios that were 
significant and did not include a VSL2 did not include a VSL1 also; hence, the reaction 
observed may be due to the VMS1 sign. Other reasons why the scenarios that did not 
include a VSL2 were significant may be 1) some drivers were having difficulties 
controlling the vehicle, thus they would reduce their speed every time they increased it 
and did not feel comfortable or 2) since subjects drove three scenarios some of them 
might have remembered about the reduction in the speed limit after seeing the VMS1 
sign.  
From Table 7.19 the following observations can be made:  
• Eight (40%) scenarios out of the twenty scenarios that were significant for the upstream 
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section had a VSL2. 
• Thirty five (33%) scenarios out of the one hundred and six scenarios that were significant 
for the downstream section had a VSL2. 
• The VSL2 scenarios that were significant included a VSL5, VSL8, VSL14, VSL21, or 
VSL23. The scenarios that were significant and did not include a VSL 2 sign were VSL7, 
VSL13, VSL16, VSL22, and VSL24. The characteristics of all the scenarios mentioned 
are illustrated on Table 7.20. 
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Table 7.18: Scenarios that are Significant and Belong to Significant Groups for VSL2 
VSL2 
In-VSL2-100 55-VSL2-100 In-VSL2+100 55-VSL2+100 In-VSL2+200 55-VSL2+200 
VSL15 - VSL23 VSL1 - VSL9 VSL15 - VSL23 VSL12 - VSL4 VSL15 - VSL23 VSL12 - VSL4 
VSL15 - VSL7 VSL17 - VSL9 VSL15 - VSL7 VSL20 - VSL4 VSL15 - VSL7 VSL20 - VSL4 
VSL15 - VSL4       VSL15 - VSL21 VSL4 - VSL11 VSL15 - VSL4 VSL4 - VSL11
VSL15 - VSL3       VSL15 - VSL4 VSL4 - VSL3 VSL15 - VSL3 VSL4 - VSL19
VSL15 - VSL17       VSL15 - VSL3 VSL4 - VSL17 VSL23 - VSL12 VSL4 - VSL3 
VSL23 - VSL12       VSL23 - VSL12 VSL4 - VSL9 VSL23 - VSL18 VSL4 - VSL17
VSL23 - VSL18       VSL23 - VSL20 VSL4 - VSL10 VSL7 - VSL5 VSL4 - VSL9 
VSL7 - VSL12       VSL7 - VSL12 VSL4 - VSL18 VSL7 - VSL12 VSL4 - VSL10
VSL7 - VSL18       VSL7 - VSL20 VSL1 - VSL9 VSL7 - VSL20 VSL4 - VSL18
VSL12 - VSL4       VSL7 - VSL9     VSL7 - VSL19 VSL1 - VSL9 
VSL12 - VSL11       VSL7 - VSL18     VSL7 - VSL17     
VSL12 - VSL3       VSL12 - VSL4     VSL7 - VSL9     
VSL12 - VSL1       VSL12 - VSL3     VSL7 - VSL10     
VSL12 - VSL17       VSL20 - VSL4     VSL7 - VSL18     
VSL20 - VSL17       VSL4 - VSL9     VSL12 - VSL4     
VSL17 - VSL9       VSL4 - VSL10     VSL20 - VSL4     
VSL17 - VSL18       VSL4 - VSL18     VSL4 - VSL11     
                    VSL4 - VSL19     
                    VSL4 - VSL1     
                    VSL4 - VSL17     
            VSL4 - VSL9
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VSL2 
In-VSL2-100 55-VSL2-100 In-VSL2+100 55-VSL2+100 In-VSL2+200 55-VSL2+200 
                    VSL4 - VSL10     
                    VSL4 - VSL18     
                    VSL4 - VSL2     
 
Table 7.19: Scenarios that are Significant But Do Not Belong to Significant Groups for VSL2 
VSL2 
In-VSL2-100 55-VSL2-100 In-VSL2+100 55-VSL2+100 In-VSL2+200 55-VSL2+200 
VSL8 - VSL22 VSL16 - VSL9 VSL8 - VSL15 VSL16 - VSL14 VSL8 - VSL15 VSL16 - VSL14
VSL8 - VSL15 VSL23 - VSL12 VSL8 - VSL12 VSL16 - VSL12 VSL14 - VSL7 VSL16 - VSL9 
VSL8 - VSL12 VSL23 - VSL9 VSL8 - VSL20 VSL16 - VSL17 VSL14 - VSL4 VSL8 - VSL7 
VSL8 - VSL20 VSL7 - VSL9 VSL8 - VSL18 VSL16 - VSL9 VSL22 - VSL7 VSL8 - VSL4 
VSL8 - VSL18 VSL13 - VSL10 VSL14 - VSL23 VSL24 - VSL9 VSL22 - VSL4 VSL14 - VSL23
VSL22 - VSL17       VSL14 - VSL7 VSL14 - VSL23 VSL5 - VSL4 VSL14 - VSL7 
VSL21 - VSL12       VSL14 - VSL4 VSL14 - VSL7      VSL14 - VSL13
            VSL22 - VSL4 VSL14 - VSL13      VSL14 - VSL4 
            VSL21 - VSL12 VSL14 - VSL4      VSL22 - VSL4 
            VSL5 - VSL4 VSL15 - VSL7      VSL6 - VSL4 
                 VSL23 - VSL12      VSL15 - VSL7 
                 VSL23 - VSL17      VSL23 - VSL17
                 VSL23 - VSL9      VSL23 - VSL9 
                 VSL23 - VSL18      VSL7 - VSL5 
        VSL7 - VSL12 VSL7 - VSL12
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VSL2 
In-VSL2-100 55-VSL2-100 In-VSL2+100 55-VSL2+100 In-VSL2+200 55-VSL2+200 
                 VSL7 - VSL20      VSL7 - VSL20
                 VSL7 - VSL17      VSL7 - VSL11
                 VSL7 - VSL9      VSL7 - VSL19
                 VSL7 - VSL10      VSL7 - VSL3 
                 VSL7 - VSL18      VSL7 - VSL17
                 VSL13 - VSL9      VSL7 - VSL9 
                 VSL5 - VSL4      VSL7 - VSL10
                           VSL7 - VSL18
                           VSL13 - VSL17
                           VSL13 - VSL9 
                           VSL21 - VSL4 






Table 7.20: Characteristics of Scenarios VSL1, VSL4, VSL7, VSL5, VSL6, VSL8, VSL12, 








VMS 1 VSL 1 VSL 2 VSL 3 VSL 4 VMS 2 VSL 5 
1 Congested  55 No No No No 55 Level 4 65 
4 Congested  55 Level 1 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
7 Congested  55 Level 2 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
13 No-Congested 55 No No No No 55 Level 4 65 
16 No-Congested 55 Level 1 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
22 No-Congested 55 Level 3 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
5 Congested  55 Level 1 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
6 Congested  55 Level 1 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
8 Congested  55 Level 2 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
12 Congested  55 Level 3 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
14 No-Congested 55 No 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
15 No-Congested 55 No 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
17 No-Congested 55 Level 1 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
20 No-Congested 55 Level 2 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
21 No-Congested 55 Level 2 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
23 No-Congested 55 Level 3 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
24 No-Congested 55 Level 3 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
 
It can be noticed from Table 7.20 that eleven scenarios out of the sixteen scenarios that 
include a VSL2 were significant. From those scenarios three included a VMS1 Level 1, three 
Level 2, and three Level 3; six included a VSL1 (50) and five included a VSL1 (45). The amount 
of scenarios that were significant and included a VSL1 (50) is almost the same as the amount of 
VSL1 (45); hence, the VSL3 analysis is necessary before final recommendations are made.  
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7.10 VSL3 Results 
The following dependent variables were selected to study the effects of VSL3. Those y’s 
were used in the PROC MIXED model and were ran twice, using two different sets of data: all 
data which includes the congested and non congested scenarios and data that only included the 
non-congested scenarios to get rid of the bias effect caused by congestion.  
y19: Initial Speed – Spot Speed taken 100 meters upstream of sign VSL3   (In-VSL3-100) 
y20: 55 – Spot Speed taken 100 meters upstream of sign VSL3   (55-VSL3-100) 
y21: Initial Speed – Spot Speed taken 100 meters downstream of sign VSL3   (In-VSL3+100) 
y22: 55 – Spot Speed taken 100 meters downstream of sign VSL3    (55-VSL3+100) 
y23: Initial Speed – Spot Speed taken 200 meters downstream of sign VSL3   (In-VSL3+200) 
y24: 55 – Spot Speed taken 200 meters downstream of sign VSL3   (55-VSL3+200) 
 
7.10.1 Analysis based on all the data including Congested and Non Congested  
As in VMS1, VSL1, and VSL2 the Test of Effect Slices, Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects, 
and Differences of Least Square Means. Table 7.21 illustrates the groups that are significant 
based on the comparison between the scenarios within their belonging groups. Almost all the 
groups were significant when the Base Speed Limit data was used and groups 3 and 7 were 
constantly significant when the Initial Speed was used. Tables 7.22 shows the scenarios that are 
significant from the groups that are significant and Table 7.23 shows the scenarios that are 







Table 7.21: Tests of Effect Slices for Sign VSL3 (Using all Data) 









The Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects results show the scenarios only had a strong effect on 
all the data obtained from the calculations that used the Initial Speed (group and Info_Level have 
p-values larger than 0.8); however, the scenarios and groups had a strong effect on all the data 
obtained from the calculations that used the Base Speed Limit (55 mph). Therefore, only the 
Initial Speed data will be used in this analysis, as the differences in the scenarios obtained from 
the Base Speed Limit data may be influenced by the groups (of subjects) and not the differences 
in the scenarios. A more in depth analysis would be necessary to obtain the scenarios that were 
significant due to the differences in scenarios only.  
Table 7.22 is divided in two sections: the left section shows the scenarios that are 
significant that belong to the significant groups based on Table 7.21; and the right section shows 
the scenarios that are significant but belong to groups that are NOT significant. In addition, the 
dark shading in this table means that the scenario has a VSL3 and no shading means that the 
scenario does not have a VSL3. 
The following observations were made from the left section of Table 7.22: 
• Fifty three (62%) scenarios out of the eighty six scenarios driven that were significant for 
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the upstream section had a VSL3. The reason why so many scenarios are significant 
upstream of the sign is because congestion is located upstream of the sign.  
• Eight (30%) scenarios out of the twenty seven scenarios that were significant for the 
downstream section had a VSL3. 
• The scenarios that were significant and have a VSL3 sign were: VSL3, VSL5, VSL6, 
VSL11, VSL12, VSL14, VSL15, VSL17, VSL18, VSL20, VSL21, and VSL23. In 
addition, sixteen scenarios out of the twenty four present a VSL3 sign. Five of the 
previous scenarios present congestion upstream of the sign. The characteristics of all 
these scenarios can be found in Table 7.23.  
From the right hand side of Table 7.22 the following observations were made:  
• No scenarios were significant for the upstream section. 
• Twenty (65%) scenarios out of the thirty one scenarios that were significant included a 
VSL3 sign.  
• The scenarios that were significant and have a VSL3 sign were: VSL6, VSL8, VSL12, 
VSL14, VSL20, and VSL21.  
In addition, all the scenarios that did not include a VSL3 out of the 24 scenarios were also 
statistically significant. The characteristics of all the scenarios mentioned previously in this 
section are illustrated in Table 7.23. 
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Table 7.22: Scenarios That are Significant and Belong to Significant Groups for VSL3 (Left) and DO NOT Belong to the Significant 
Groups, VSL3 (Right) (Based on All the Data) 
VSL3 VSL3 
In-VSL3-100 In-VSL3+100 In-VSL3+200 In-VSL3-100 In-VSL3+100 In-VSL3+200 
VSL14 - VSL6 VSL15 - VSL23 VSL15 - VSL23 VSL16 - VSL8 VSL16 - VSL1 VSL16 - VSL7 
VSL14 - VSL7 VSL23 - VSL7 VSL15 - VSL21 VSL16 - VSL6 VSL8 - VSL1 VSL16 - VSL12
VSL14 - VSL5 VSL23 - VSL1 VSL23 - VSL7 VSL16 - VSL7 VSL14 - VSL15 VSL16 - VSL1 
VSL14 - VSL12 VSL7 - VSL13 VSL23 - VSL12 VSL16 - VSL12 VSL14 - VSL7 VSL14 - VSL15
VSL14 - VSL4 VSL7 - VSL21 VSL23 - VSL1 VSL16 - VSL4 VSL14 - VSL12 VSL14 - VSL7 
VSL14 - VSL11 VSL7 - VSL19 VSL7 - VSL13 VSL16 - VSL11 VSL14 - VSL3 VSL14 - VSL12
VSL14 - VSL3 VSL1 - VSL17 VSL7 - VSL21 VSL16 - VSL3 VSL14 - VSL1 VSL14 - VSL3 
VSL14 - VSL1 VSL1 - VSL9 VSL7 - VSL20 VSL16 - VSL1 VSL14 - VSL2 VSL14 - VSL1 
VSL14 - VSL9 VSL1 - VSL10 VSL7 - VSL19 VSL16 - VSL2 VSL22 - VSL1 VSL13 - VSL1 
VSL14 - VSL10 VSL1 - VSL18 VSL7 - VSL17 VSL16 - VSL7 VSL6 - VSL1 VSL21 - VSL12
VSL14 - VSL2       VSL7 - VSL9 VSL16 - VSL11 VSL13 - VSL1 VSL21 - VSL3 
VSL22 - VSL6       VSL7 - VSL10 VSL16 - VSL3 VSL21 - VSL1 VSL21 - VSL1 
VSL22 - VSL7       VSL7 - VSL18 VSL16 - VSL1 VSL20 - VSL1 VSL12 - VSL19
VSL22 - VSL4       VSL1 - VSL17 VSL16 - VSL14 VSL19 - VSL3 VSL20 - VSL1 
VSL22 - VSL11       VSL1 - VSL9 VSL16 - VSL22 VSL19 - VSL1 VSL19 - VSL3 
VSL22 - VSL3       VSL1 - VSL10 VSL16 - VSL23      VSL19 - VSL1 
VSL22 - VSL1       VSL1 - VSL18 VSL16 - VSL7           
VSL22 - VSL10            VSL16 - VSL13           
VSL22 - VSL2            VSL16 - VSL21           
VSL6 - VSL23    
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VSL3 VSL3 
In-VSL3-100 In-VSL3+100 In-VSL3+200 In-VSL3-100 In-VSL3+100 In-VSL3+200 
VSL6 - VSL13                           
VSL6 - VSL21                           
VSL6 - VSL19                           
VSL15 - VSL7                           
VSL15 - VSL11                           
VSL15 - VSL3                           
VSL15 - VSL1                           
VSL23 - VSL7                           
VSL23 - VSL5                           
VSL23 - VSL12                           
VSL23 - VSL4                           
VSL23 - VSL11                           
VSL23 - VSL3                           
VSL23 - VSL1                           
VSL23 - VSL10                           
VSL23 - VSL2                           
VSL7 - VSL13                           
VSL7 - VSL21                           
VSL7 - VSL5                           
VSL7 - VSL20                           
VSL7 - VSL19                           
VSL7 - VSL17                           
VSL7 - VSL9    
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VSL3 VSL3 
In-VSL3-100 In-VSL3+100 In-VSL3+200 In-VSL3-100 In-VSL3+100 In-VSL3+200 
VSL7 - VSL10                           
VSL7 - VSL18                           
VSL13 - VSL5                           
VSL13 - VSL12                           
VSL13 - VSL4                           
VSL13 - VSL11                           
VSL13 - VSL3                           
VSL13 - VSL1                           
VSL13 - VSL10                           
VSL13 - VSL2                           
VSL21 - VSL5                           
VSL21 - VSL12                           
VSL21 - VSL4                           
VSL21 - VSL11                           
VSL21 - VSL3                           
VSL21 - VSL1                           
VSL21 - VSL10                           
VSL21 - VSL2                           
VSL5 - VSL1                           
VSL12 - VSL20                           
VSL12 - VSL19                           
VSL12 - VSL17                           
VSL12 - VSL18    
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VSL3 VSL3 
In-VSL3-100 In-VSL3+100 In-VSL3+200 In-VSL3-100 In-VSL3+100 In-VSL3+200 
VSL20 - VSL4                           
VSL20 - VSL11                           
VSL20 - VSL3                           
VSL20 - VSL1                           
VSL20 - VSL2                           
VSL4 - VSL19                           
VSL11 - VSL19                           
VSL11 - VSL17                           
VSL11 - VSL18                           
VSL19 - VSL3                           
VSL19 - VSL1                           
VSL19 - VSL10                           
VSL19 - VSL2                           
VSL3 - VSL17                           
VSL3 - VSL18                           
VSL1 - VSL17                           
VSL1 - VSL9                           
VSL1 - VSL18                           
VSL17 - VSL2                           






Table 7.23: Characteristics of Scenarios VSL1, VSL4, VSL3, VSL5, VSL6, VSL7, VSL8, 
VSL10, VSL11, VSL12, VSL13, VSL14, VSL15, VSL16, VSL17, VSL18, VSL19, VSL20, 








VMS 1 VSL 1 VSL 2 VSL 3 VSL 4 VMS 2 VSL 5 
1 Congested  55 No No No No 55 Level 4 65 
4 Congested  55 Level 1 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
7 Congested  55 Level 2 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
10 Congested  55 Level 3 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
13 No-Congested 55 No No No No 55 Level 4 65 
16 No-Congested 55 Level 1 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
19 No-Congested 55 Level 2 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
22 No-Congested 55 Level 3 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
3 Congested  55 No 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
5 Congested  55 Level 1 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
6 Congested  55 Level 1 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
8 Congested  55 Level 2 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
11 Congested  55 Level 3 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
12 Congested  55 Level 3 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
14 No-Congested 55 No 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
15 No-Congested 55 No 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
17 No-Congested 55 Level 1 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
18 No-Congested 55 Level 1 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
20 No-Congested 55 Level 2 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
21 No-Congested 55 Level 2 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
23 No-Congested 55 Level 3 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
24 No-Congested 55 Level 3 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
 
A further analysis taking into account only the Non Congested Data was finally done to 
obtain if VSL3 was significant without the information being biased by the congestion.  
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7.10.2 Analysis based on the Non Congested data  
The variables y19 to y24 were used in this PROC MIXED analysis but based on the Non 
Congested data only. As in the previous analysis Tests of Fixed Effects, Differences of Least 
Square Means, and Test of Effect Slices were carefully examined. Table 7.24 shows the groups 
that have at least one significant scenario based on the Test of Effect Slices which is the 
comparison between the scenarios from the same group. Group 3 was significant for all the sets 
of data except for the upstream data calculated from the Initial Speed. In addition, group 1 was 
also significant in the downstream section when the Base Speed Limit was used to calculate the 
data being analyzed. Table 7.25 shows the scenarios that were significantly different from the 
significant groups and Table 7.26 shows the scenarios that were significant but do not belong to 
the significant groups.  
Table 7.24: Tests of Effect Slices for Sign VSL3 (Non Congested Data) 









From the three variables that could have caused an effect on the data: Group, Scenarios, 
and Info_Level, Info_Level affected the upstream data when Initial Speed was used and the 
scenarios provided an effect on the rest of the data.   
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The following observations were made from Table 7.25: 
• No scenarios were significant for the upstream section. 
• Eighteen (62%) scenarios out of the twenty nine scenarios that were significant had 
VSL3.  
• Scenarios VSL15 and VSL23 were the significant scenarios that included a VSL3 and 
scenario VSL16 was the significant scenario that did not included a VSL3. 
• From the set of data calculated from the Initial Speed all the scenarios that were 
significant included a VSL3. In fact, only scenario VSL15 was significant.  
From Table 7.26 the following observations were made:  
• Only one scenario (VSL16) was significant for the upstream zone. This scenario does not 
include a VSL3 in the design. 
• Two (50%) scenarios out of the four scenarios that were significant include a VSL3 for 
the downstream section.  
• Scenarios VSL14 was the only scenario that was significant and included a VSL3 and 
scenario VSL16 was the only significant scenario that did no include a VSL3 in the 
design. 
Table 7.27 illustrates the characteristics of all the significant scenarios mentioned in this 
section. 
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Table 7.25: Scenarios That are Significant and Belong to Significant Groups for VSL3 (Based on the Non Congested Data) 
VSL3 NON CONG 
In-VSL3-100 55-VSL3-100 In-VSL3+100 55-VSL3+100 In-VSL3+200 55-VSL3+200 
           VSL15 - VSL23 VSL16 - VSL24 VSL15 - VSL23 VSL16 - VSL24
           VSL15 - VSL13 VSL16   VSL14 VSL15 - VSL13 VSL16 - VSL14
           VSL15 - VSL21 VSL16   VSL22 VSL15 - VSL21 VSL16 - VSL22
           VSL15 - VSL19 VSL16   VSL15 VSL15 - VSL20 VSL16 - VSL15
           VSL15 - VSL17 VSL15   VSL23 VSL15 - VSL19 VSL16 - VSL17
                VSL15   VSL13 VSL15 - VSL17 VSL16 - VSL18
                VSL15   VSL19 VSL15 - VSL18 VSL15 - VSL23
                          VSL15 - VSL13
                          VSL23 - VSL17
 
Table 7.26: Scenarios That are Significant But Do Not Belong to Significant Groups for VSL3 (Based on the Non Congested Data) 
VSL3 NON CONG 
In-VSL3-100 55-VSL3-100 In-VSL3+100 55-VSL3+100 In-VSL3+200 55-VSL3+200 
      VSL16 - VSL17 VSL16 - VSL15     VSL16 - VSL15     














VMS 1 VSL 1 VSL 2 VSL 3 VSL 4 VMS 2 VSL 5 
14 No-Congested 55 No 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
15 No-Congested 55 No 45 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
23 No-Congested 55 Level 3 50 45 45 55 Level 4 65 
16 No-Congested 55 Level 1 No No No 55 Level 4 65 
 
It can be noticed from Table 7.27 that two out of the three scenarios that were significant 
and include a VSL3 have VSL1 (50); however, scenario VSL15 was the only scenario significant 
from the significant group.  
 
7.11 Summary of Findings 
• It was decided to use PROC MIXED to do the extensive analysis of the data due to the 
complexity of the experiment design.  
• The two sets of data used to run PROC MIXED were obtained from subtracting the spot 
speed limit obtained at 100 meters upstream, 100 and 200 meters downstream of the sign 
from Initial Speed and the Base Speed Limit.  
• Advising drivers to reduce their speed because speed limit is strictly enforced (VMS1 
Level 2) or without any warning (VMS1 Level 1) affect the drivers’ speed behavior in 
comparison to no sign or a sign with a more complicated messages such as the message 
displayed over VMS1 Level 3. Drivers probably did not follow the recommendation 
displayed over the VMS1 Level 3 sign because they are not used to such a message; 
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besides the fact that most of them did not trust the sign as they do not know about this 
current research.   
• An abrupt change in speed is recommended by the VSL1 analysis, which showed that the 
scenarios that were significant and belong to the groups that were significant included a 
VSL1 with the speed limit posted at 45 mph. 
• From the VSL2 and VSL3 analysis it was found that a sign is necessary in order for the 
drivers to maintain the change in the speed and as a reminder of the speed limit.  
• Scenario VSL15 was the only scenario that was significant from the VSL1, VSL2, and 
VSL3 analysis. Moreover, this scenario recommends an abrupt change in speed.  
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CHAPTER 8:  CONCLUSION 
Abdel-Aty et al. (2005) created split models for predicting multi-vehicle crashes during 
high-speed and low-speed operating conditions on freeways. These models were tested using 
PARAMICS micro-simulation and suggestions to minimize the likelihood of a crash were 
provided (Abdel-Aty et al. (2006a)). The use of Variable Speed Limit (VSL) to reduce the speed 
upstream of high risk and increase it downstream was one of the main recommendations. This 
study had the purpose of observing driving speed behaviors and analyzing their acceptance to 
Abdel-Aty et al., (2006a) recommendations or “rules” as they called them. The UCF driving 
simulator, which provides a close and safe environment, was chosen as a testbed for this 
experiment. Based on these rules, twenty four scenarios were designed which covered abrupt and 
gradual changes in the speed limit with the aid of VSL, three different messages displayed on 
VMS; Congested and Non Congested scenarios, as well as an increase in the speed limit using 
VSL also. In addition, these scenarios were equally split into eight groups for the last analysis of 
this study (PROC MIXED analysis) 
A total of eighty five participants run this experiment. Their recruitment was controlled 
by the gender and age variables as it was important to have similar percentages between the 
categories of the gender and age groups. Forty seven males and thirty eight females were 
recruited and from this, twenty one belong to the 16-19 years old age category; nineteen to the 
20-24 years old age category; thirteen to the 25-34 years old age category; seventeen to the 35-44 
years old  age category; and fifteen to the 45 years old and above age category.  
Every subject drove 3 scenarios and completed a survey at the end of the experiment. 
Hence, the study was completed using two sets of data: 1) Data obtained from the driving 
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simulator and 2) Data obtained from the questionnaire completed at the end of the simulation 
experiment.  
The survey included hypothetical questions as well as behavioral questions, such as do 
you drive with the flow, in compliance with speed limit or above the speed limit? Important  
findings from the survey analysis are summarized below: 
• More than 50% of the subjects drive with the flow or 5 mph above the speed limit.  
• Almost all drivers stated that they are willing to follow the advice provided on the VMS 
when this suggests reduction in speed limit to avoid the likelihood of an accident.  
• Seventy nine percent of the drivers would reduce or increase their speed if there is a 
decrease or increase in the speed limit; whether it is immediately or after some time.  
• Forty two percent of the drivers are willing to reduce their speed when a message 
displayed on the VMS suggests to do so.  
ANOVA and PROC MIXED were the statistical techniques utilized to analyze the 
driving simulator data. In fact, the whole analysis of the data was completed based on 
comparisons, such as analysis of the scenarios that included congestion versus the scenarios that 
did not include congestion or scenarios that did not include a sign (called sometimes base case) 
versus the scenarios that did include sign. From this, it was noticed that drivers significantly 
reduced their speed from the first VMS sign until downstream of VSL2 before approaching 
congestion. Independent ANOVA analyses were performed on each sign based on spot speed 
data obtained at every 50 meters for 500 meters upstream and 500 meters downstream of each 
sign and PROC MIXED analysis were performed on VMS1, VSL1, VSL2, and VSL3 signs 
based on a model that performed comparisons between scenarios within each group of scenarios 
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(the twenty four scenarios were equally split into 8 groups) and different groups of scenarios.  
It was noticed that the presence of VMS1 in the design played a very important role in 
the drivers’ speed behavior as more than 83% of subjects had a reaction to the VMS1 within the 
first 500 meters downstream of the sign. As in terms of the message displayed over the VMS1, it 
was found that drivers reduced their speed significantly after Level 1 and Level 2 were 
presented. Level 1 recommends reduction in the speed, Level 2 states that the speed limit is 
strictly enforced, and Level 3 suggests reduction in speed to avoid the chances of an accident. 
Hence, it can be said that the operator of the system does not need to inform drivers about the 
high risk of accidents, and a simple VMS and VLS might actually perform better than a 
complicated VMS message similar to Level 3, although the majority of drivers responded in the 
questionnaire that they would follow a recommendation similar to Level 3.  
The results obtained from the VSL1 analysis recommend the implementation of abrupt 
changes in speed.  VSL2 and VSL3 implementation is likewise important since it serves as a 
reminder of the speed limit to the drivers, in order to maintain the reduction in speed and to 
avoid the drivers from getting to the congestion zone with a high speed. In addition, when the 
speed reduction from VMS1 to VSL2 was analyzed, a significant reduction in speed was found 
when VMS is implemented in the design. However, with all the signing and recommendations to 
reduce speed approximately twenty nine percent of the subjects (out of 120 congested scenarios 
driven) waited to approach congestion in order to reduce their speed. It was also observed that 
drivers react faster to abrupt changes whether it is an increase or decrease on the speed than to 
modest changes in speed. Moreover, since drivers usually drive around 5 mph above the speed 
limit, on average the participants did not reduce their speed to the recommended speed limit. In 
addition, it was also noticed that drivers start “reacting” to the sign by decelerating between 100 
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and 150 meters upstream of the sign, and this “reaction” culminates around 200 and 300 meters 
downstream of the sign.  
Moreover, significant differences in the speeds are observed throughout the analysis 
between females and males. Males tend to drive at 5 mph or more above the speed limit while 
females drive in compliance with the speed limit or at not more than 5 mph above the speed 
limit. For the age analysis it was noticed that in general the oldest age group (45 and above) 
drive below the posted speed limit and react to every VMS and VSL sign. The drivers from the 
ages of 16-24 on average drive above the speed limit and always react to all recommendation to 
reduce or increase their speed; however, they always drive at least 5 mph above the speed limit. 
The subjects from the other ages do not drive as slow as the oldest drivers but also not as fast as 
the youngest drivers.  
This study provided an overview and a general idea about drivers’ reactions to each sign 
based on ANOVA and PROC MIXED analysis; however, a more in depth statistical analysis 
taking also into consideration the fixed and random values would be recommended. Finally, 
continuous studies about the benefits of VMS and VSL should be performed in addition to a 
study that would take into account all the recommendations already made from the crash risk 
model (Abdel-Aty et al. (2006a, 2007a, and 2007b).  
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IRB CONSENT FORM 
 
Please read this consent document carefully before you decide to participate in this study. 
 
Project Title:   Using the UCF Driving Simulator as a Test Bed for High Risk Locations  
 
Purpose of the research study:  
The purpose of this study is to obtain subjects reactions to driving in a simulator and test driver 
performances in the simulated traffic environment. 
 
What you will be asked to do in this study:   
Volunteer participation in this research project will take place in the UCF College of 
Engineering's new Driving Simulator Laboratory located in Room 117 in the new engineering 
building.  Following an informal briefing about the UCF driving simulator, you will be given an 
opportunity for a three minute test drive to become familiar with the controls and get acclimated 
to the virtual environment.  After a short rest period, you will be asked to drive the simulator for 
approximately 20 minutes.  The research team will be recording information related to your 
driving habits (steering, gas and break pedal inputs) as well as location of the simulator vehicle 
and its proximity to certain objects in the visual scene. There will be no rating, rank ordering or 
any attempt to assess individual driving performance.  
 
Time Required: Approximately 20 minutes 
 
Risks: There is a small risk of subjects developing what is ordinarily referred to a simulator 
sickness.  It occurs infrequently to subjects who are exposed to prolong continuous 
testing in simulated environments.  Symptoms consist of nausea and a feeling of being 
light headed.   
 
Benefits/Compensation: There is no direct benefit to you from participation in this study.  All 
volunteers will receive $10 for completing this study.  Partial 
compensation may be available for those who do not complete the 
experiment. 
 
Confidentiality: Your identity will be kept confidential.  Your name will not be used in any 
report.  The recorded data will be assigned a code number. A list correlating 
participant names and code numbers will be locked up in the office of the 
principal investigator from UCF.   
 
Voluntary participation: Your participation in this study is voluntary.  You have the right to 
withdraw from this study at any time without consequence. 
 




More information: For more information or if you have questions about this study, contact 
 
Mr. Xuedong Yan            Dr. Mohamed A. Abdel-Aty 
407-823-5810  (407) 823-5657 
yxd22222@yahoo.com mabdel@mail.ucf.edu   
 
If you believe you have been injured during participation in this research project, you may file a 
claim against the State of Florida by filing a claim with the University of Central Florida's 
Insurance Coordinator, Purchasing Department, 4000 Central Florida Boulevard, Suite 360, 
Orlando, FL 32816, (407) 823-2661. The University of Central Florida is an agency of the State 
of Florida and the University's and the State's liability for personal injury or property damage is 
extremely limited under Florida law.  Accordingly, the University's and the State's ability to 
compensate you for any personal injury or property damage suffered during this research project 
is very limited. 
 
Information regarding your rights as a research volunteer may be obtained from: 
 
Chris Grayson 
Institutional Review Board (IRB) 
University of Central Florida (UCF) 
12443 Research Parkway, Suite 207 
Orlando, FL 32826-3252 
Telephone:  (407) 823-2901 
 
□ I have read the procedure described above 









Researchers at UCF (University of Central Florida) are currently working on an FDOT 
(Florida Department of Transportation) sponsored project intended to reduce accidents on 
Interstate-4 (I-4) freeway corridor.  
This survey in conjunction with the driver simulator experiment aims at examining the 
users’ response to some of the techniques that may be used to reduce the chances of an 
accident on I-4. 
 
1) Do you use I-4 on a regular basis?  
a) Yes 
b) No  
 
2) How often? 
a) More than four times a week, 
b) Two-four times a week,  
c) Once a week,  
d) Once in two weeks,  
e) Once a month,  
f) Rarely or never 
 
3) When driving on a freeway, do you usually drive with the flow, drive in 
compliance with the speed limit, or above/below the speed limit? 
 a) Drive with flow 
 b) Comply with speed limit 
 c) Drive below speed limit 
 d) 5 mph above speed limit 
 e) 10 mph above speed limit 
 f) more than 10 mph above speed limit 
  
 
A Variable Message Sign (VMS) is an electronic traffic sign often used on roadways to 
give travelers information about special events. Such signs warn of traffic congestion, 
accidents, incidents, roadwork zones, or speed limits on a specific highway segment. 
 








A Variable Speed Limit (VSL) is an electronic adjustable speed limit to help manage the 
traffic flow along the freeway 








7) If you are provided with information on VMS that is designed to help avoid a 





8) If the posted speed limits are changed (using VSL) based on prevailing traffic 
conditions and can potentially reduce the chances of “accident” on the freeway.  
Which one of the following would best describe your driving behavior following a 
speed limit decrease? 
a) Decelerate immediately   
b) Decelerate after some time  
c) Follow other vehicles' speed regardless of speed limit changes 
d) Do nothing 
 
9)  Similarly, which one of the following would best describe your driving behavior 
following a speed limit increase? 
a) Accelerate immediately   
b) Accelerate after some time  
c) Follow other vehicles' speed regardless of speed limit changes 
d) Do nothing 
 
10) If you were driving on a freeway at a speed of 55 mph, and you encounter a VMS 
advising you to reduce your speed for the next 3 miles in order to reduce the 
chances of “accident”. Which one of the following will you most likely do? 
a) Reduce speed to 50  
b) Reduce speed to 45 
c) Reduce speed to 40 
d) Drive with the flow. If the flow reduces the speed then you will also reduce  
    your speed. 
e) Just drive more carefully 
f) Ignore the advice provided on VMS 
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11) If you were driving on a freeway with a speed limit of 55 mph, and you encounter 
a Variable Speed Limit (VSL) of 45 mph in order to reduce the chances of 
“accident”. Which one of the following will you most likely do? 
a) Reduce speed to 50 
b) Reduce speed to 45 
c) Drive with the flow. If the flow reduces the speed then you will also reduce  
    your speed. 
d) Just drive more carefully 
e) Ignore the changed speed 
       
 
12) If the variable speed limit (VSL) was enforced, would you change your response 
in question 15 above? 






13) What level of education have you completed? 
 a) Graduate school or higher 
 b) College 
 c) Some College 
 d) High School 





















VSL 1 VSL 17 VSL 9 1 
C-No-NoNoNo NC-1-50-45-45 C-2-454545 
VSL 2 VSL 18 VSL 10 2 
C-No-504545 NC-1-454545 C-3-NoNoNo 
VSL 3 VSL 19 VSL 11 3 
C-No-454545 NC-2-NoNoNo C-3-504545 
VSL 4 VSL 20 VSL 12 4 
C-1-NoNoNo NC-2-504545 C-3-454545 
VSL 5 VSL 21 VSL 13 5 
C-1-504545 NC-2-454545 NC-No-NoNoNo 
VSL 6 VSL 22 VSL 14 6 
C-1-454545 NC-3-NoNoNo NC-No-504545 
VSL 7 VSL 23 VSL 15 7 
C-2-NoNoNo NC-3-504545 NC-No-454545 
VSL 8 VSL 24 VSL 16 8 
C-2-504545 NC-3-454545 NC-1-NoNoNo 
VSL 9 VSL 1 VSL 17 9 
C-2-454545 C-No-NoNoNo NC-1-50-45-45 
VSL 10 VSL 2 VSL 18 10 
C-3-NoNoNo C-No-504545 NC-1-454545 
VSL 11 VSL 3 VSL 19 11 
C-3-504545 C-No-454545 NC-2-NoNoNo 
VSL 12 VSL 4 VSL 20 12 
C-3-454545 C-1-NoNoNo NC-2-504545 
VSL 13 VSL 5 VSL 21 13 
NC-No-NoNoNo C-1-504545 NC-2-454545 
VSL 14 VSL 6 VSL 22 14 
NC-No-504545 C-1-454545 NC-3-NoNoNo 
VSL 15 VSL 7 VSL 23 15 
NC-No-454545 C-2-NoNoNo NC-3-504545 
VSL 16 VSL 8 VSL 24 16 
NC-1-NoNoNo C-2-504545 NC-3-454545 
VSL 17 VSL 9 VSL 1 17 
NC-1-50-45-45 C-2-454545 C-No-NoNoNo 
VSL 18 VSL 10 VSL 2 18 
NC-1-454545 C-3-NoNoNo C-No-504545 
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Subjects Scenarios 
VSL 19 VSL 11 VSL 3 19 
NC-2-NoNoNo C-3-504545 C-No-454545 
VSL 20 VSL 12 VSL 4 20 
NC-2-504545 C-3-454545 C-1-NoNoNo 
VSL 21 VSL 13 VSL 5 21 
NC-2-454545 NC-No-NoNoNo C-1-504545 
VSL 22 VSL 14 VSL 6 22 
NC-3-NoNoNo NC-No-504545 C-1-454545 
VSL 23 VSL 15 VSL 7 23 
NC-3-504545 NC-No-454545 C-2-NoNoNo 
VSL 24 VSL 16 VSL 8 24 
NC-3-454545 NC-1-NoNoNo C-2-504545 
VSL 1 VSL 17 VSL 9 25 
C-No-NoNoNo NC-1-50-45-45 C-2-454545 
VSL 2 VSL 18 VSL 10 26 
C-No-504545 NC-1-454545 C-3-NoNoNo 
VSL 3 VSL 19 VSL 11 27 
C-No-454545 NC-2-NoNoNo C-3-504545 
VSL 4 VSL 20 VSL 12 28 
C-1-NoNoNo NC-2-504545 C-3-454545 
VSL 5 VSL 21 VSL 13 29 
C-1-504545 NC-2-454545 NC-No-NoNoNo 
VSL 6 VSL 22 VSL 14 30 
C-1-454545 NC-3-NoNoNo NC-No-504545 
VSL 7 VSL 23 VSL 15 31 
C-2-NoNoNo NC-3-504545 NC-No-454545 
VSL 8 VSL 24 VSL 16 32 
C-2-504545 NC-3-454545 NC-1-NoNoNo 
VSL 9 VSL 1 VSL 17 33 
C-2-454545 C-No-NoNoNo NC-1-50-45-45 
VSL 10 VSL 2 VSL 18 34 
C-3-NoNoNo C-No-504545 NC-1-454545 
VSL 11 VSL 3 VSL 19 35 
C-3-504545 C-No-454545 NC-2-NoNoNo 
VSL 12 VSL 4 VSL 20 36 






VSL 13 VSL 5 VSL 21 37 
NC-No-NoNoNo C-1-504545 NC-2-454545 
VSL 14 VSL 6 VSL 22 38 
NC-No-504545 C-1-454545 NC-3-NoNoNo 
VSL 15 VSL 7 VSL 23 39 
NC-No-454545 C-2-NoNoNo NC-3-504545 
VSL 16 VSL 8 VSL 24 40 
NC-1-NoNoNo C-2-504545 NC-3-454545 
VSL 17 VSL 9 VSL 1 41 
NC-1-50-45-45 C-2-454545 C-No-NoNoNo 
VSL 18 VSL 10 VSL 2 42 
NC-1-454545 C-3-NoNoNo C-No-504545 
VSL 19 VSL 11 VSL 3 43 
NC-2-NoNoNo C-3-504545 C-No-454545 
VSL 20 VSL 12 VSL 4 44 
NC-2-504545 C-3-454545 C-1-NoNoNo 
VSL 21 VSL 13 VSL 5 45 
NC-2-454545 NC-No-NoNoNo C-1-504545 
VSL 22 VSL 14 VSL 6 46 
NC-3-NoNoNo NC-No-504545 C-1-454545 
VSL 23 VSL 15 VSL 7 47 
NC-3-504545 NC-No-454545 C-2-NoNoNo 
VSL 24 VSL 16 VSL 8 48 
NC-3-454545 NC-1-NoNoNo C-2-504545 
VSL 1 VSL 17 VSL 9 49 
C-No-NoNoNo NC-1-50-45-45 C-2-454545 
VSL 2 VSL 18 VSL 10 50 
C-No-504545 NC-1-454545 C-3-NoNoNo 
VSL 3 VSL 19 VSL 11 51 
C-No-454545 NC-2-NoNoNo C-3-504545 
VSL 4 VSL 20 VSL 12 52 
C-1-NoNoNo NC-2-504545 C-3-454545 
VSL 5 VSL 21 VSL 13 53 
C-1-504545 NC-2-454545 NC-No-NoNoNo 
VSL 6 VSL 22 VSL 14 54 
C-1-454545 NC-3-NoNoNo NC-No-504545 
VSL 7 VSL 23 VSL 15 55 




VSL 8 VSL 24 VSL 16 56 
C-2-504545 NC-3-454545 NC-1-NoNoNo 
VSL 9 VSL 1 VSL 17 57 
C-2-454545 C-No-NoNoNo NC-1-50-45-45 
VSL 10 VSL 2 VSL 18 58 
C-3-NoNoNo C-No-504545 NC-1-454545 
VSL 11 VSL 3 VSL 19 59 
C-3-504545 C-No-454545 NC-2-NoNoNo 
VSL 12 VSL 4 VSL 20 60 
C-3-454545 C-1-NoNoNo NC-2-504545 
VSL 13 VSL 5 VSL 21 61 
NC-No-NoNoNo C-1-504545 NC-2-454545 
VSL 14 VSL 6 VSL 22 62 
NC-No-504545 C-1-454545 NC-3-NoNoNo 
VSL 15 VSL 7 VSL 23 63 
NC-No-454545 C-2-NoNoNo NC-3-504545 
VSL 16 VSL 8 VSL 24 64 
NC-1-NoNoNo C-2-504545 NC-3-454545 
VSL 17 VSL 9 VSL 1 65 
NC-1-50-45-45 C-2-454545 C-No-NoNoNo 
VSL 18 VSL 10 VSL 2 66 
NC-1-454545 C-3-NoNoNo C-No-504545 
VSL 19 VSL 11 VSL 3 67 
NC-2-NoNoNo C-3-504545 C-No-454545 
VSL 20 VSL 12 VSL 4 68 
NC-2-504545 C-3-454545 C-1-NoNoNo 
VSL 21 VSL 13 VSL 5 69 
NC-2-454545 NC-No-NoNoNo C-1-504545 
VSL 22 VSL 14 VSL 6 70 
NC-3-NoNoNo NC-No-504545 C-1-454545 
VSL 23 VSL 15 VSL 7 71 
NC-3-504545 NC-No-454545 C-2-NoNoNo 
VSL 24 VSL 16 VSL 8 72 
NC-3-454545 NC-1-NoNoNo C-2-504545 
VSL 1 VSL 17 VSL 9 73 
C-No-NoNoNo NC-1-50-45-45 C-2-454545 
VSL 2 VSL 18 VSL 10 74 




VSL 3 VSL 19 VSL 11 75 
C-No-454545 NC-2-NoNoNo C-3-504545 
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APPENDIX C: DESIGN OF THE 128 SCENARIOS 
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VMS 1 VSL 1 VSL 2 VSL 3 VSL 4 VMS 2 VSL 5 
1 Congested  50 No No  No No 50 No 60 
2 Congested  50 No No  No No 50 Level 4 60 
3 Congested  50 No 45 40 40 50 No 60 
4 Congested  50 No 45 40 40 50 Level 4 60 
5 Congested  50 No 45 35 35 50 No 60 
6 Congested  50 No 45 35 35 50 Level 4 60 
7 Congested  50 No 40 40 40 50 No 60 
8 Congested  50 No 40 40 40 50 Level 4 60 
9 Congested  50 Level 1 No  No No 50 No 60 
10 Congested  50 Level 1 No  No No 50 Level 4 60 
11 Congested  50 Level 1 45 40 40 50 No 60 
12 Congested  50 Level 1 45 40 40 50 Level 4 60 
13 Congested  50 Level 1 45 35 35 50 No 60 
14 Congested  50 Level 1 45 35 35 50 Level 4 60 
15 Congested  50 Level 1 40 40 40 50 No 60 
16 Congested  50 Level 1 40 40 40 50 Level 4 60 
17 Congested  50 Level 2 No  No No 50 No 60 
18 Congested  50 Level 2 No  No No 50 Level 4 60 
19 Congested  50 Level 2 45 40 40 50 No 60 
20 Congested  50 Level 2 45 40 40 50 Level 4 60 
21 Congested  50 Level 2 45 35 35 50 No 60 
22 Congested  50 Level 2 45 35 35 50 Level 4 60 
23 Congested  50 Level 2 40 40 40 50 No 60 
24 Congested  50 Level 2 40 40 40 50 Level 4 60 
25 Congested  50 Level 3 No  No No 50 No 60 
26 Congested  50 Level 3 No  No No 50 Level 4 60 
27 Congested  50 Level 3 45 40 40 50 No 60 
28 Congested  50 Level 3 45 40 40 50 Level 4 60 
29 Congested  50 Level 3 45 35 35 50 No 60 
30 Congested  50 Level 3 45 35 35 50 Level 4 60 
31 Congested  50 Level 3 40 40 40 50 No 60 
32 Congested  50 Level 3 40 40 40 50 Level 4 60 
33 Congested  60 No No  No No 60 No 65 
34 Congested  60 No No  No No 60 Level 4 65 
35 Congested  60 No 55 50 50 60 No 65 
36 Congested  60 No 55 50 50 60 Level 4 65 
37 Congested  60 No 55 45 45 60 No 65 
38 Congested  60 No 55 45 45 60 Level 4 65 
39 Congested  60 No 50 50 50 60 No 65 
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40 Congested  60 No 50 50 50 60 Level 4 65 
41 Congested  60 Level 1 No  No No 60 No 65 
42 Congested  60 Level 1 No  No No 60 Level 4 65 
43 Congested  60 Level 1 55 50 50 60 No 65 
44 Congested  60 Level 1 55 50 50 60 Level 4 65 
45 Congested  60 Level 1 55 45 45 60 No 65 
46 Congested  60 Level 1 55 45 45 60 Level 4 65 
47 Congested  60 Level 1 50 50 50 60 No 65 
48 Congested  60 Level 1 50 50 50 60 Level 4 65 
49 Congested  60 Level 2 No  No No 60 No 65 
50 Congested  60 Level 2 No  No No 60 Level 4 65 
51 Congested  60 Level 2 55 50 50 60 No 65 
52 Congested  60 Level 2 55 50 50 60 Level 4 65 
53 Congested  60 Level 2 55 45 45 60 No 65 
54 Congested  60 Level 2 55 45 45 60 Level 4 65 
55 Congested  60 Level 2 50 50 50 60 No 65 
56 Congested  60 Level 2 50 50 50 60 Level 4 65 
57 Congested  60 Level 3 No  No No 60 No 65 
58 Congested  60 Level 3 No  No No 60 Level 4 65 
59 Congested  60 Level 3 55 50 50 60 No 65 
60 Congested  60 Level 3 55 50 50 60 Level 4 65 
61 Congested  60 Level 3 55 45 45 60 No 65 
62 Congested  60 Level 3 55 45 45 60 Level 4 65 
63 Congested  60 Level 3 50 50 50 60 No 65 
64 Congested  60 Level 3 50 50 50 60 Level 4 65 
65 Non-Congested 50 No No  No No 50 No 60 
66 Non-Congested 50 No No  No No 50 Level 4 60 
67 Non-Congested 50 No 45 40 40 50 No 60 
68 Non-Congested 50 No 45 40 40 50 Level 4 60 
69 Non-Congested 50 No 45 35 35 50 No 60 
70 Non-Congested 50 No 45 35 35 50 Level 4 60 
71 Non-Congested 50 No 40 40 40 50 No 60 
72 Non-Congested 50 No 40 40 40 50 Level 4 60 
73 Non-Congested 50 Level 1 No  No No 50 No 60 
74 Non-Congested 50 Level 1 No  No No 50 Level 4 60 
75 Non-Congested 50 Level 1 45 40 40 50 No 60 
76 Non-Congested 50 Level 1 45 40 40 50 Level 4 60 
77 Non-Congested 50 Level 1 45 35 35 50 No 60 
78 Non-Congested 50 Level 1 45 35 35 50 Level 4 60 
79 Non-Congested 50 Level 1 40 40 40 50 No 60 
80 Non-Congested 50 Level 1 40 40 40 50 Level 4 60 
81 Non-Congested 50 Level 2 No  No No 50 No 60 
82 Non-Congested 50 Level 2 No  No No 50 Level 4 60 
83 Non-Congested 50 Level 2 45 40 40 50 No 60 
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84 Non-Congested 50 Level 2 45 40 40 50 Level 4 60 
85 Non-Congested 50 Level 2 45 35 35 50 No 60 
86 Non-Congested 50 Level 2 45 35 35 50 Level 4 60 
87 Non-Congested 50 Level 2 40 40 40 50 No 60 
88 Non-Congested 50 Level 2 40 40 40 50 Level 4 60 
89 Non-Congested 50 Level 3 No  No No 50 No 60 
90 Non-Congested 50 Level 3 No  No No 50 Level 4 60 
91 Non-Congested 50 Level 3 45 40 40 50 No 60 
92 Non-Congested 50 Level 3 45 40 40 50 Level 4 60 
93 Non-Congested 50 Level 3 45 35 35 50 No 60 
94 Non-Congested 50 Level 3 45 35 35 50 Level 4 60 
95 Non-Congested 50 Level 3 40 40 40 50 No 60 
96 Non-Congested 50 Level 3 40 40 40 50 Level 4 60 
97 Non-Congested 60 No No  No No 60 No 65 
98 Non-Congested 60 No No  No No 60 Level 4 65 
99 Non-Congested 60 No 55 50 50 60 No 65 
100 Non-Congested 60 No 55 50 50 60 Level 4 65 
101 Non-Congested 60 No 55 45 45 60 No 65 
102 Non-Congested 60 No 55 45 45 60 Level 4 65 
103 Non-Congested 60 No 50 50 50 60 No 65 
104 Non-Congested 60 No 50 50 50 60 Level 4 65 
105 Non-Congested 60 Level 1 No  No No 60 No 65 
106 Non-Congested 60 Level 1 No  No No 60 Level 4 65 
107 Non-Congested 60 Level 1 55 50 50 60 No 65 
108 Non-Congested 60 Level 1 55 50 50 60 Level 4 65 
109 Non-Congested 60 Level 1 55 45 45 60 No 65 
110 Non-Congested 60 Level 1 55 45 45 60 Level 4 65 
111 Non-Congested 60 Level 1 50 50 50 60 No 65 
112 Non-Congested 60 Level 1 50 50 50 60 Level 4 65 
113 Non-Congested 60 Level 2 No  No No 60 No 65 
114 Non-Congested 60 Level 2 No  No No 60 Level 4 65 
115 Non-Congested 60 Level 2 55 50 50 60 No 65 
116 Non-Congested 60 Level 2 55 50 50 60 Level 4 65 
117 Non-Congested 60 Level 2 55 45 45 60 No 65 
118 Non-Congested 60 Level 2 55 45 45 60 Level 4 65 
119 Non-Congested 60 Level 2 50 50 50 60 No 65 
120 Non-Congested 60 Level 2 50 50 50 60 Level 4 65 
121 Non-Congested 60 Level 3 No  No No 60 No 65 
122 Non-Congested 60 Level 3 No  No No 60 Level 4 65 
123 Non-Congested 60 Level 3 55 50 50 60 No 65 
124 Non-Congested 60 Level 3 55 50 50 60 Level 4 65 
125 Non-Congested 60 Level 3 55 45 45 60 No 65 
126 Non-Congested 60 Level 3 55 45 45 60 Level 4 65 
127 Non-Congested 60 Level 3 50 50 50 60 No 65 
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128 Non-Congested 60 Level 3 50 50 50 60 Level 4 65 
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APPENDIX D: STATISTICAL RESULTS FOR THE SURVEY ANALYSIS 
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First Pearson Chi-Square Analysis 
Gender Categories: Female and Male 
Age Categories: 16-24, 24-34, 35-44, 45 up 




Tabulated statistics: Gender, Q1  
Rows: Gender   Columns: Q5 
        a   b  Missing  All 
f      19  17        2   36 
m      27  20        0   47 
All    46  37        *   83 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 0.180, DF = 1, P-Value = 0.671 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 0.180, DF = 1, P-Value = 0.672 
Tabulated statistics: Gender, Q3  
Rows: Gender   Columns: Q7 
        a   b  c   d   e  f  Missing  All 
f      17   7  2   8   3  1        0   38 
m      15   6  2  11  10  2        1   46 
All    32  13  4  19  13  3        *   84 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 4.053, DF = 5, P-Value = 0.542 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 4.231, DF = 5, P-Value = 0.517 
* NOTE * 4 cells with expected counts less than 5 
Tabulated statistics: Gender, Q7  
Rows: Gender   Columns: Q11 
        a  b  All 
f      37  1   38 
m      46  1   47 
All    83  2   85 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 0.023, DF = 1 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 0.023, DF = 1 
* WARNING * 1 cells with expected counts less than 1 
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* WARNING * Chi-Square approximation probably invalid 
* NOTE * 2 cells with expected counts less than 5 
Tabulated statistics: Gender, Q8  
Rows: Gender   Columns: Q12 
        a   b   c  All 
f      14  18   6   38 
m      16  19  12   47 
All    30  37  18   85 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 1.221, DF = 2, P-Value = 0.543 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 1.245, DF = 2, P-Value = 0.537 
Tabulated statistics: Gender, Q9  
Rows: Gender   Columns: Q13 
        a   b   c  All 
f      15  15   8   38 
m      17  20  10   47 
All    32  35  18   85 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 0.110, DF = 2, P-Value = 0.947 
Likeliood Ratio Chi-Square = 0.110, DF = 2, P-Value = 0.947 
Tabulated statistics: Gender, Q10  
Rows: Gender   Columns: Q14 
        a   b  c   d   e  All 
f       8  10  0  15   5   38 
m      10   7  1  23   6   47 
All    18  17  1  38  11   85 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 2.603, DF = 4 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 2.974, DF = 4 
* WARNING * 2 cells with expected counts less than 1 
* WARNING * Chi-Square approximation probably invalid 
* NOTE * 3 cells with expected counts less than 5 
Tabulated statistics: Gender, Q11 
Rows: Gender   Columns: Q15 
        a   b   c  d  e  Missing  All 
f       9  18   8  2  1        0   38 
m      10  15  15  6  0        1   46 
All    19  33  23  8  1        *   84 
Cell Contents:      Count 
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Pearson Chi-Square = 4.737, DF = 4 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 5.207, DF = 4 
* WARNING * 2 cells with expected counts less than 1 
* WARNING * Chi-Square approximation probably invalid 
* NOTE * 4 cells with expected counts less than 5 
 
Age 
Tabulated statistics: Age, Q3  
Rows: Age   Columns: Q7 
         a   b  c   d   e  f  Missing  All 
1619     9   2  0   5   4  1        0   21 
2024    10   2  0   4   2  1        0   19 
2534     8   2  1   1   1  0        0   13 
3544     2   3  2   6   4  0        0   17 
45up     3   4  1   3   2  1        1   14 
All     32  13  4  19  13  3        *   84 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 19.656, DF = 20 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 22.965, DF = 20 
* WARNING * 9 cells with expected counts less than 1 
* WARNING * Chi-Square approximation probably invalid 
* NOTE * 26 cells with expected counts less than 5 
Tabulated statistics: Age, Q8 
Rows: Age   Columns: Q12 
         a   b   c  All 
1619     8   9   4   21 
2024     6   7   6   19 
2534     5   4   4   13 
3544     5   9   3   17 
45up     6   8   1   15 
All     30  37  18   85 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 4.952, DF = 8, P-Value = 0.763 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 5.339, DF = 8, P-Value = 0.721 
* NOTE * 6 cells with expected counts less than 5 
Tabulated statistics: Age, Q9  
Rows: Age   Columns: Q13 
         a   b   c  All 
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1619     6   9   6   21 
2024    10   6   3   19 
2534     8   3   2   13 
3544     5   7   5   17 
45up     3  10   2   15 
All     32  35  18   85 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 10.940, DF = 8, P-Value = 0.205 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 10.677, DF = 8, P-Value = 0.221 
* NOTE * 6 cells with expected counts less than 5 
Tabulated statistics: Age, Q10 
Rows: Age   Columns: Q14 
         a   b  c   d   e  All 
1619     3   6  1  10   1   21 
2024     4   2  0   9   4   19 
2534     4   3  0   6   0   13 
3544     4   4  0   8   1   17 
45up     3   2  0   5   5   15 
All     18  17  1  38  11   85 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 16.002, DF = 16 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 16.476, DF = 16 
* WARNING * 5 cells with expected counts less than 1 
* WARNING * Chi-Square approximation probably invalid 
* NOTE * 20 cells with expected counts less than 5 
Tabulated statistics: Age, Q11 
Rows: Age   Columns: Q15 
         a   b   c  d  e  Missing  All 
1619     4   6  10  1  0        0   21 
2024     9   4   4  0  1        1   18 
2534     2   7   3  1  0        0   13 
3544     3  10   2  2  0        0   17 
45up     1   6   4  4  0        0   15 
All     19  33  23  8  1        *   84 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 28.128, DF = 16 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 26.884, DF = 16 
* WARNING * 5 cells with expected counts less than 1 
* WARNING * Chi-Square approximation probably invalid 
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* NOTE * 19 cells with expected counts less than 5 
 
Second Pearson Chi-Square Analysis 
Gender Categories: Female and Male 
Age Categories: 16-24, 25-40, 41 up 
Education Categories: High School, College, Beyond College 
Modifications to Questions 14 and 15: 
Question 14   Question 15 
a = a    a = a     
b = b    b = b 
c = b    c = c 
d =d    d =d 





Tabulated statistics: Gender, Q7  
Rows: Gender   Columns: Q7 
        a   b   e  f  Missing  All 
f      17  17   3  1        0   38 
m      15  19  10  2        1   46 
All    32  36  13  3        *   84 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 3.610, DF = 3, P-Value = 0.307 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 3.790, DF = 3, P-Value = 0.285 
* NOTE * 2 cells with expected counts less than 5 
Tabulated statistics: Gender, Q10  
Rows: Gender   Columns: Q14 
        a   b   d   e  All 
f       8  10  15   5   38 
m      10   8  23   6   47 
All    18  18  38  11   85 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 1.281, DF = 3, P-Value = 0.734 
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Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 1.279, DF = 3, P-Value = 0.734 
* NOTE * 1 cells with expected counts less than 5 
Tabulated statistics: Gender, Q11  
Rows: Gender   Columns: Q15 
        a   b   c  d  Missing  All 
f       9  18   8  3        0   38 
m      10  15  15  6        1   46 
All    19  33  23  9        *   84 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 2.719, DF = 3, P-Value = 0.437 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 2.747, DF = 3, P-Value = 0.432 
* NOTE * 2 cells with expected counts less than 5 
Tabulated statistics: Age, Q1 
Rows: Age   Columns: Q5 
         a   b  Missing  All 
1624    20  20        0   40 
2540    15   8        1   23 
40up    11   9        1   20 
All     46  37        *   83 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 1.371, DF = 2, P-Value = 0.504 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 1.387, DF = 2, P-Value = 0.500 
Tabulated statistics: Age, Q2  
Rows: Age   Columns: Q7 
         a   b   e  f  Missing  All 
1624    19  13   6  2        0   40 
2540     9  11   4  0        0   24 
40up     4  12   3  1        1   20 
All     32  36  13  3        *   84 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 6.303, DF = 6 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 7.355, DF = 6 
* WARNING * 2 cells with expected counts less than 1 
* WARNING * Chi-Square approximation probably invalid 
* NOTE * 5 cells with expected counts less than 5 
Tabulated statistics: Age, Q7  
Rows: Age   Columns: Q11 
         a  b  All 
1624    39  1   40 
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2540    24  0   24 
40up    20  1   21 
All     83  2   85 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 1.112, DF = 2 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 1.557, DF = 2 
* WARNING * 3 cells with expected counts less than 1 
* WARNING * Chi-Square approximation probably invalid 
* NOTE * 3 cells with expected counts less than 5 
Tabulated statistics: Age, Q8  
Rows: Age   Columns: Q12 
        a   b   c  All 
624    14  16  10   40 
2540     9  11   4   24 
40up     7  10   4   21 
All     30  37  18   85 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 0.833, DF = 4, P-Value = 0.934 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 0.838, DF = 4, P-Value = 0.933 
* NOTE * 1 cells with expected counts less than 5 
Tabulated statistics: Age, Q19  
Rows: Age   Columns: Q13 
         a   b   c  All 
1624    16  15   9   40 
2540    12   8   4   24 
40up     4  12   5   21 
All     32  35  18   85 
ell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 5.084, DF = 4, P-Value = 0.279 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 5.325, DF = 4, P-Value = 0.256 
* NOTE * 1 cells with expected counts less than 5 
Tabulated statistics: Age, Q10  
Rows: Age   Columns: Q14 
         a   b   d   e  All 
1624     7   9  19   5   40 
2540     6   7  11   0   24 
40up     5   2   8   6   21 
All     18  18  38  11   85 
Cell Contents:      Count 
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Pearson Chi-Square = 9.951, DF = 6, P-Value = 0.127 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 12.319, DF = 6, P-Value = 0.055 
* NOTE * 4 cells with expected counts less than 5 
Tabulated statistics: Age, Q11  
Rows: Age   Columns: Q15 
         a   b   c  d  Missing  All 
1624    13  10  14  2        1   39 
2540     4  14   4  2        0   24 
40up     2   9   5  5        0   21 
All     19  33  23  9        *   84 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 14.841, DF = 6, P-Value = 0.022 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 14.527, DF = 6, P-Value = 0.024 
* NOTE * 4 cells with expected counts less than 5 
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Education (Question 17) 
 
Tabulated statistics: Q13, Q1  
Rows: Q17   Columns: Q5 
        a   b  Missing  All 
a      19  10        1   29 
b      25  19        1   44 
c       2   8        0   10 
All    46  37        *   83 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 6.310, DF = 2, P-Value = 0.043 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 6.538, DF = 2, P-Value = 0.038 
* NOTE * 1 cells with expected counts less than 5 
Tabulated statistics: Q13, Q3  
Rows: Q17   Columns: Q7 
        a   b   e  f  Missing  All 
a      12  11   5  1        1   29 
b      19  18   6  2        0   45 
c       1   7   2  0        0   10 
All    32  36  13  3        *   84 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 5.103, DF = 6 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 6.039, DF = 6 
* WARNING * 1 cells with expected counts less than 1 
* WARNING * Chi-Square approximation probably invalid 
* NOTE * 7 cells with expected counts less than 5 
Tabulated statistics: Q13, Q7  
Rows: Q17   Columns: Q11 
       a  b  All 
a      30  0   30 
b      43  2   45 
c      10  0   10 
All    83  2   85 
Cell Contents:      Count 
earson Chi-Square = 1.821, DF = 2 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 2.587, DF = 2 
* WARNING * 2 cells with expected counts less than 1 
* WARNING * Chi-Square approximation probably invalid 
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* NOTE * 3 cells with expected counts less than 5 
Tabulated statistics: Q13, Q8  
Rows: Q17   Columns: Q12 
        a   b   c  All 
a      13  10   7   30 
b      12  23  10   45 
c       5   4   1   10 
All    30  37  18   85 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 4.129, DF = 4, P-Value = 0.389 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 4.284, DF = 4, P-Value = 0.369 
* NOTE * 3 cells with expected counts less than 5 
Tabulated statistics: Q13, Q9  
Rows: Q17   Columns: Q13 
       a   b   c  All 
a      13  11   6   30 
b      19  16  10   45 
c       0   8   2   10 
All    32  35  18   85 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 8.476, DF = 4, P-Value = 0.076 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 11.443, DF = 4, P-Value = 0.022 
NOTE * 3 cells with expected counts less than 5 
Tabulated statistics: Q13, Q10  
Rows: Q17   Columns: Q14 
        a   b   d   e  All 
a       8   4  14   4   30 
b       9  10  20   6   45 
c       1   4   4   1   10 
All    18  18  38  11   85 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 3.766, DF = 6, P-Value = 0.708 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 3.669, DF = 6, P-Value = 0.721 
* NOTE * 5 cells with expected counts less than 5 
Tabulated statistics: Q13, Q11  
Rows: Q17   Columns: Q15 
        a   b   c  d  Missing  All 
a       6  15   7  1        1   29 
b      11  14  15  5        0   45 
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c       2   4   1  3        0   10 
All    19  33  23  9        *   84 
Cell Contents:      Count 
Pearson Chi-Square = 8.757, DF = 6, P-Value = 0.188 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 8.405, DF = 6, P-Value = 0.210 
* NOTE * 6 cells with expected counts less than 5 
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APPENDIX E: STATISTICAL RESULTS FOR THE MEAN SPEED 
ANALYSIS 
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VMS 1  
Table E. 1: ANOVA Results for the Males’ Data Comparing No VMS1 Against VMS1 L1 at 
Every 50 Meters for the Upstream and Downstream Section 
ANOVA
2.498 1 2.498 .043 .836
3717.647 64 58.088
3720.145 65
3.755 1 3.755 .080 .778
2989.848 64 46.716
2993.603 65
6.631 1 6.631 .149 .700
2839.493 64 44.367
2846.123 65
1.606 1 1.606 .039 .844
2617.040 64 40.891
2618.647 65
.003 1 .003 .000 .994
2634.049 64 41.157
2634.051 65
1.481 1 1.481 .035 .853
2722.657 64 42.542
2724.138 65
1.257 1 1.257 .030 .864
2705.407 64 42.272
2706.664 65
1.696 1 1.696 .041 .840
2631.688 64 41.120
2633.384 65
4.083 1 4.083 .102 .750
2556.780 64 39.950
2560.864 65
3.459 1 3.459 .086 .770
2570.880 64 40.170
2574.339 65





















































23.213 1 23.213 .496 .484
2997.009 64 46.828
3020.221 65
54.957 1 54.957 1.098 .299
3202.136 64 50.033
3257.093 65
57.802 1 57.802 1.171 .283
3159.254 64 49.363
3217.057 65
26.310 1 26.310 .552 .460
3052.340 64 47.693
3078.650 65
23.078 1 23.078 .515 .476
2869.146 64 44.830
2892.224 65
11.041 1 11.041 .261 .611
2709.384 64 42.334
2720.424 65
.045 1 .045 .001 .973
2590.445 64 40.476
2590.490 65
7.111 1 7.111 .175 .677
2595.869 64 40.560
2602.980 65
14.547 1 14.547 .331 .567
2812.541 64 43.946
2827.088 65














































Table E. 2: ANOVA Results for the Males’ Data Comparing No VMS1 Against VMS1 L2 at 
Every 50 Meters for the Upstream and Downstream Section 
ANOVA
2.498 1 2.498 .043 .836
3717.647 64 58.088
3720.145 65
3.755 1 3.755 .080 .778
2989.848 64 46.716
2993.603 65
6.631 1 6.631 .149 .700
2839.493 64 44.367
2846.123 65
1.606 1 1.606 .039 .844
2617.040 64 40.891
2618.647 65
.003 1 .003 .000 .994
2634.049 64 41.157
2634.051 65
1.481 1 1.481 .035 .853
2722.657 64 42.542
2724.138 65
1.257 1 1.257 .030 .864
2705.407 64 42.272
2706.664 65
1.696 1 1.696 .041 .840
2631.688 64 41.120
2633.384 65
4.083 1 4.083 .102 .750
2556.780 64 39.950
2560.864 65
3.459 1 3.459 .086 .770
2570.880 64 40.170
2574.339 65
5.592 1 5.592 .133 .717
2692.451 64 42.070
2698.043 65

























































54.957 1 54.957 1.098 .299
3202.136 64 50.033
3257.093 65
57.802 1 57.802 1.171 .283
3159.254 64 49.363
3217.057 65
26.310 1 26.310 .552 .460
3052.340 64 47.693
3078.650 65
23.078 1 23.078 .515 .476
2869.146 64 44.830
2892.224 65
11.041 1 11.041 .261 .611
2709.384 64 42.334
2720.424 65
.045 1 .045 .001 .973
2590.445 64 40.476
2590.490 65
7.111 1 7.111 .175 .677
2595.869 64 40.560
2602.980 65
14.547 1 14.547 .331 .567
2812.541 64 43.946
2827.088 65












































Table E. 3: ANOVA Results for the Males’ Data Comparing No VMS1 Against VMS1 L3 at 
Every 50 Meters for the Upstream and Downstream Section 
ANOVA
99.375 1 99.375 1.476 .229
4174.513 62 67.331
4273.888 63
85.606 1 85.606 1.382 .244
3841.521 62 61.960
3927.127 63
79.508 1 79.508 1.268 .265
3888.882 62 62.724
3968.391 63
64.569 1 64.569 1.057 .308
3788.352 62 61.102
3852.921 63
67.823 1 67.823 1.082 .302
3887.137 62 62.696
3954.960 63
61.744 1 61.744 .968 .329
3956.245 62 63.810
4017.988 63
60.104 1 60.104 .983 .325
3791.419 62 61.152
3851.523 63
46.937 1 46.937 .778 .381
3739.249 62 60.310
3786.186 63
24.300 1 24.300 .385 .537
3910.480 62 63.072
3934.780 63
15.890 1 15.890 .258 .614
3823.626 62 61.671
3839.517 63
27.779 1 27.779 .454 .503
3794.682 62 61.205
3822.461 63
28.378 1 28.378 .455 .502
3865.277 62 62.343
3893.655 63

























































15.664 1 15.664 .249 .619
3898.268 62 62.875
3913.932 63
8.999 1 8.999 .144 .705
3868.544 62 62.396
3877.543 63
16.405 1 16.405 .277 .601
3675.235 62 59.278
3691.639 63
22.977 1 22.977 .401 .529
3552.740 62 57.302
3575.718 63
45.153 1 45.153 .838 .364
3341.578 62 53.896
3386.731 63
92.327 1 92.327 1.871 .176
3059.422 62 49.346
3151.749 63
139.404 1 139.404 2.979 .089
2901.180 62 46.793
3040.583 63
153.976 1 153.976 3.086 .084
3093.463 62 49.895
3247.439 63














































Table E. 4: ANOVA Results for the Female Analysis Comparing all the Signs (No VMS1, 
VMS1 L1; VMS1 L2; and VMS1 L3) at Every 50 Meters for the Upstream and Downstream 
Section 
ANOVA
91.751 3 30.584 .687 .562
4805.833 108 44.498
4897.584 111
101.644 3 33.881 .784 .505
4666.118 108 43.205
4767.762 111
110.313 3 36.771 .845 .472
4702.415 108 43.541
4812.728 111
111.657 3 37.219 .802 .495
5012.268 108 46.410
5123.926 111
162.960 3 54.320 1.143 .335
5134.757 108 47.544
5297.717 111
207.296 3 69.099 1.405 .245
5312.972 108 49.194
5520.268 111
225.453 3 75.151 1.468 .227
5528.447 108 51.189
5753.901 111
204.931 3 68.310 1.352 .261
5456.160 108 50.520
5661.091 111
198.006 3 66.002 1.312 .274
5431.395 108 50.291
5629.400 111
217.530 3 72.510 1.441 .235
5433.535 108 50.311
5651.064 111






















































231.978 3 77.326 1.624 .188
5142.368 108 47.615
5374.346 111
163.248 3 54.416 1.281 .285
4587.161 108 42.474
4750.410 111
99.123 3 33.041 .806 .493
4428.183 108 41.002
4527.307 111
47.101 3 15.700 .393 .758
4313.587 108 39.941
4360.688 111
13.941 3 4.647 .108 .955
4628.739 108 42.859
4642.680 111
12.272 3 4.091 .090 .965
4913.414 108 45.495
4925.686 111
21.176 3 7.059 .138 .937
5533.779 108 51.239
5554.955 111
24.169 3 8.056 .171 .916
5098.788 108 47.211
5122.957 111
8.893 3 2.964 .070 .976
4598.696 108 42.581
4607.589 111















































Table E. 5: ANOVA Results for the Females’ Data Comparing No VMS1 Against VMS1 L1 at 
Every 50 Meters for the Upstream and Downstream Section 
ANOVA
1.230 1 1.230 .028 .868
2063.874 47 43.912
2065.104 48
9.194 1 9.194 .209 .650
2071.095 47 44.066
2080.289 48
19.783 1 19.783 .398 .531
2337.338 47 49.731
2357.120 48
21.788 1 21.788 .394 .533
2598.474 47 55.287
2620.261 48
36.549 1 36.549 .653 .423
2631.377 47 55.987
2667.926 48
43.954 1 43.954 .768 .385
2690.419 47 57.243
2734.373 48
55.321 1 55.321 .940 .337
2764.624 47 58.822
2819.945 48
43.472 1 43.472 .745 .393
2743.884 47 58.381
2787.356 48
30.551 1 30.551 .509 .479
2822.565 47 60.055
2853.115 48
30.938 1 30.938 .515 .476
2822.678 47 60.057
2853.616 48
30.207 1 30.207 .550 .462
2579.296 47 54.879
2609.503 48
























































31.907 1 31.907 .692 .410
2166.000 47 46.085
2197.907 48
22.508 1 22.508 .518 .475
2042.207 47 43.451
2064.715 48
2.071 1 2.071 .053 .818
1820.898 47 38.743
1822.969 48
.009 1 .009 .000 .988
1702.335 47 36.220
1702.344 48
4.527 1 4.527 .120 .730
1766.944 47 37.595
1771.470 48
19.951 1 19.951 .449 .506
2087.729 47 44.420
2107.681 48
23.978 1 23.978 .674 .416
1671.020 47 35.554
1694.998 48
.013 1 .013 .000 .983
1280.891 47 27.253
1280.904 48









































Table E. 6: ANOVA Results for the Females’ Data Comparing No VMS1 Against VMS1 L2 at 
Every 50 Meters for the Upstream and Downstream Section 
ANOVA
17.433 1 17.433 .509 .479
1848.325 54 34.228
1865.758 55
14.880 1 14.880 .468 .497
1715.358 54 31.766
1730.238 55
13.493 1 13.493 .434 .513
1680.314 54 31.117
1693.807 55
13.251 1 13.251 .392 .534
1827.516 54 33.843
1840.767 55
16.045 1 16.045 .443 .508
1954.060 54 36.186
1970.105 55
17.959 1 17.959 .504 .481
1923.897 54 35.628
1941.856 55
22.817 1 22.817 .602 .441
2045.684 54 37.883
2068.501 55
34.421 1 34.421 .915 .343
2031.981 54 37.629
2066.402 55
47.114 1 47.114 1.226 .273
2074.742 54 38.421
2121.856 55
58.472 1 58.472 1.581 .214
1997.644 54 36.993
2056.116 55
65.676 1 65.676 1.940 .169
1828.469 54 33.861
1894.145 55
























































.001 1 .001 .000 .997
2130.727 49 43.484
2130.728 50
.708 1 .708 .016 .899
2127.506 49 43.418
2128.214 50
2.283 1 2.283 .053 .820
2129.001 49 43.449
2131.285 50
5.647 1 5.647 .124 .726
2231.446 49 45.540
2237.093 50
7.789 1 7.789 .182 .672
2101.602 49 42.890
2109.391 50
7.008 1 7.008 .183 .671
1880.585 49 38.379
1887.593 50
7.332 1 7.332 .203 .654
1772.026 49 36.164
1779.358 50
4.495 1 4.495 .118 .733
1871.472 49 38.193
1875.967 50









































Table E. 7: ANOVA Results for the Females’ Data Comparing No VMS1 Against VMS1 L3 at 
Every 50 Meters for the Upstream and Downstream Section 
ANOVA
48.726 1 48.726 1.150 .289
2075.491 49 42.357
2124.217 50
31.955 1 31.955 .783 .380
1998.885 49 40.794
2030.841 50
18.456 1 18.456 .491 .487
1841.752 49 37.587
1860.208 50
16.338 1 16.338 .447 .507
1791.210 49 36.555
1807.548 50
20.470 1 20.470 .545 .464
1839.686 49 37.545
1860.157 50
32.035 1 32.035 .785 .380
1999.963 49 40.816
2031.997 50
21.396 1 21.396 .464 .499
2259.043 49 46.103
2280.439 50
13.050 1 13.050 .277 .601
2309.476 49 47.132
2322.526 50
15.078 1 15.078 .329 .569
2248.521 49 45.888
2263.600 50
12.330 1 12.330 .268 .607
2255.275 49 46.026
2267.605 50
12.263 1 12.263 .253 .618
2379.676 49 48.565
2391.939 50




















































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
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.001 1 .001 .000 .997
2130.727 49 43.484
2130.728 50
.708 1 .708 .016 .899
2127.506 49 43.418
2128.214 50
2.283 1 2.283 .053 .820
2129.001 49 43.449
2131.285 50
5.647 1 5.647 .124 .726
2231.446 49 45.540
2237.093 50
7.789 1 7.789 .182 .672
2101.602 49 42.890
2109.391 50
7.008 1 7.008 .183 .671
1880.585 49 38.379
1887.593 50
7.332 1 7.332 .203 .654
1772.026 49 36.164
1779.358 50
4.495 1 4.495 .118 .733
1871.472 49 38.193
1875.967 50









































Table E. 8: ANOVA Results Comparing the Female and Male Data for All the Signs at Every 50 
Meters for the Upstream and Downstream Section 
ANOVA
84.751 1 84.751 1.642 .201
12801.669 248 51.620
12886.420 249
119.131 1 119.131 2.361 .126
12514.691 248 50.462
12633.822 249
130.971 1 130.971 2.636 .106
12324.093 248 49.694
12455.064 249
139.152 1 139.152 2.861 .092
12061.227 248 48.634
12200.380 249
116.676 1 116.676 2.382 .124
12146.862 248 48.979
12263.538 249
96.923 1 96.923 1.922 .167
12504.421 248 50.421
12601.344 249
83.148 1 83.148 1.612 .205
12789.021 248 51.569
12872.169 249
107.643 1 107.643 2.086 .150
12794.853 248 51.592
12902.496 249
144.748 1 144.748 2.783 .097
12900.958 248 52.020
13045.706 249
147.222 1 147.222 2.885 .091
12653.608 248 51.023
12800.830 249
97.784 1 97.784 1.938 .165
12514.581 248 50.462
12612.366 249




















































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
 
 384
62.654 1 62.654 1.300 .255
11948.691 248 48.180
12011.345 249
40.934 1 40.934 .864 .354
11752.260 248 47.388
11793.194 249
42.342 1 42.342 .919 .339
11425.934 248 46.072
11468.276 249
31.416 1 31.416 .672 .413
11599.154 248 46.771
11630.570 249
15.250 1 15.250 .320 .572
11811.232 248 47.626
11826.482 249
6.308 1 6.308 .126 .722
12371.716 248 49.886
12378.024 249
8.375 1 8.375 .170 .680
12189.965 248 49.153
12198.341 249
16.780 1 16.780 .343 .558
12119.135 248 48.867
12135.914 249










































VSL 1  
Table E. 9: ANOVA Results for all VSL1 Scenarios: No VSL1, VSL45 (abrupt change) and 
VSL 50 (gradual change), at Every 50 Meters, 500 Meters Upstream and Downstream of the 
VSL1 
ANOVA
1007.694 2 503.847 12.207 .000
10195.107 247 41.276
11202.801 249
1007.307 2 503.653 11.905 .000
10449.965 247 42.308
11457.272 249
1060.582 2 530.291 12.453 .000
10518.180 247 42.584
11578.761 249
1048.614 2 524.307 12.154 .000
10655.475 247 43.140
11704.089 249
1028.435 2 514.217 11.386 .000
11155.564 247 45.164
12183.999 249
983.297 2 491.649 11.050 .000
10989.710 247 44.493
11973.008 249
893.166 2 446.583 10.236 .000
10775.788 247 43.627
11668.953 249
810.062 2 405.031 9.261 .000
10802.472 247 43.735
11612.534 249
681.292 2 340.646 7.549 .001
11145.284 247 45.123
11826.576 249
419.271 2 209.635 4.445 .013
11648.012 247 47.158
12067.282 249
187.605 2 93.802 1.920 .149
12065.534 247 48.848
12253.139 249




















































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
 
 386
15.232 2 7.616 .147 .863
12774.394 247 51.718
12789.626 249
17.971 2 8.986 .181 .834
12235.730 247 49.537
12253.701 249
24.341 2 12.171 .256 .775
11758.166 247 47.604
11782.507 249
55.403 2 27.701 .569 .567
12016.126 247 48.648
12071.528 249
59.352 2 29.676 .575 .563
12746.564 247 51.606
12805.916 249
25.570 2 12.785 .250 .779
12640.931 247 51.178
12666.501 249
18.933 2 9.467 .188 .829
12434.512 247 50.342
12453.445 249
17.702 2 8.851 .179 .836
12202.691 247 49.404
12220.393 249










































Table E. 10: ANOVA Results Comparing the Base Case Scenario (No VSL1) and VSL1 (45) at 
Every 50 Meters, 500 Meters Upstream and Downstream of the VMS1 
ANOVA
976.690 1 976.690 23.483 .000
6945.675 167 41.591
7922.365 168
973.164 1 973.164 22.774 .000
7136.028 167 42.731
8109.192 168
1029.236 1 1029.236 23.790 .000
7224.836 167 43.262
8254.072 168
1037.260 1 1037.260 23.224 .000
7458.691 167 44.663
8495.951 168
1026.073 1 1026.073 22.426 .000
7640.746 167 45.753
8666.820 168
976.041 1 976.041 20.813 .000
7831.546 167 46.895
8807.588 168
885.797 1 885.797 19.320 .000
7656.556 167 45.848
8542.353 168
786.213 1 786.213 18.173 .000
7224.742 167 43.262
8010.955 168
658.772 1 658.772 14.821 .000
7422.820 167 44.448
8081.592 168
413.070 1 413.070 9.000 .003
7665.085 167 45.899
8078.155 168
183.867 1 183.867 4.054 .046
7573.330 167 45.349
7757.198 168




















































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
 
 388
2.334 1 2.334 .050 .822
7718.597 167 46.219
7720.931 168
6.504 1 6.504 .152 .697
7128.866 167 42.688
7135.370 168
22.949 1 22.949 .535 .466
7162.691 167 42.890
7185.640 168
54.242 1 54.242 1.223 .270
7404.126 167 44.336
7458.368 168
52.125 1 52.125 1.077 .301
8082.958 167 48.401
8135.083 168
19.396 1 19.396 .394 .531
8226.624 167 49.261
8246.020 168
13.507 1 13.507 .267 .606
8448.297 167 50.589
8461.804 168
17.028 1 17.028 .329 .567
8647.351 167 51.781
8664.379 168










































Table E. 11: ANOVA Results Comparing the Base Case Scenario (No VSL1) and VSL1 (50) at 
Every 50 Meters, 500 Meters Upstream and Downstream of the VMS1 
ANOVA
114.425 1 114.425 3.210 .075
5810.657 163 35.648
5925.081 164
108.790 1 108.790 2.899 .091
6116.289 163 37.523
6225.079 164
122.827 1 122.827 3.143 .078
6370.029 163 39.080
6492.855 164
171.063 1 171.063 4.307 .040
6474.169 163 39.719
6645.233 164
297.574 1 297.574 6.999 .009
6930.521 163 42.519
7228.095 164
319.035 1 319.035 7.713 .006
6742.309 163 41.364
7061.344 164
293.933 1 293.933 7.206 .008
6648.688 163 40.789
6942.621 164
330.175 1 330.175 7.834 .006
6870.231 163 42.149
7200.406 164
284.659 1 284.659 6.662 .011
6965.028 163 42.730
7249.687 164
150.306 1 150.306 3.215 .075
7620.313 163 46.750
7770.618 164
70.820 1 70.820 1.424 .235
8107.793 163 49.741
8178.613 164




















































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
 
 390
15.022 1 15.022 .276 .600
8873.930 163 54.441
8888.951 164
2.794 1 2.794 .051 .822
9011.113 163 55.283
9013.907 164
1.840 1 1.840 .035 .851
8475.342 163 51.996
8477.181 164
21.111 1 21.111 .401 .528
8591.867 163 52.711
8612.978 164
35.052 1 35.052 .652 .421
8768.949 163 53.797
8804.001 164
18.877 1 18.877 .388 .534
7932.040 163 48.663
7950.916 164
14.805 1 14.805 .324 .570
7447.389 163 45.690
7462.193 164
7.633 1 7.633 .175 .676
7093.751 163 43.520
7101.384 164










































Table E. 12: ANOVA Results Comparing VSL1 (45) and VSL1 (50) at Every 50 Meters, 500 
Meters Upstream and Downstream of the VMS1 
ANOVA
409.536 1 409.536 8.798 .003
7633.881 164 46.548
8043.417 165
418.143 1 418.143 8.967 .003
7647.613 164 46.632
8065.756 165
427.338 1 427.338 9.418 .003
7441.495 164 45.375
7868.833 165
353.200 1 353.200 7.851 .006
7378.089 164 44.988
7731.289 165
208.449 1 208.449 4.417 .037
7739.861 164 47.194
7948.310 165
170.076 1 170.076 3.766 .054
7405.565 164 45.156
7575.641 165
151.161 1 151.161 3.421 .066
7246.331 164 44.185
7397.492 165
91.365 1 91.365 1.995 .160
7509.972 164 45.793
7601.337 165
72.420 1 72.420 1.503 .222
7902.720 164 48.187
7975.140 165
61.496 1 61.496 1.259 .263
8010.626 164 48.845
8072.122 165
24.954 1 24.954 .484 .487
8449.945 164 51.524
8474.898 165




















































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
 
 392
5.633 1 5.633 .103 .748
8956.262 164 54.611
8961.894 165
17.667 1 17.667 .348 .556
8331.480 164 50.802
8349.147 165
11.467 1 11.467 .239 .626
7878.299 164 48.038
7889.766 165
7.232 1 7.232 .148 .701
8036.257 164 49.002
8043.490 165
1.478 1 1.478 .028 .867
8641.220 164 52.690
8642.699 165
.000 1 .000 .000 .999
9123.199 164 55.629
9123.199 165
.047 1 .047 .001 .977
8973.337 164 54.715
8973.384 165
1.736 1 1.736 .033 .856
8664.281 164 52.831
8666.017 165










































Table E. 13: ANOVA Results for the Spot Speed 500 Meters Upstream and Downstream of 
VSL1 Based on the Gender Differences 
ANOVA
3.762 1 3.762 .083 .773
11199.039 248 45.157
11202.801 249
7.924 1 7.924 .172 .679
11449.348 248 46.167
11457.272 249
9.648 1 9.648 .207 .650
11569.113 248 46.650
11578.761 249
14.175 1 14.175 .301 .584
11689.913 248 47.137
11704.089 249
17.804 1 17.804 .363 .547
12166.195 248 49.057
12183.999 249
26.613 1 26.613 .552 .458
11946.395 248 48.171
11973.008 249
19.723 1 19.723 .420 .518
11649.230 248 46.973
11668.953 249
20.509 1 20.509 .439 .508
11592.026 248 46.742
11612.534 249
28.596 1 28.596 .601 .439
11797.980 248 47.572
11826.576 249
19.456 1 19.456 .400 .527
12047.826 248 48.580
12067.282 249
7.289 1 7.289 .148 .701
12245.850 248 49.378
12253.139 249




















































Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
 
 394
5.566 1 5.566 .108 .743
12784.060 248 51.549
12789.626 249
15.199 1 15.199 .308 .579
12238.502 248 49.349
12253.701 249
26.733 1 26.733 .564 .453
11755.774 248 47.402
11782.507 249
41.786 1 41.786 .861 .354
12029.743 248 48.507
12071.528 249
79.059 1 79.059 1.541 .216
12726.857 248 51.318
12805.916 249
116.432 1 116.432 2.301 .131
12550.069 248 50.605
12666.501 249
129.158 1 129.158 2.599 .108
12324.287 248 49.695
12453.445 249
139.038 1 139.038 2.854 .092
12081.355 248 48.715
12220.393 249











































VSL 2  
Table E. 14: ANOVA Results for the Speed Spot Analysis 500 Meters Upstream and 
Downstream of VSL1 Based on the Five Age Categories 
ANOVA
207.243 4 51.811 .943 .441
8957.313 163 54.953
9164.556 167
235.511 4 58.878 1.116 .351
8596.379 163 52.739
8831.890 167
175.050 4 43.763 .879 .478
8111.779 163 49.766
8286.830 167
129.806 4 32.451 .649 .628
8147.192 163 49.983
8276.998 167
124.034 4 31.008 .560 .692
9025.313 163 55.370
9149.347 167
135.524 4 33.881 .552 .698
10008.964 163 61.405
10144.488 167
158.610 4 39.652 .631 .641
10238.699 163 62.814
10397.308 167
131.499 4 32.875 .530 .714
10108.590 163 62.016
10240.089 167
87.416 4 21.854 .361 .836
9865.253 163 60.523
9952.670 167
106.311 4 26.578 .416 .797
10420.973 163 63.932
10527.284 167






















































351.621 4 87.905 1.383 .242
10360.777 163 63.563
10712.398 167
318.675 4 79.669 1.136 .341
11427.552 163 70.108
11746.227 167
290.878 4 72.720 .954 .434
12419.631 163 76.194
12710.509 167
300.834 4 75.209 .965 .428
12707.144 163 77.958
13007.978 167
314.219 4 78.555 1.019 .399
12562.684 163 77.072
12876.903 167
346.013 4 86.503 1.130 .344
12481.893 163 76.576
12827.906 167
335.782 4 83.945 1.187 .318
11524.022 163 70.700
11859.803 167
291.688 4 72.922 1.101 .358
10792.064 163 66.209
11083.752 167
178.521 4 44.630 .708 .587
10273.484 163 63.028
10452.005 167













































APPENDIX F: PROC MIXED RESULTS 
 398
This Appendix contains an example of the exact tables extracted from SAS, except the 
Difference of Least Square Means tables, which was done in Excel. The Difference of Least 
Square Means tables only contain the scenarios that were statistically different from each other. 
These tables are placed in the same exact order SAS placed them in the Output window.  
 
Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 
Effect Num DF Den DF F Value Pr > F 
group 7 73.1 0.22 0.9791 
Scenario(group) 16 144 2.85 0.0005 
Info_Level 2 80.3 0.05 0.9534 
 
 
Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect Scenario group Scenario _group Estimate St Error Pr > |t| 
Scenario(group) VSL16 1 VSL24 1 -5.732 2.3246 0.0148 
Scenario(group) VSL16 1 VSL11 6 -6.5636 3.1052 0.0361 
Scenario(group) VSL16 1 VSL9 7 -9.4707 3.0671 0.0024 
Scenario(group) VSL8 1 VSL9 7 -7.3014 3.0105 0.0165 
Scenario(group) VSL14 2 VSL9 7 -5.8517 2.9838 0.0517 
Scenario(group) VSL22 2 VSL9 7 -7.8073 2.9858 0.0098 
Scenario(group) VSL6 2 VSL9 7 -6.2382 2.9858 0.0383 
Scenario(group) VSL15 3 VSL23 3 5.0939 2.5407 0.0468 
Scenario(group) VSL15 3 VSL7 3 5.3688 2.2441 0.018 
Scenario(group) VSL23 3 VSL9 7 -8.837 3.2221 0.0067 
Scenario(group) VSL7 3 VSL11 6 -6.2048 2.9709 0.0384 
Scenario(group) VSL7 3 VSL9 7 -9.1118 2.9908 0.0027 
Scenario(group) VSL13 4 VSL11 6 -5.7277 2.9642 0.0551 
Scenario(group) VSL13 4 VSL9 7 -8.6347 2.9523 0.004 
Scenario(group) VSL21 4 VSL9 7 -7.0186 2.9483 0.0185 
Scenario(group) VSL5 4 VSL9 7 -5.6621 2.8968 0.0524 
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Scenario(group) VSL20 5 VSL4 5 4.9133 2.4521 0.0469 
Scenario(group) VSL4 5 VSL11 6 -6.4131 3.0826 0.0391 
Scenario(group) VSL4 5 VSL9 7 -9.3202 3.0435 0.0026 
Scenario(group) VSL11 6 VSL19 6 5.2007 2.1397 0.0163 
Scenario(group) VSL11 6 VSL1 7 6.0821 2.913 0.0385 
Scenario(group) VSL19 6 VSL9 7 -8.1077 2.913 0.0061 
Scenario(group) VSL1 7 VSL9 7 -8.9891 2.1397 <.0001 
Scenario(group) VSL17 7 VSL9 7 -5.9857 2.1397 0.0059 
Scenario(group) VSL9 7 VSL10 8 7.1755 2.9134 0.0149 
Scenario(group) VSL9 7 VSL18 8 6.8949 2.9134 0.0192 
 
Tests of Effect Slices 
Effect group Num DF Den DF F Value Pr > F 
Scenario(group) 1 2 144 3.14 0.0461 
Scenario(group) 2 2 143 0.43 0.6546 
Scenario(group) 3 2 147 3.42 0.0353 
Scenario(group) 4 2 146 0.90 0.4083 
Scenario(group) 5 2 149 2.41 0.0929 
Scenario(group) 6 2 142 2.96 0.0553 
Scenario(group) 7 2 142 9.15 0.0002 
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